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HADES, 1, II, III, IV.
was that of a country fiddler. Customers were
a i
scarce and our large surplus was in unoccuCarroll Pottle
Mary Lucy Chalmers pied time. Many hours were spent in the
Dexter back shop in an effort to get music out of the
vo Branch,
old violins. Slowly and steadily the business
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C. R. Coombs’ ambulance took him to
Waldo County Hospital, but he died soon
after arriving there and did not regain consciousness. He was born in Columbus, Kansas,
29 years ago, the son of Thomas M. and Minnie
Linthiam Henderson. When‘a young man he
came to Massachusetts, where he was employed for a time. He came to Belfast in a
sailing vessel and liking the city remained
here, finding his first employment with the
Swan & Sibley Co. After working there for a
short time he was employed by the Penobscot

Florence Parsons

Dexter,
Curtis,
.:>eth Doak,
tgia Frances Knight
America.
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broke and he fell to the
head. As soon as possi-
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Clara M. Bowden died May 12th at the
W. B. Bartram in Castine. She was
>orn in Orland July 18, 1833, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Dunham. In 1858, she was
narried to Samuel Bowden of Orland, and to
:hem was born one son, Frank H., of Monroe,
who survives her; also one brother, Samuel
Dunham of Orland. She 1 ad been a member
jf the Castine Cor gregational Church for
roany years, and was a very active member of
the ladies' sewing circle. She carried a true
Christian spirit all through her long life, was
always a bright ray in the sick room, and ever
ready with encouraging words and willing
hands to help any one who might need her
assistance. She was tenderely cared for during her last days by Mr and Mrs W. B.
Bartram, and will be greatly missed in their
home, as well as by a large circle of friends.
Mrs.

ble Mr.

O’Leary

ing. Harry R. Rumney
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William J. Stevens, an
ng Smelting and Refineer smelterman of Utah
v esterday afternoon by
a
dipper suspended on

Electric

Company

as

fireman at the East

;

West and learned the smelting busiless.
Mr. and Mrs. Stevens had visited his
iarly home in Swanville and his sister’s, the
ate Mrs. Matilda (Stevens) Littlefield, in Waterville, and other relatives last summer. The
>ld home and its associations were very dear
;o him.
His character was of sterling worth.

on

resting his
the pole, when
ground, striking
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weight on a wire, near the top of
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Park Doak,
lrginia Dutch,
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Last Tuesday forenoon Charles E. Hendera lineman in the employ of the Penobscot Bay Electric Co., lost his life when at
work on a pole in front of the residence of E.

Cousens,

Erving

rapidly

lome

uzner,
VV adiin,
d ine Frost,
::tv.

to increase

hear of his untimely death, and who will sympathize with the bereaved.

Grade II
->:er

Wm. J. Stevens was accidentally killed May
7th in Garfield, Utah. He was born in Swanrille, Me., the eldest son of the late Marias
ind Caroline (Eames) Stevens. He married
Miss Laura Belle Rogers of San Francisco,
3alif., in 1881, who survives him with their
laughters, Harriet M., Alice and Laura of
Murray, Utah, their son Frank R. of Clifton,
Arizona, and brother Frank M.t and sister,
Virs. Isaac E. McKern, both of Swanville, and
lieces, Mrs. Harry S Vose and Mrs. Fred Osiorn and nephew, Frank R Littlefield, of Wa:erville. In 1865 he enlisted and went as far
is Galoupe Island, when peace was declared,
tie was graduated at Eastman’s National Busiless College, Poughkeepsie, N.
Y., and was
smployed in Boston for five or n ore years. He

J

Bicknell Bro.’s opened what was then
one of the largest, if not the largest, and most
elaborately appointed clothing houses in New
England, outside of Boston. At the end of
37 years the management could say that they
had never borrowed a dollar to pay for a bill
of goods or paid for a bill of merchandize with
In this sketch of the busia promissory note.
Mr. Edness career of himself and brother,
mund Bicknell also writes interestingly of
boyhood life cn the home farm. There are
many in Waldo county who will be grieved to

■
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acute

April 15, 1904. She is survived by her parents,
her husband, a daughter, Mildred
Louise, aged
years, one sister, Mrs. Kate I. Webber, and
a niece, Miss Louise M. Webber, in whom the
deceased took a loving and devoted interest,
always frail and a semi invalid, she never al-

of 1879

:

I

Miller street, after six weeks’ illness
tuberculosis.
She was born in
North Belfast, the daughter of Collins and
Sarah Winslow McCarthy, and was married

j

of

Charles

Veazie,

j

one

of

Castine’s

most

May 15th, after

re-

short
illness, at the home of his sister, Mrs.Sarah Cox.
Mr. Veazie was born in Castine, 74 years ago
and spent the early part of his life in his
home town, fle went to war, under the t rst
call, in the year of ’61 in Co. B. 2nd Maine,
together with his two brothers, John and
Later
Moses Hackett, and served two years.

spected citizens,

died

a

Belfast station and for the past two years had
been doing lineman’s work. He is survived by
his wife, formerly Lydia E. Dickey of Belfast,
whom he married February 6, 1909. They lost
:l which had collected
one child in
infancy and have one adopted
ch ‘.he molten copper is
child. His sudden death was a great shock to
ad been loosened from
for a number of years.
his fellow-workers and to his employer*, and ; he followed the sea
-i ar.d a car was alongiito which it was intendDuring the past twenty year he had lived .n
much sympathy is expressed for the wife. He
ntte shell. Mr. Stevens j
was a
member of Tarratine Tribe of Redmen Bangor, working at the carpenter’s trade. He
car, which obscured his
and attended the Baptist church last Sunday was also harbor master there for a number of
ended
in
the
The
air.
I
|
house did not see Mr.
with the order. The funeral will take place years. The last three years he had lived with
and speed carried the this
Thursday, afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. W. his sister, Mrs. Cox. He will be missed by a
and the matte shell was
F. Sturtevant of the Baptist church will large number of friends, both in Bangor and
Stevens. killine him inCastine, as he was liked by all who knew him
officiate.
and had always lived an honest, upright life.
Mrs. Sarah J. Parker died at her home in He leaves besides a son, Charles Veazie of
Waldo, May 11, 1913, at the advanced age of Bangor, two sisters, Mrs. Sarah Cox and Mrs.
86 years. 8 months and 22 days. She was the
George Morey of Castine. The funeral was
daughter of George and Phebe (Maddocks) held Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock. The
Hahn, and spent the earlier part of her life in Chas. L. Stevens Post, G. A. R. attended in a
Waldoboro, Maine, in which town she was
body and four of the member were bearers.
born. At the age of 16 years she joined the
Baptist church in Waldoboro and had lived a
Elihu H. Gutild was found dead in bed at.
true Christian life.
She was patient and Rockland, May 15tb, at the home of his son, Dr,
thoughtful all through her long painful illness Edwin W. Gould, ex-commissioner of sea ard
and was beloved by alL In 1859 she married shore fisheries. His health had been failiug
George H. Parker of Waldo, Me., and had rapidly since the death of hie wife a year ago.
since made her home in that town. She leaves He was nearly 87 years oid and a retired
to mourn their loss two daughters: Mrs. Ellen farmer.
His other surviving- children are Mrs.
E. McKinley, and Mrs. Clarence H. Smith, both
Emily C. Pillsbiuy and Mrs. Nellie Hatch of
of Waldo, Me, and with whom she had lived Unity and Leon A. Gould of Wellington.
since the death of her husband, in 1882; one
granddaughter, Mrs. James H. Cilley, and a THE CASE OF CECIL R. NUTTING.
■

■

The convention adjourned to the Municipal
room where City Solicitor Franklin A.
Greer assisted by Arthur Ritchie appeared as
attorneys for the city and Hodgdon C. Buzzell
appeared as council for James W. Burgess.
Arthur Ritchie opened the case for the city
stating the duties of a road commissioner and
reading a list of the charges preferred, after
which the following witnesses were called and
sworn:
Eben F. Littlefield, Henry M. Bennett,
Harvey S. Cunningham, Edward F. Littlefield,
Chester L. Pooler, Arthur Ritchie, Frank
Wiley, Edgar F, Hanson and Stephen S. L.
Shute.
At the close of the evidence presented by
the witnesses appearing for the city council
court

5

with

increased, and having shown my willingness to
learn, at the end of my first year’s clerkship
the little money I had brought from the farm
was added to the business and 1 was made a
partner in the firm which has since been
known as Bicknell Bros.” The business soon

Day Began,
Gertrude Titherington
Peace

v

room.

in

lowed ailments to shadow her life or mar the
peace of others. Her own interests and welfare were the last of her considerations. To
the burdens of those near and dear to
struggled along in a small way, until at the lighten
end of the third year, by large efforts and small her, to help every one in trouble, was her
Her last thoughts were
greatest pleasure.
expenses he had gained a little.” About that
time his younger brother. Edmund Bicknell, i for the comfort of others. Her bright and
sunny disposition won and held many friends
the writer of this sketch, tells how he turned
his back on the home farm and going to j and universal sympathy is extended the bereaved. She never united with clubs or soLawrence “procured a position in the little
but her interests were centered in the
clothing store, then known as J. Bicknell, Jr. , cieties,
The business was still very small. About all some. The funeral took place Sunday after- !
I knew how to do was to pick up the loose soon at 1 o'clock, Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the
Universalist church officiating. Messrs. George
paper on the floor, and that was about all there
Harcourt, W. A. Shales, Walter Dutch and
was for me to do, and my salary, although
One of j Eben F. Hatch were the bearers.
more than I earned, was not large.

Miss Patterson
were

No.

to pay for what he bought, and, secondly, because he had no credit. Thus handicapped and for lack of experience the first two

Stephenson

•rid VII there

was

Maude E., wife of Ralph F. Darby, died
early
Thursday morning, May 15th, at her home,

taught

Armed Peace, Mr. Salter
■art,

Wilson. Congregationalism The burial
the family lot in Grove
Cemetery.

1
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both sides asked for a cortinuance to some
other night. The members of the joint convention refusing to continue the hearing to
another date Mr. Burgess’ counsel submitted
the case without evidence in rebuttal or argument on the part of counsel. The convention
then

adjourned

to the

common

council

room

to

evidence presented, going into
session.
The first action taken was to see if the contention would vote to restore the salary of
the road commissioner, which resulted in the
following vote on a roll call; those in favor
voting yea and those opposed nay.
Yea.
Hutchins. Wing, Morrison, Darby,
Payson, Russ, Rogers.—7.
Nay.
Redman, Bennett, Black, Tuttle,
Pooler, Wadsworth, Larrabee.—7.
Nichols absent.
The Mayor voted nay on the tie, making the
vote upon
executive

the

vote 8 nay, 7 yea.
In joint convention the

first question voted
upon on the evidence presented was: Has
James W. Burgess as Road Commissioner fail*
ed to obey the orders of the municipal officers?
The vote was as follows:
Yea. Redman, Hutchins, Bennett, Black,
Tuttle, Pooler, Wadsworth, Rogers, Larrabee.
—9.

Nay. Wing, Morrison, Darby, Payson, Russ.
—5.
Nichols absent.
Question 2. Has James W. Burgess as Road
Commissioner

willfully neglected

to

duties? The vote was as follows:
Yea.
Redman, Bennett, Black,
Wadsworth, Larrabee.—6.
Nay. Hutchins, Wing, Morrison,

perform

his

Pooler,
Darby,

Tuttle, Payson, Russ, Rogers.—8
Nichols absent.
On motion it was voted “That the mayor
proceed to take legal action to enjoin James
W. Burgess from acting further as Road Commissioner of the City of Belfast."
The foregoing is the official report made by
city clerk. We were unable to get a report of the meeting last Monday night other
than by telephone from the mayor. This was
a special meeting
called at the request of
eight members of the city government, who
intended reconsiderirg the vote by which
Street Commissioner Burgess was deprived of
his salary. H. C. Buzzell Esq., attorney for
Mr. Burgess, had advised him to resign and
had agreed to place his resignation in the
hands of the mayor before the meeting, with a
bill to date for nis services at the rate of $600
and team $200; but friends of Mr. Burgess
were not satisfied with the terms of the
agreement, and the resignation was .withheld. All
tne members of the citygovernment were
present. The mayor told the members that the
had lost their right to reconsider the vote by
which the Street Commissioner had been dey
prived of his salary and said that through hiscounsel, City Solicitor Greer and Arthur
Ritchie, he had applied to Judge W. C. Phi 1
brook for an order to restrain the city from
paying Street Commissioner Burgess after
that date, and that he proposed to institute a
the

against the bondsmen of Mr. Burgess
$1,000 damages because of his inefficiency.

suit

Some

of those present, and

some

for

who par-

ticipated in this meeting, 6ay that it was simply disgraceful. The Mayor called a former
city government “damned jackasses” because
they had seen fit to exercise their own judgment

and had not followed his dictates, and he has
characterized the present city government in
even worse terms.
This because some of the
members have realized that they were elected
not to fetch and carry for the
Mayor, but to
transact the business of the city with due regard for the interests of the community.
When the Mayor had finished his harangue
Monday night he said a motion to adjourn was
n order and Alderman Redman made
the motion and it was seconded by Alderman Bennett,
and the meeting was adjourned while Aiderman Wing was endeavoring to be heard.

»[IMPpD

city government he cannot, legally, be paid the
eelary of that office. It was currently reported yesterday morning that Harvey S. Cunningham had been elected street commissioner, but
Mr. Cunningham is at present in the employ
of Mr. Cobe in
Northport and it is not known
whether he would accept the position.

City Government.

Edmund Bicknell, for many years in the
clothing business in Lawrence, Mass., committed suicide at his home Thursday afternoon.
He was about 65 years of age.
This brief mention of the death of one of
the well known Bicknell Brothers is from an
exchange, and we have been unable to obtain
further particulars. In 1906 Mr. and Mrs. Ed?
mund Bicknell compiled and published a beau
tiful book to perpetuate the life work and
memory of their departed son, Ralph Edmund
Bicknell. It contains his writings from early
youth, notes of his travels, illustrated by his
own camera and collection of photographs and
is “dedicated to his friends and presented to
them in his memory.” He was an invalid for
years and with his father visited many resorts
in a vain quest for health. In the closing
pages of this memorial volume is an historical
sketch of the firm of Bicknell Bros, which in
1906 had been 37 years in Lawrence, Mass.
Portraits are given of E. and J. Bicknell. Both
were born in Searsmont, on the farm now owned by Horace Chenery. J. Bicknell, the senior
member, was born in 1844. When he reached
the age of 25 he renounced farming and with
a few hard-earned dollars in his pocket started
for Boston, and lost no time in securing a job
After six months
as clerk in a clothing store.
of clerkship he went to Lawrence “and opened
what was then called a clothing store in a little ten-footer at 651 Essex street. A medium
size dry goods box would hold his entire stock
in trade, all of which he paid for from the
aforesaid wallet: first, because he had been

N .tes. .The Sardine Situav,-isity of Maine .Naut cal

,,,

since been their home. She ie survived
by her
husband, two daughters and five sons: Grace
M., widow of Warren W. Knowlton; Lillian A.,
IN BOARD OF MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
wife of Addison F. Pendleton; Luther A., Rosa
May 15th Mayor Hanaon presiding, with full
I, Charles F., Seldon B. and Earl F.. all of
board present.
Belfast. Mrs. Hammons was an interested
Meeting called for the purpose of holding an
member of Seaside Grange, an attendant at
the Baptist church and a member of the home inquest on the fire in the store of Lewis Goldon
department of the Sunday school. She was berg Tuesday, May 13,1913. Mr.. Goldberg
appeared before the board, was sworn and afa
most estimable woman, domestic in
her
ter hearing hit testimony it was voted that the
tastes, and every duty as wife and mother was
cause of the fire was unknown.
discharged with love and devotion, which was
Adjourned.
fully reciprocated by her husband and children.
Both Mrs. Hammons and her husband were
The board of aldermen met and adjourned to
musical and all the sons are unusually
gifted
and for many years have been prominent in meet in joint convention.
IN JOINT CONVENTION.
the musical life of Belfast.
The bereaved
Mayor Hanson presiding and 14 present.
have the sympathy of the entire
in
community
Meeting called for a public hearing upon
their irreparable loss. The funeral was held
charges preferred against James W. Burgess,
at her late home Saturday at 1 p.
m., conducted
by Rev. A. A. Blair, Universalist, assisted by Road Commissioner of the City of Belfast.
Voted to adjourn to the Municipal court
Rev. W. F. Sturtevant, Baptist, and Rev. D. L.
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Mrs. M. S. Jettison snd little
daughter Verna
to Lisbon Falls
Monday to visit her
brother, Mr. A. C. Mosman.
Dr. and Mrs. G. P. Lombard left
by Monday
afternoon’s boat for Woburn, Mass
where
Mrs. Lombard will visit relatives for
two
weeks.

summer.

Wm. A. Clark arrived home from
Daytona,
Fia., last Saturday. He is driving an Overland car, which he
bought for use in the south

! during

an

the

as

winter.

intercollegiate

track meet at the UniverMaine Saturday
W. H. Folwell and
family of

sity

of

are

not

coming

Philadelphia

Isola Bella this summer but
have leased for the season the
Adams bungalow on the Belfast
road, Camden.
to

Mr. and Mrs. C. 1. Dean of
Brewer, Mrs.
Annie Dennis and Mr. Irving Nichols of Banwere
in
Belfast
gor
last Saturday to attend
the funeral of Mrs. L. W. Hammons.
Rear Commodore Holman
Day of the Portland Yacht club has arrived in Portland in
his
new cruising
powerboat, the Davy Jones II.,
which he had brought from
Long Island, N.
Y., where he bought her.

Thursday, May 16th, was the birthday of
Mrs. George W. Burgess, and she was the recipient of potted plants, cut dowers, post cards
and congratulatory messages from her
many
friends and well wishers.

.1

obstruction,

the

Lynwood Thompson, Henry Mudgett and
Oscar Oleson went to Orono
Friday to attend

form dust to be blown into the stores
inhaled by passers. Street Commissioner
Burgess inaugurated clearing the gutters of
this stuff and hauling it off, and the mayor
has been using it to grade the lawn in
front of his $40,000 residence on Northport avenue. It is an excellent fertilizer.
Mr. Howard F. Mason, an experienced road
builder, built some fine roads in the city park
from the entrance to the shore. They were
of ample width and well graveled. But one
day the mayor mounted the road machine himself and tore through the park, nearly doubling the width of these roads and covering the
gravel with earth, in which weeds and grass
have since been allowed to grow. Not only
this, but in hauling gravel from the water
front, in violation of an order of his one-man
city government, to place on his own driveways the teams are said to have cut up these
dirt roads badly, and they were unsightly
enough before. The mayor has seen fit to call
attention himself several times to this despoiling the park beacn of gravel for his private use, although one would think it a matter
he would be glad to have forgotten.. If this

superfluous,

Mrs. Ruth Cushman and little

son

Frederick

from

week

some

traveling salesman.

Robert A. Cony, Esq.,
Senator Burleigh’s secretary, sajs: “The Governor appears to bt
improving all right. He
has had quite a long seige of it, but seems now
to be well along towards
recovery and they
hope he may be able to leave the hospital

shortly.”

the

Mr. Alfred Johnson of 14 Arlington street,
Boston, spent a day recently in Newark, N. J.,
with Mr. and Mrs Louis E. Pennington and
went on board their 40-foot cabin
cruising
launch, the Black Rabbit, l'he launch was to
leave at the end of last week for Northport.
Claribell Marsh will arrive from Bos-

Miss

mayor’s

but Mrs.

for the

Fessenden

has

not

made

any

rdan

summer.

of the streets and made

the worst kind of mud. It would seem that
the mayor is the one who should be placed on

now

in

a

Capt. Theodore Colcord of Searsport was the
guest over Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. James S.
Harriman.
The Louie Pennington’s of Newark, N. J
arrived yesterday to occupy their summer
home in Northport for the season.

22-foot motor boat.

|

The sewing circle of Osceola c -uncil, Degree |
of Pocahontas, was entertained at the home of !
Mrs. Nina E. Cook, Church street, last Friday
evening with a good attendance. In the even- i
ing a picnic 6upper was served and following
the supper there was card playing, in which
the gentlemen members of the families took
PHU.

Work was begun last Monday preparatory to
putting in a plate glass front and making
other improvements in the Swift shoe store on
Main Btreet. which Leroy A. Webber is soon tc
ivnomer special meeting was neld
Tuesday
night, of which the following report was fur- open with a complete new stock of boots,
nished by the city clerk:
Morris E. Curtis hac
shoes, rubbers, etc.
The following orders were read and passed
charge of the work.
in the board of aldermen.
Ordered. That the City Auditor be and
Poor’s Mills. Rev. Mr. Whitlock of Wahereby is authorized and instructed to place terville
preached here last Sunday and aftei
the bill of J. W. Burgess, dated May 19,
1913, at rate of $600 and $200 horse hire, services organized a Sunday school of aboul
amounting to $152.30, submitted by him, forty, including a large Bible class.... Mr. anc
as final
settlement of his ar.*>unt with Mrs. Manley Wilson have moved into th<
the city as Road Commissioner, and accomWoods’ house which they recently
his
panying
resignation of even date, on the Charles
Roll of Accounts for June. Council concurred. bought.... Mrs. Nettie Kimball’s sister fron
Ordered. That the City Treasurer be and Connecticut is
visiting her....The entertain
is hereby authorized and instructed to draw
his order for the sum of $23.10, payable to the ment given last week was a success in everj
Maine Central Railroad Company, the same way.... Mrs. William Wood has a boarder fron
being for freight on hose wagon purchased of
Mass.
the City of Worcester, Mass. Council con- Newton,
The hearing on the changes asked for in th<
curred.
The report of the City Solicitor on claim for
highway at Little River in the town of North
damages filed by Ephriam M. Richards was
will be at 10 a. m. May 27th at the plac<
read, accepted and ordered placed on file. port,
of the proposed changes. The turns in th<
Council concurred.
The boards then met in joint convention road at this point are considered dangeroui ,
with 12 present. Meeting called to act
upon aud it is hoped the county commissioners ma;
the resignation of James W. Burgess as Road
see fit to make the necessary changes.
Th<
Commissioner of the City of Belfast. Resignafirst turn is at the top of the hill after crosstion read by Mayor Hanson and
unamiously
accepted by the convention. Adjourned to ing the bridge and the Becond at the top o:
meet in seperate boards.
the hill beyond. Cutting down the bushes oi
In the board of
a

Mrs. Stillman D. Flood has moved to Northport for the summer and has rented the Davie
bakery on Clinton avenue, of which she wil!
have charge.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Hazel tine and Miss

Margaret N. Hazeltine arrived by boat Tuesday morning from visits in Atlantic City, New
York and Bcston.
Mr. and Mrs.

Ira M. Cobe of Chicago wiP

arrive

tomorrow, Friday, for a few days’ stay
Their help arrived on the Boston boat last
Tuesday m. rning and were landed at Northport.
Miss Cora Hills and Miss
Augusta Kendal’
arrived in Belfast, May 16th,.from

Cal., after

days.

Antioch,

a

Miss

delightful trip of live and one half
Hills is at her old homein Lincoln-

ville.
Charles E. Sherman, undertaker with Charles
R. Coombs, is confined to his home on High
street, but is gradually improving. Orrin J.
Dickey is assisting Mr. Coombs during Mr
Sherman’s absence.'
H.

C. Barnard of Lewiston arrived last Sat-

urday afternoon to spend the week-end with
his daughter, Miss Hazel Barnard, a member of
the High school faculty. He was a
guest of
Mr. and Mrs. William M. Randall, Church

June 24th.

noon

as

Congressman Forrest Goodwin was taken
suddenly ill in his office at Skowhegan, having
two attacks of hemorrhage of the stomach,
1 anH not Street Commissioner Rnnrucc
which his physicians attribute to acute indiTHE NEWS OF BELFAST.
gestion. He received medical attendance and
Sunday was taken to Portland by a special
James Robertson and Charles B. Thorndike train and to a local hospital. The reports of
were made members in A. E. Clark Camp.
his condition since have been favorable,
Sons of Veterans at the meeting this week.
The Journal has received a personal note
i
Capt. T. D. Barr has sold his sloop yacht from Mr. D. Faunce Woodcock, under date
Fiona to Searsport parties. He hated to give of Tucson, Arizona, May 12th, in which he
her up, for Capt. Barr is a sailor from keel to says: “We expect to leave here for the East
truck, but she was too big for one man to the first of next week and arrive in Boston
j
handle with comfort. He does his cruising about May 21st, and only wish we had planned
deposited on

Windsor.

Bangor

A recent note from

Not only that, but a yellow clay
loom.in which there was not a trace of gravel,
was

Mr. and Mrs. George B. Dyer have returned
from a visit in Lawrence, Mass.

Ralph C. Johnson, Ef»j., of Washington, D
C., arrived by Tuesday morning’s boat to look
after his property here, and left by the after-

For many years the city had been getting ton June 1st to take charge of the Western
gravel from a bank at the easterly end of the i Union Telegraph office for the Waldo Telelower bridge, taking what was needed, making
phone & Telegraph Company in place of Miss
its own returns and paying ten cents a cart
load. The mayor brought his personal politics Sanborn, who will take a vacation this sumMiss Marsh will be assisted by Miss
into this arrangement, charging graft to the mer.
amount of thousands of dollars—charges provWinnifred Sanborn.
Both
are
excellent
ed to be utterly groundless, but which were so
annoying to the real owner of the gravel, who telegraphers.
was not the person assailed by the mayor, that
Mrs. J. A. Fessenden and Mrs. L. W. Penthe city was forbidden further use of this
dleton, who have been in Ashville, N. C\, since
gravel. A pair of horses could haul ten or
twelve loads of this gravel a day, but now it leaving St. Augustine, Fla., where they spent
was necessary to go into the country to obtain
the winter, left there last Saturday for New
gravel and a team could haul only four loads a York
City. Mrs. Pendleton, whose health is
day, for which the city paid 15 cents a load. much
improved, is coming to Belfast in June,
The difference in expense is what the tax payof Belfast have had to pay for the

few weeks

a very enjoyable six weeks’
trip
Canadian Northwest. Mr. Pillsbury is
very much improved in health and haB resumed his duties with the T. R. Savage Co. of

to the

alty.

spite work.

a

Brown, who have been visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Brown, left
Belfast relatives have received cards anMonday to join
her husband in Ellsworth, where
they will nouncing that the marriage of Robert, son of
make their home. She was
accompanied to Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. White of Farmington,
Bangor by her sister. Miss Louise Brown.
formerly of Belfast, and Miss Sibyl Dierck, a
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Pills bury returned last public school teacher of Boston, will take place

mayor would have the public believe, the
proper use for it would be on the park roads.
But after violating an order of his own creation, and on the fact becoming known, the
mayor constituted himself a judge, jury and
prosecuting attorney and fined himself $10.
This despite the fact that the order was simply mandatory and did not provide fora pen-

ers

Mrs. Hattie A. Bray is
spending
in Boston.

Miss Evelyn A. Richards has entered
the
Dwight A. Kimball passed Sunday in Pittscounting room of the Waldo Telephone Com- field with hia parents. Mr. and Mrs. Gtorge E.
pany to assist Miss Ella I. Smalley
during the Kimball, making the tripin his new runabout.

ters, to

was

brief busi-

went

and

gravel

on a

C«pt. R. W. Warren went to Boston WednesMiss Annella Guptill has entered the law ofday for m few days’ visit.
fice of H. C. Buzzell as
stenographer.
Lawrence J. Morreau returned Monday from
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Marden have returned
a short visit in
home from a visit with Mrs. C. R. York in
Brunswick.

j

_u_l

in Boston

Ned W. Coombs has been
appointed postCastine.

Among the “crimes" of which Street Commissioner Burgess is accused by the mayor is
that of placing sods on the tiaveled portion of
the highways. We have seen no evidence of
this, but if the charge is well founded Mr. Burgess has simply followed a practice that has
prevailed every year that Mayor Hanson has
been in office. Under his predecessor. Mayor
John R. Dunton, Street Commissioner Wilson
thoroughly graveled the roads in the outlying
districts. Since then, as if by a concerted
plan, the gravel has been covered with sods

and dirt from the ditches. Under Street Commissioners Wilson and Levi L. Robbins sections of State road were built on
;
Northport
avenue, with center drains on
j that carried off the water into a true grade
culverts, and
i the traveled way was well graveled. No better roads have been built since, if so
good.
But Mayor Hanson’s road machine was sent
down the avenue one spring and covered this
gravel with sods and dirt, making the road
! practically impassable, so that many
knowing
its condition went around by the back road.
The
avenue
remained
in
an unsatisfactory
j
condition all summer, and those familiar with
the mayor’s peculiarities, to use the mildest
possible term, believe that this was done to
discredit the good work done by Street Commissioners Wilson and Robbins. Later the
road machine was run over a residential street
and fully half of the traveled way was covered with sods, right side up, which of course
were
avoided by passing teams, and grass,
buttercups and daisies grew and blossomed
there for two years. This was generally
credited to the policy that prompted the “spite
ditch” on Waldo avenue. In the city streets
it has been the common practice not only to
place sods in the traveled way, but the leaf

is
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master at

AND THE MAYOR.

great grandson, Lester N. Cilley, for whom
she had a great affection, and one brother,
To the Editor of The Journal. I wish
George W. Hahn of Waldoboro. Mrs. Parker you to correct a report of your issue of May
j
came of a long lived family; her
father,George 15th in regard to the case of Cecil R. Nutting.
Hahn, lived to the age of 84 years, and his These are, plain facts: Cecil R. Nutting, an
twin brother John to the age of 92 years. orphan, came to my home through the council
Another brother, Jacob Hahn, lived to the age chamber at Augusta and Dr. G. C. Kilgore of
of 84 years, and their sister, Hannah, lived to Belfast, who had him in charge for quite a
the age of 92 years. The Hahn family are time. He is an exceptionally bright and smart
of German descent, and came from Frankfort- boy of eleven years and this was his first little
on-the-Main, Germany, in 1752. The funeral offense, so far as we can learn. Being away
services were held at her late home, Tuesday, i from home quite a little and leaving him in
alderman
request was
received from the council that order No. 3, the side of the latter hill would be of somi
May 13th, at 1.30 p. m. The bearers were her charge, he did no more than other boys have sent
from that body May 5th, and referred help.
up
done. The State thought it for the boy’s good, to the committee on fire
nearest neighbors: C. W. Shorey, Albert
department, be reconThe alarm from box 36 at 3.20 p. m. yesterShorey, Nathaniel Cross and Freeman Cross. and that it would be for his best interest, to sidered. It provides for paying the city electrician
time
at
a
short
school.
$10
a
month.
The
order was taken up day was for a fire started by an oil stove ii
Now
him
we
feel
The officiating clergyman was Rev. W. F. give
and
passed in concurrence.
the basement of the Gordon Art Store in the
that a false impression has been given and a
Sturtevant of the Belfast Baptist church.
In the board of
municipal officers a comgreat injustice done him and shall do all in our munication from W. R. Marshall was read and Colonial Theater building. Mr. Gordon was at
Clara A., wife of Dr Luther W. Hammons, power to undo the wrong for his good and in referred to the chairman of the committee on work framing pictures when he noticed a blaze
and a communication from J. J. stream up from the stove, and realizing the
passed jaway early Thursday morning, May respect to the Hon. gentlemen, myseif,and one sidewalks,
Me lien relative to
widening the Robbins road danger attempted to bring the stove up stairs,
15th, at her home on High street after an ill- who walked with me shoulder to shoulder up was read and referred
to the chairman of the
ness of about ten months with a severe liver
but was obliged to drop it. He called to his
the rocky road of life. When in her last sick- committee on highways.
The matter of supplying a road commission- clerk to ring in an alarm but W. H. Bray hac
trouble. She was a native of ‘North Orring- ness tbia little boy did all in his power to make
er was discussed and it was
agreed that the already done so by request of the ladies in th«
ton, the daughter of the late Thomas W. and life brighter and happier, but who. neverthemunicipal officers endeavor to procure some
Frances A. Dean, and of her father’s family less must learn the meaning of discipline. suitable person to look after the roads and New York Store, who had smelled the smoke.
only one brother survives—Charles I. Dean of When the proper time comes I shall go to that the chairman of the committee on high- Mr. .Gordon’s hair was singed by the flamei
ways attend to the roads until some person is from the stove and when he dropped
Brewer. When a young girl she married Dr. Portland and take him home.
it^it se
found.
Yours truly,
fire to some rubbish in a box. The fire departHammons and they moved to Isleeboro and reAdjourned.
ment is just across the street and the mei
Fuderick J. Webb.
aided there until about twenty-three years
This makes Alderman Bennett Street Com- were quickly on hand with all their
Swanville, Me., May lit MU.
apparatus
Ago, when they moved to Belfast, which has
minion.r pro too. bat M * monbor of tho end the fire was
extinguished with chemicals.

m
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boat on his return.
The Johnsons are
going abroad this year and will not open their
home on Primrose Hill.

Harry A. Kilgore of Thorndike was in
city last Thursday, and on Saturday went
to Waterville to attei d the funeral of his aunt,
Mrs. Mary F. Roberts, wife of the late Dr. F.
Dr.

this

H. Roberts of Waterville, who died
suddenly
Thursday morning in Thorndike.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Shea, who closed
season in
the Provinces last Saturday

their

night,

arrived

Monday

and

are

Mrs. Thomas B. Dinsmore
while getting their cottage

and

guests of Mr
few

lor a
on

the

days

North

Shore, Northport, ready for occupancy.
Mrs. Amanda G. Howe of LincolnviHe, who
had been the guest of her sisters, Mrs. Esther
G. Davis and Miss Sarah R. Gardner, was a
passenger on the first trip to Rockland of the
auto of the Maine Transportation Co. Mrs. S
S. L. Shute also was a passenger to Rockland.
Miss Grace Hayes, chief operator of the
Waldo Telephone Company, anu her sister
Miss Mary Hayes, arrived S iturday from Hyde
Park, Mass., where they hud been the guest?
of their brother Eugene for the past week
Miss Grace Hayes is spending the rema nder
of her vacation with friends in Bangor.
Mrs. Henry F.
Riggs represented

Larrabee
the

and

Mis.

F.

A

Temple Heights Spirit-

Mrs. Della Frisbee and
Carter, Seaside Spiritual Society of this
city, at the recent meeting ir. Augusta of the
State Spiritual Association. Mrs. Riggs also
visited her niece, Mrs. Grace Town of Winual

Association and

Annie

throp.
SECRET

SOCIETIES.

There will be a special meeting of Timothy
Chase Lodge this, Thursday, evening with
work in the Feilowcraft degree.

The annual meeting of the grand lodge.
Knights of Pythias, was held yesterday in
Portland in the large Pythian hail. Grand
to start this week as the heat is getting bad.
It was 114 yesterday p. m. on our front porch. Chancellor William A. Gilman presiding.
Hoping to see you in the near future.”
Mystic Shriners will go to Augusta, ThursMr. and Lloyd Stantial, who have been living day, June 5th, for the annual field day. Head
in Portland the past year, are visiting her quarters will be made at Masonic hall and a
parents, Rev. and Mrs. William Vaughan, in short parade will be held in Augusta, this comEast Belfast. In June they will take up their I mencing about 10.30 o’clock. The festivities
residence in Goffstown, N. H. Last Sunday ; will be held at Island park on Lake Cobosseethey were at a family reunion at the home of I contee, the trip to and from Augusta being
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Stantial, 82 ; made by electrics. Dinner will be served about
Waldo avenue, which included Mr. and Mrs. A. j 6 o’clock at the Augusta House, and in the
E. Stantial, Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Bramhall evening a ceremonial session will be held in
and two grandchildren.
City Hall.
Hon. Warren C. Philbrook, who was recently
Mrs. E. K. Harris was in Belfast last Thursday on her return from a visit to the Harris appointed to the Supreme bench of Maine, was
! tendered a testimonial banquet Tuesday evensummer home on Holbrook’s Island, and took
the noon train for Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. j ing.May 13th,at the Knights of Pythias hall in
Harris and daughters will spend the summer Waterville by the members of Havelock Lodge,
abroad. They passed the winter as usual at j No. 35, and there was a large attendance. The
their orange grove on the St. John's river, banquet was served by the Pythian Sisters and
Florida, and on their way north had a pleasant ; was an excellent one from every standpoint.
visit in Washington. The many friends here ! At the post prandial exercises, a beautiful
of Mr. Harris will be glad to know that he is | gold headed cane was presented the guest of
! honor, the presentation speech being made by
in good health.
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The three bodies of the Ancient Acceptec
week, looking after matters in connection with her summer home. A | Scottish Rite of Free Masonry located in the
of Rockland held meetings in Malarge crew is now at work, including carpen- J “Valley’'
sonic Temple on Tuesday and Wednesday, May
ters, painters, plumbers, paper hangers and ;
and 14th, and graduated a large class of
electricians, and work is also progressing on ; 13th
candidates for the Consistory at the coming
t he grounds; grading, building walks ana drivesession in Portland. The meetings were al
ways, etc. A large quantity of shrubs and
attended and very interesting. The
plants for embellishing the grounds has been largely
of the Rite, from the third, that of
received. It iB expected that the cottage will [ degrees
Master Mason, up to the 18th, were all conbe completed about the middle of June, when
either in full form or communicated.
Mrs. and Miss Crosby, who are at the Ven- ferred,
At the annual meeting of Rockland
lodge of
dome, Boston, will come here to occupy it for
Perfection officers were elected and installi-d.
the season.
The Thrice Potent Master is Wilmer J. DorThe personnel of the new Portland Symman of Belfast.
The 14th degree was conphony Orchestra, includes a Belfast boy, s ferred in full form on a
class of live candidates
native of and former resident of this city, Mr.
which included Dr. E. D. Tapley of Belfast.
J. V. Havener, of whom the Portland Express
Rockland Council of the Princes of Jerusalem
says: “He is considered one of the best French
held its annual meeting and elected and inhorn players in the country." He is also a
stalled officers. Morris L. Siugg of Belfast
member of the Innes Band and a teacher ol
is the Sovereign Prince and Wilmer J.
Dorviolin and French horn. At a concert by the
man of Belfast Master of
Ceremonies. The
orchestra in Pythian hall. May 19th, Mr. Havsame class of candidates who took
the precedener gave a solo for French horn from “Saming degrees in the afternoon were taken in
son and Delilah," Saint- Saens.
In a persona] hand
by the Council in the evening and renote he says: “I have opened a studio here and
ceived the 16th and 16th degrees.
Wednesday*
am teaching, but
expect to leave late in July May 14th, General Knox chapter of Rose
Croix held sessions, afternoon and
to open with the Innea Band in Willow Grove
evening.
The
Croix degress were conferri d on a
Park, Philadelphia, then go to Flora Park class Rose
of 14 candidates, including
Maponis
Oakland, Calif, return to Philadelphia, close Whitten
Banton, Georgs Crosby Trussed, Euin Boston at the Food Exposition and retun
gene Dole Tapley, Fred Elmer Ellis, Robert
to Portland in October to re-open my atudie
Franklin Dunton, Louis S. Shiro,'Frank Ryderfor tbo winter."
Keene and Percy Elmer Greer, Ml of Belfastfor

a

few

days

last

•

FREDERICK J. SIMONTON.

County Correspondence.

Parents, Read this Letter!

|

[Rockland Courier-Gazette.]
I have a letter from a prominent Maine
It is among the sad duties of the loca 1 clergyman in regard to a sickness of one of
newspaper to note the passing from lif ? !1 his children from which I quote as follows:
“Our two-year-old baby was very sick
of the men connected with the busines
at two different times and we came near
and professional interests of the town
losing her. We had the best doctors,
It has fallen to the present proprietor * 1 but they did not know what the trouble
was. In the first sickness she had high fever
of The Courier-Gazette, in a generatio:
for several days, and the doctor said it acted
of association with the activities of Mai
like scarlet fever, but as there were no other
street, to say the final word in this con
Aftercases he did not think it could be.
nection with a whole line of these men
wards she broke out in a rash all over her
body. The last sickness was similar and
whose gradual removal has set the sea 1
the doctor was puzzled. She was very
of a complete change upon the personne 1
nervous and we feared we would lose her.
of the city’s business life.
Among th
Your Dr.True’s Elixir was recommended,
very last to be tiius mentioned is Fred
and after two days’ use she passed several
erick J. Simonton.
Since young man
worms from two to three inches in length,
hood actively engaged in trade, and con
and is now well and strong and sleeps at
o f
to be seen at his
tinuing

[Deferred]

business down to the final week of hi ; | nightswithoutfretting, tossingaudstarting
life, Mr. Simonton will be greatly missed I in a fright as she did formerly."
I will be glad to furnish this clergyHis manner was gentle and a natural in
man’s name and address to anyone who
clination to friendliness made counties 3
friends for him in the great army of th > cares to wiite to me.
M B.—True’s Elixir is the best known
buying public. As there always is witl
such men, there were the intimacies of
remedy for ail stomach and bowel troubles.
closer circle—lately more and more nar ! Purely vegetable, pleasant to take and
rowing—and these ties are severed witl | entirely harmless. Expels stomach worms
and pin worms. All dealers, 35c; 50c; $1.00.
a keenness of sorrow
to those who sur
Yours for better health,
vive that expresses the affectionate re
gard in which this friend was held.

Auburn,

!

!

Me.

j

been

engaged in one line of businesi
nearly 60 years. He was one of the ll 1
children comprising the family of Wil
liam and Elizabeth (Roberts) Simonton
residing in that section of Camden ap
propriately known as Simonton’s Corner
Of that large family, which was arnon;

the best known in Knox county, there is
but one survivor, Mrs. Andrew E. Clarl
of Belfast.
Mr. Simonton was born July 24, 1836,
He left the homestead at 17 and enterec
the employ of Benjamin Lothrop, whc
conducted a large dry goods store in this
city. Soon afterward he was joined by
an older brother, the late Theodore E
Simonton, and together they purchaser
the Lothrop store, which in 1861 became
known as the firm of T. E. & F. J
Simonton. The senior piartner withdrew
from the firm in 18S3, but did not sevei
his connection with the store until sever
years afterward, when he became deputy
collector of customs.
In 1895 the firm
was incorporated as the Simonton Dry
Goods Company, and the active management passed into
the hands of F. J.
Simonton’s two sons, Frederick J. am:
Horace L., who had inherited an aptitude
for the business, which has helped t<:
make ‘'Simonton’s” one ot the best
known business houses in Eastern Maine.
Horace died in 1906.
The deceased was a member from
Ward 3 of the city government in 137S
and 1879, but his political ambition rest
ed there.
Other and higher honors prof
fered him, but mercantile pursuits ap
more
pealed
strongly to him, and the
fleet,ng years found him still loyal to the
trade which had claimed his attention
when he left his boyhood home.
He had
been a member of the Congregational
parish a great many years, and was
greatly devoted to that church, constant
in attendance and ever responsive when
his services or financial aid were desired.
K’nrniot'lc
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Until his increasing
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Literary News and Notes.

was in town on business last week....
MiBBes Althea Yeaton and Ethel Parker, students at the Castine Normal school, were at
home Friday night....Mr. Marcellus Niles of
West Somerville, Mass., arrived last week to
put his cottage in order for the summer_
Mrs. Ralph Hamilton of Sewickley, Pa., arrived May 8th to spend the summer with her
mother, Mrs. Angelia Adams... .Misses Evelyn
Pendleton and Rosina Adams, who were employed in South Framingham, Mass., during
the winter, arrived home last week.

The fascinating subject of “Japanes
Gardens” is charmingly dealt with by E
S. Stephenson, Professor of Mathemat
ics in the Imperial Naval College, Yoko
suka, Japan, in The Theosophical Pat 1
for May. “Gardens in Japan, whether o:
vast area or tiny things within the limit!
of a china tray, are all landscape garde s j
The Japanese garden, at its best >
may be fitly termed ‘a modulation fror 1
Ther
pure nature to pure art’
is nothing haphazard about the construe I
tion of a Japanese garden.”
...

John S. Wise, whose death has jus !
been announced, should be rememberei
as the author of one of the most readabb
accounts of the reconstruction period- I
“The End of an Era.
He was the soi , !
of Henry A. Wise, Governor of Virgtni:
wren John Brown was hanged at Harp
er’s Ferry; he was a soldier of the Con
federary from Bull Run to Appomattox
he went into the Republican party in tR
70’s, in accord with his theory of section
al reconciliation.
His life was full of ad
venture and experience, and he told i

|

APPLETON.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bills left. Monday for
Franklin, N. H., where they have positions
with the Franklin Hospital Association_Mrs.
Annie Williams has moved on to the place
known as the David Cummings farm and now
owned by Lynden Johnson. Mrs. Williams has
taken a lease of the place for one year_Mr.
and Mrs. Harris, who moved here from Canaria
about one year ago, and bought the Perley
Perry farm, have sold the place to Andrew
Brown of Hope and returned to their former
home in Canada_Mr. Albert Sherman, who
waB here during the winter with his
sister,
Mrs. J. G. Wentworth, has returned to Massachusetts. The Ford automobile bought last
season by Mr. Sherman will be run this summer by Mr. J. G. Wentworth, Mr. Sherman's
brother-in-law-Edgar W. Pierce, who has
been living in Searsmont the past year, has
moved back to Appleton, and now lives with
his wife’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Jones.
-Schools have begun in the village district
with Mrs. Annie Williams and Miss Agncn
Taylor teachers.

SKIN

WONDERFUL

SALVE

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve is known everywhere as the best remedy made for all diseases
of the skin, and a’so for burns, bruises and
boils. Reduces inflammation and is soothing
and healing. J. T. Sossanian, publisher of
News, of Cornelius, N. C writes that one box
helped his serious skin ailment after other
remedies; failed. Only 25c. Recommended by
all druggists.

row

1

13 Drummond St.,

Battles
John McAllister, who was operated
for appendicitis three weeks ago in Hardwick, Vt., was able to return to his home here
last Saturday.
on

NORTH ISLESBORO.
Mrs. Josephine Boggs of Swampscott, Mass.,
is visiting relatives in town_Mr. H. P. Far-

place

Frederick James Simonton was thi
dean of Rockland merchants, havinj

who in to make her home in Vermont-Richard K. Laffin of Caribou is Spending a few
days with hi- mother, Mrs. Peirce LaffinDr. and Mra. Horace Gould of Bucksport were
the guests over Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Elden
Emerson_J. Edward Battles of the Westinghouse Electric Co. made a short visit last
week with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. James

NORTH ISLESBORO.
Granville Thompson has been very sick the
past week with rheumatism, but is somewhat
better at this writing.... Mr. Charles Vose and
Mr. Charles Colby were in Belfast Friday on
business... Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Jackson visited
at Mr. Daniel Clark’s in Freedom, Sunday....
W. V. Thompson has bought a knitting machine_Miss Ivy Downer is wor ing for Mrs.
fcffie Perry_Mr. Libby of Burnham was
through this vicinity Saturday buying stock
and stopped Saturday night and Sunday with
Mr and Mrs. E. F. Ban ton.

>

daily

•▼•ning, |(»y 3d, for Mrs. Benjamin Anchue,

I

Clubbing Offers
rue
following dubbing i
offers apply only to subscriptions paid in advance; and when payment is made it should be
stated what premium, if any, is desired. It is
also necessary to say that none of these
publi
cations are mailed with The Journal or
from
this office. We have to pay for these
publications one year in advance, and
they are then
sent from their respective offices to our
subscribers. Our clubbing offers are as
follows
for one year’s subscription paid in advance:
The Journal and Farm and Home.
$2.00
The Journal and Tribune Farmer.
2 25
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine!2 10
The Journal and McCalls Magazine with
free pattern and 6 embroidered hand

kerchiefs.

it has been the custom to rig the ropes
from the bottom of the barrel so that the tiller
follows the movement of the top of the wheel.
But the old practice continues of ordering the
opposite. Likewise, when tacking ship, the
rudder is put hard over to the weather side,
but the captain shouts “hard a-lee” lor the
mate to come up with the jib sheets.
Also, a
properly balanced craft conies to the wind
unless the rudder bears to leeward slightly;
and this is known as a weather helm.
A square-rigged ship was my childhood’s
playground, but I did not gain freedom from
a
necessity to stop momentarily to think,
when, in the exercise of a certain precocity in
matters nautical I had occasion to give an
order or respond to one, which involved this
custom of confusing calling by opposites.
I have always held that no end of our unaccountable collisions at sea were due to this

latterly

{

j

MONROE.
Mr. Melvin Grant and his daughter have under excitement to a confusion such as I
j
“The Turning of Griggsby,” a nev
bought the farm owned and occupied by his ! have felt, though to the manner born. Several
story by Irving Bacheller, was publishet I brother, Forrest Grant, (the old homestead) of the notable disasters resulting from collisI sion have carried a report not unlike this:
last week by the Harpers, Like "Keep
and moved there with his son, who is in poor 1 “.
She looked as if she was going to
ingUpWith Lizzie” and “Charge It,’ health, and has been treated in Hebron saniclear us after all; hut she suddenly swung
it is a humorous account of the regenerainto
us instead s f away from us, and cut
torium.
His sister Geneva is a trained nurse i right
tion of a small town. Griggsby was giver
us down.
.”
and
the
farm
is
to those
situated
on
a
hill.
It
is
high
particular faults—which h
If due authority could direct hat an order
shared with many other towns in wha
be
a ship in the direction deto
turn
hoped with her skiliful treatment he will gain
given
might be called the Daniel Webster peri- as fast there as in other places_Mr. Edward sired, without regard to tradition, it would
be a mighty good thing.
od—of rum, flamboyant oratory, horse
| Chase of Baring was in town to attend the
Everett Staples
racing and gambling. The contagior burial of his
Stockton Springs, Me.
Fianklin
Chase.Miss
cousin,
had spreail to the very boys when e
Linda Chase, who was at home for three
young girl became owner of the towr
Eczema spreads rapidly; itching almost
The campaign of publicity | weeks to help care for her father, has returnnewspaper.
drives you mad. For quick relict, Doan’s
and ridicule which she conducted in its : ed to her school in Bar Harbor for a short
Ointment is well recommended. 50c at all
columns soon brought the ring-leaders tc time-The Sunday school opened May 11th.
terms.
Then the young editor and reNelson Curtis is making extensive repairs
former promoted her advertising manag- on Ins
home,raising the roof, adding a veranda,
er to the post of husband.
etc.
Mrs. Wealthy Grant, who has been
seriously ill, is recovering, as her many friends
FOR THE WEAK AND

request on an ordinary post card, stating
that the pattern desired is a free
pattern to
which they are entitled.”

a

■
B

UI

You Want
More than

B;

Just“Flour”

^^B

make the dainty
cake or luscious pie
or the good, wholesome bread on which
the family thrives.
Order William Tell
Flour and baking day
will be a pleasure and
a triumph. Richest in
nutritive value too,
and goes farthest, because it is
milled by

When you start
to

special process
front the finest Ohio
Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will
have it
just say
send me
(16)
our

—

—

mmlelJi
flour
J|

FOR SALE BY YOUR GROCER

<

HI III

Dr. King's New Life Pille will relieve constipation promptly and get your bowels in
healthy condition again. John Supsic, of Sanbury, Pa., lays: “They are the best pilla I evei
used, and I advise everyone to use them foi
constipation, indigestion and liver complaint.'
Will help you. Price 26c. Recommended bj
all druggists.

Granite Works.Mrs. Margaret
Hughee is at home from Winterport for a few
week’a vacation....Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hayford have returned to their home in Millbridge
after a brief visit with relative# here... .B. F.
Grant has begun the erection of a house on his
lot below the K. of P. hall....The Pythian sisWaldo

terbood bald

a

farewell banquet

Saturday

KNOWN AND DESIRABLE

Sherman

Residence

TENFOLD MORE FOR THE IV

IN EAST BELFAST.

I
ACKSCN

£

KALI, BELFAST,

MAINE.

4wl4

ANY

_THAN
A

House has steam heat, slated roof, cemented
cellar. Large barn, 3-4 acres land with good
orchard; situated on corner lot; good view of
bay from upper windows.
Also quite a lot of furniture and household

*

OTHER

SHOW

ON

UD

EAF

REALIZATION OF THE

S

C

THE MOST EMINENT THE EARTH HAS KNOWN IN AN
Multitudinous Overwhelming Indescribable crush
"»
Acrobatic, Spectacular, Aerial and Equest'-tim *:;U
•*

SPECIAL FEATURE.

furnishings, hardwood bedroom sets, chairs,
tables, sofas, carpets and two portable bath-

All Cages

i

Open

tubs.

KNOW IT WELL
Familiar

Features

Well Known to

burden in many
The burden of a “bad back

a

E. I.

Hun-

dreds of Belfast Citizens.
A familiar

|c=—ioE=3|lc^r-ioc:_-)|fc=Z)|foH^z30Ef±r::

Buggy, sleigh, robes and harnesses.
Enquire of

RANKIN,

On the premises,

13

home,

or

telephone

lame, a we.sk or an aching back
tells you of kidney* ills.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for weak kidneys.
Here is good testimony to prove it:
W. C. Sheldon. Brooks, Me
says: “I have
had no occasion to use Doan’s Kidney Pills or
A

Often

We carry

given in 1905, as I still have unlimited confidence in Doan's Kidney Pills
The above statement must carry conviction
to the mind of every reader.
Don't simply
ask for a kidney remedy—ask DISTINCTLY
for DOAN’S PILLS, the same that Mr. Sheldon had-the remedy backed by home testiProps., Buffalo,

inside

outside

work,

Lame

—

U|

and

WITH THE CELEBRATED

1
o

0

way of

First

Remember the

Name."

3

PaintersSupplies

^

our

Chestnut,

y

windows for

Egg,
Stove,
Pea,
Coke,

n

SPECIAL

Uj

BARGAINS
♦——•1

CAMPBELL’S —”j

MITCHELL & IRUSSfLS

i

i
STAin-|
KiTcnr.r> Brighti

!

j

Makes

the

i

Only one application necessary j
CARPENTER MORTON CC.
iWiston, U. S. A.

SOLD MY

Mitchell & Trussed.

!
-----—

Palmer

Meters

]

J
2

1913 Models. Two and four cycle types, 1
l, 3 and 4 cylinders. 25 styles to make your
selection from.
Don’t buy a gasoline engine
intil you see our large 1913 catalogue showing
the

new

models.

Catalogue

Free.

4m7

PALMER BROS.,

FronTAGOOD FELLOW”

Now, doctor, should you have some good
fellow call upou you who is in doubt, you
certainly have my permission to show him this
letter, and if he desires, give him ray address
and I will glaaly correspond with him, as there
may be many good fellows who really want to be
cured.” From a genuine letter among the scores
we can show you, proving absolutely that the

DRINK HABIT
be

can

overcome

TREATMENT.

by the NEAL 3-DAY
No hypodermic used. Re-

All dealings confidenDRUG HABITS SUCCESSFULLY
TREATED. Call upon, address or phone

salts
tial.

absolutely certain.

THE NEAL
147 Pleasant

Telephone 4916*

INSTITUTE,

At®., Portland, Main®.
_

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER'S

CASTORIA

39 Portland

Pier,

Portland Maine,

CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

QUICK

$8.00
7.75
7.75
6.50
7.50

Remember Wiese prices are subject to
on all bills paid w.thin 30 days
delivery. Discount not allowed on anythin
lots. The above prices are for Coal put in
street level within city limits. Coal taker
per ton less than above prices.
Upstairs
above prices. Fwo flights 75c. per ton add;
attmtion given to delivering coal outside cit
isfactory prices. All orders shall have om
careful attention in preparation and delivery.

Tel. 216-13

SALE

One 3 H. P. Stover Gasolene Engine, guaranteed condition, $85.00
One 1 H. P. Stover Gasolene Engine, nearly new, $37.00. See them at
READ GARAGE & MACHINE CO.
40 High Street. Belfast.

j

i

GOOD WOOD of all kinds dt reasondbh

-^|[ol!<=ioi=)|fQl[^=^fr

ioi

H. C. Hoffses

FOR

\

J

It

At 52 High Street.

!

count per ton

VABNISH

i

d

=»

Quality, Thoroughly Prepa'

We wish to inform our customers and frierr.
shall be pleased to receive their summer onf
and Coke at the following reduced prices m;
notice:

«-»

See

39 Wat,a

FILL YOUR BINS N

and
brushes,
in
the
everything

N. Y.

“When Your Back is

Telephone 38.

REDUCTION IN PRICES OFrv W

paints

for

Foster-Milburn Co.,

50c. at all stores.

mony.

:

Paint Now I

any other kidney remedy for a long time. You
may continue to publish my former testimonial

:

fConsumersFuelCom

151-2.

’*

—

—

bale

ror
1HS WELL

..

Skowhegan, Me.
If you have never used “L. F.” Atwood's
Medicine, write today for a free sample.
“L. F.” MEDICINE OO, Futlaed, Me.

I

...

..

Mrs. O. B. Devoll,

this

j

years compelled
easier hours Mr. Simonton was one of
the earliest arrivals at his place of busiNERVOUS
ness, and one of the last to leave.
His
are glad to know....Mr. Everett Grant and
vacations or absences
from the store 1
Tired-out, weak, nervous men and womer
were brief and
infrequent. He came would feel ambitious, energetic, full of life j little son Harland are.visiting in town .Carl
into personal contact with hundreds of and
always have a good appetite, if they woulc i Peavey has lost a nice horse. Much aympathy
patrons from all parts of the county, and do the sensible
thing for health -take Electric is expressed for him....The Monroe village
bis genial, syn pathetic qualities never
Sunday school organized Sunday, May 11th,
Bitters. Nothing better for
the stomach
failed to inspire lasting friendships.
with the following officers: Supt„ A. P. Ash;
His home life was dearer to him than i liver or kidneys. Thousands say they cw<
all else.
His surroundings represented their lives to this wonderful home remedy Asst, supt., Viola Conant; Sec'y and Treasurer,
love, culture and enjoyment, and amid Mrs. O. Rhinevault, of Vestal Center, N. Y. Belle J. Palmer; Librarian, Maud Nealley;
them the years crept on apace, increasOrganist, Viola Conant; Asst, Barbara Conant.
says: “1 regard Electiic Bitters as one of the
ing the esteem in which he was held and greatest of gifts. I can never forget what i Time, 10 a. m.. sharp.
rounding out a life w hich was a model of has done for me.” Get a bottle yourself anc
good c.tizenship.
-'fc-IX 1 1
what a difference it will make in
youi
Mr. Simonton is survived by his wife, see
Mrs. E. G. Norton and Mrs. Rhoda Benner
health.
50c and $1.00.
Only
Recommendec
Flora
J.
formerly
Adams; three daughleft
j and Tuesday for visits in Augusta, Boston
ters, Mrs. A. T. Blackington and Mrs. by all^druggists
Bangor. In Augusta they will visit their
Henry B. Bird of Rockland; and Mrs.
THE SARDINE SITUATION.
sister, Mrs. Charles H. White
W. J. Greeley
Ernest .3. \oung of Boston; and one son,
was a business visitor in Belfast
Frederick J. Simonton.
Funeral serSaturday_
The eastern sardine packers are worrying
vices were held from the
family resi- over the proposed tariff, and sent a committee Ralph I Morse of Belfast has been spending a
dence Thursday at 2 p. m.
1
to \\ ashington, v ith authority to
employ coun- few days in town with his parents, Hon. and
sel, to protest against the reduction in duty
Mrs. L. C. Morse. He returned to Belfast
As
the
tariff
now
stands, there is a duty o:
BEST MEDICINE FOR COLDS
about $2.20 per case of 100 boxes or cans or Saturday
Dwight Kimball of Pittsfield arWhen ti diuggist recommends a
remedy for foreign sardines, and it is proposed to reduce rived in town last week and is to have charge
coldB, throat and lung troubles, you can feel 1 this to about 55 cents, which in the
opinion ol of the creamery here this season_C. M.
sure that lie knows what he is
talking about. Maine packers would be disastrous to the in- Hurd and Miss Susie Copp were business calC. Lower, Druggist, of Marion, Ohio, writes dustry in this State. Andrew Clark of Eastport, one of the largest of Maine packers, lers in Belfast Tuesday.Rev. William
of L»r. K ng’s New
Discovery, "I know I>r. says that in Norway, w'hich is the principa Vaughan of Belfast has been engaged to
King's New Discovery is the best throat and competitor of Maine in the American market deliver the address here
Memorial
Day.
lung medicine 1 sell. It cured my wife of a girls can be had at 18 cents a day and men ai
G. H. Cargill went to Portland
40 cents a day, whereas in Maine the girlt
severe t ronchial cold after all other
remedies working on piece work often make as much as Monday to attend the sessions of the Grand
failed.
[I will do the same ;or
you if you are $25 to $35 a week when the herring are plentifu
Lodge of Masons, and went from there to Lexwhile the day wage is about $2. The reducwith
a
cold
or
suffering
any bronchial, throat
ington, Mass., for a few days’ stay with his
tion of the duty to 55 cents a case, or
an)
or lung CLUgh.
Keep a bottle on hand all the very considerable reduction, according to Mr son, Walter Cargill.... Lewis F. Marden of
time for everyone in the
family to use. It is Clark, would have the effect of driving man) Belfast, and Mr. Henry of Pittsfield were in
of the Maine packers out of business. At
a home doctor.
Price EOc and *1.00.
Guartown for a few days last week looking after
present the Maine sardine industry is not ic
anteed by all druggists.
the setting of the big boiler and other business
a very flourishing condition.
The season began on April 1, hut the supply of herringg
connected with the creamery here_Mrs.
thus far has not been up to the average, and
NEARING HOME.
Cleveland Armstrong of Belmont is the guest
not more than six or eight of the fifty or more
factories along the coast are as yet in full op- of her uncle, Hon. L. C. Morse-Allen Knowl"The
Old Mistletoe Bough.’’)
tTune,
eration. The chief cause of depression, how- ton of Belfast was in town Sunday with his new
We are nearing home, to that world of
light. ever, is the great surplus stock of sardines on runabout. It is a Ford, and a good one.
In our father’s house, those mansions
the market, carried over from last year and
bright,
Where the night of time is forever past,
the year before. In 1911 the Maine pacli
L1NLOLNV1LLL.
And the morning of joy has dawned at last.
amounted to 2,700,000 cases, and in 1912
This community was saddened May 8th when
And the banner of love and peace unfurled.
about 1,950,900 cases were packed, whereat
Will ever wave in that beautiful world.
the market calls for only about 1,700,000 an- the news came over the telephone of the acci1
e-iAt this time there are fcetweer dental death of Mr. John F. Mahoney, one of
nually.
600,000 and 700,000 cases in the hands of pack- our most esteemed citizens. He fell from a
Oh that beautiful home
ers and middlemen, and until this surplus hai
1
Oh that beautiful world.
been worked off the market conditions cannot high scaffold where he had gone to pitch down
1
be favorable to active operations. In recem
hay during the absence of his son, George
"We are nearing home, the promise is sure;
years speculative operations have ceased, anc
Where the sky is clear and the air is pure;
Amos, with whom he lived. The accident was
a much better quality of sardines is being
V\ here we shall join that happy
i nnflUnrl
caused by stepping on a plank that tipped,
throng,
And sing with them, redemption's
song.
letting him to the floor and breaking his neck.
And the banner of love and peace
unfurled,
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE.
He lived over an hour after the fall, but was
Will ever wave in that beautiful world.
i
Specifications for the building of the new unconscious. Dr. Simmons was called promptChorus:
I girls’ dormitory and the new physical-chemily, but death came before his arrival. The
We are nearing home, Oh joy untold,
cal building at the university have been senl shock to the son on
finding his father in such a
To those pearly gates and streets of gold.
to architects asking for plans. The work or
condition was a severe one and he is still sufferIn the fullness of joy our Savior see,
these buildings will not be begun, however
In the sunsh ine of God’s Eternity.
until after the next meeting of the board ol
ing from it. The deceased was loved and reAnd the banner of love and peace unfurled
trustees in June.
It is expected that the new
spected by all and will be greatly missed both
1
Will ever wave in that beautiful world.
dormitory will be ready for occupancy in Sep- in his home and in the
community. He was
tember at the opening of college, and that tht I
Chorus:
science building will be ready for the spring j an honored member of King David’s Lodge of
A song of victory floats on the air,
semester of 1915
Masons. The funeral was held on Saturday at
It is the plan of the university to use tht
W'ith the song of angels, bright and fair,
2 p m Rev. S. E. Frohock of Camden officiatIn the saints’ sweet home we shall
available
for the building of the girls
$20,000
happy be,
Crowned with life and immortality.
dormitory for the building of a wing of a ing. The floral tributes were: Spray of white
And the banner of love and peace unfurled
dormitory, which, when completed, will cost roses, violets and ferns, Mr. and Mrs. Amos
Will ever wave in that beautiful world
$50,000. It will be of brick with granite or
Mahoney of Boston; pillow, Mr. and Mrs. (
artificial stone trimming and will have a
Mrs. L. A. Partridge, Brewer. Me.
cement foundation. It is to have three stories
George A. Mahoney; bouquet of pinks and
and a basement. No provisions for a kitchen ferns, Mr. and Mrs. David Mahoney; wreath i
The Doctor’s Automobile.
and dining room is to be made now, and the
from grandchildren, Clarence and Geneva Magirls will have their meals at the Mount VerGibbs—Doctor Smart says it requires non house. When the complete dormitory is honey; bouquet of geraniums from Mrs. Mary
lots of patience to run an automobile.
built a kitchen and dining room will be located 1 McCobb and Mrs. Grace Young. The sympain the basement. On the first floor of the
Dibbs—Well, he’s got the patients.
thy of the community is extended to the bewing to be built will be a parlor and suite ol
reaved.
! rooms for the superintendent of the building,
and a guest room. The structure will be heatFRANKFORT.
ed from the central heating plant. It will be
John Laffin, Stephen Laffin, Everett Kingslocated in the field opposite the Mount Vernon
house.
bury, Jacob Clegg, Harry Averill and Sumner
The physical-chemical building, for which
To be tired is unnatural; it's only natural to
have gone to Hardwick, Vt., where
$76,000 is available, will have three stories and Hopkins
be well and happy.
a basement.
The building plan is to be such they have employment. ..The home of Edward
If your head aches, if you have gas and dis- as to permit of additions five years from now. Foley was entirely destroyed by fire recenttress in your stomach, perhaps nervous or de- This building will also be of brick with granite ly, caused by the explosion of a kerosene lamp
or artificial stone trimmings.
It is the plan to
spondent, the chances are, that a teaspoonful have between the physical and chemical de- in one of the chambers. .Prof. R. J. Sprague of
of **L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine before or after partments a verticle fire wall with doori Amherst college was in town recently, called
meals will bring relief. Here’s what a sufferer between to be used only in case of fire. This here by the death of his father. James E.
building will be located north of Lord hall in
a short illaays:
the intervening space between it and Esta- Sprague, who died April 27th after
“I am sixty-eight yeatb old. I tried most brooke hall.
ness of pneumonia.... Capt. Lowell has placed
everything for gas in my stomach but could
his large motor |boat in commiseion to convey
get no relief. At last I sent for a bottle of “L.
CONSTIPATION CURED
paving cutters from Winterport to the Mount
F.” Atwood’s Medicine and now can eat anything at any time with no gas or distress. I
believe it is a life-saver for me.”

publishers

us

[ custom; for why should an ignorant “scandi| navian” “or galvanized dutciunan” be 'mmue

admirably.

of-

of McCalls
magazine have
notice: "The subscribers may
select their free patterns w thin 30
days aftethe receipt of their first magazine
by making
sent

To the Editor of The Boston Herald:
Whethor the sides of a vessel he known as
starboard, port, weather, lee, right, left, or
anything else, matters little if there can be
eliminated the senseless practice of calling
them by opposites in certain critical moments.
Years ago vessels were steered by means of
a long tiller running forward —a cart tongue—
even as Chinese and Japanese junks were the
laBt time I saw them, in response to the
order, “port your helm,” the man at the tiller
walked over to port, thus 6wi ging the blade
of the rudder, and also the craft, to starboard.
Then the tiller was shortened and a wheel set
| on it to work tackle ropes. Afterward the
I tiller was set to run aft, the same as the blade,
and the wheel was stationary. But the prac| tice of ordering the “helm to port” when
wanting to swing the ship to starboard re| mained in vogue. Some ships had the tackle
rove off from the top of the barrel, so t at
the tiller went opposite to the wheel; but

clubbing

0

JUNE

different addresses
The publishers of the Woman’s
Magazine
have advised us of an increase in 'loir
subscription price and a consequent advance in
clubbing rates, and The Journal and Woman’s
Magazine are now $2.25.
The

NAUTICAL TERMS AGAIN.

FRIDAY n

2 25
2 25

Journal and Woman’s Magazine
The publications included in our

The

fers may be sent to

BELFAST

THE STICKNEY STOVE SI ORE
CARRIES A FULL LINE OF

Kitchen

Furnishings, Stoves, Ranges

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY.
JOHN B. STICKNEY,

Church

Street

of the Tropics.

'joUr
■**

Trip by

tnli„abl€

I.amson,

r

I1*1, ,ej

a

Belfast Lady.

who this winter

husband, the Latin*
presentative of the Carter
ioston, has just returned
► rS tensive trip through the West
f'"' vjjUtl, America and Panama.
Is
was a most interesting one,

T

Wait for the

her

«

WEDNESDAY,

MAINE ENFORCEMENT.

Big Shows

Beyond question Maine is getting
genuine enforcement ot the prohibitory

JUNE 18

P1

1

n

places untouched by the
They left Belfast in
have covered nearly every
Jamaica, Haiti, Santo DoRico, Curacao, Venezuela,

v

...

*

;r.jt.

last, but not least, viewoch before the water is let
Mrs. Lamson writes of

*

P;.„

..

follows:
j Havana at the time of
.mi election and it was a
time for all Cuba, and
,:■ i*1 was
brewing it was
Thenight of November
.treat parades and demon-

1

*■

r

although

!

■.thered

a

few worthy

the American
returns from the United
tial election the feeling
in Cuba that one fairly
moment what had really
heir own country. The
ans were very well sat■ction, and they believe
President will uplift the

f

from one end to the other. The
sheriffs whom Governor Haines appointed, to replace those removed by order of
the Legislature for non-enforcement of
the law, are making their counties as
dry as the proverbial desert. Portland,
livv

at

_

Lewiston,

Bath,

Rockland, Augusta,

Waterville and even Bangor are all drier
they have been before in a generation. Many did not believe that such a
But the worst
thing could be done.
scoffers are silenced and are simply wondering now how long it can last. So
close a watch is kept on all channels
through which ;liquor comes for illegal
purposes that when a man is having any
shipped for his own personal use he now
goes to the sheriff and tells him about
it. Otherwise it is altogether likely that
than

cotic substance.

It destroys Worms and allays Fevcr** relieves Constipation, W ind
Colic, all
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
It regulates the
Stomach and Koweis, giving
and
natural
healthy
sleep.
The Children s Panacea—The
Mother’s Friend.

the liquor will be seized at the express
office or the freight depot. Even the
railroads now refuse to accept liquor
that is obviously designed for Bale at
Maine points. The result is that pocket
pedlars and dive keepers who still try to
do business have to import their stock in
trunks as baggage or to use automobiles
to bring it across the State line from
New Hampshire and Massachusetts.
All this is as it should be while the

State-wide prohibitory provision is

The Kind You Have
^

Bears the

Always Bought

Signature of

\

a

part of the Maine law. The open evasion
of the law has for years encouraged consold at a very low price. One steward tempt for all law, and has been the basis
of endless political hypocrisy. Governor
! exchanged a bottle of Schlitz beer for a
! panot. At Port Limon we stopped Haines has taken the right stand, even
it it in a prosperous conabout one day, then proceeded to Colon. though it has made him so unpopular in
It was on arrival at Colon that we were, the cities that there is said to be not one
in a hundred that he could be rewe visited the little city
I many of us, hurried off to the quarantine ! chance
He has put
which is 54 miles from
station for a couple of days as we had elected at the present time.
his
oath
of office above political deals
Here the famous Bellanot been on the voyage long enough to
and
He
has also put it squarely
dodges.
clear us from that law.
located, and a trip to
We had to
:'rom which spot is a view
make a twenty-five doilar deposit for up to the people of Maine whether they
want
to
continue
the provision that
and
Yumiri
San
Juan
or,
quarantine when we bought our tickets, i
surrounding mountains
Imagine being put in a place to suffer Maine put in the constitution many
and having to pay for it, besides run- years ago when conditions were vastly
untry, convinced us that
lion had put it, second to
ning the risk of taking some disease different. It was one thing to have a
,..iiful view in the world.
while there, as there were hundreds of prohibitory law that was enforced only
for communication with all ports of the former Minister of the
as each locality or
4 located where a miracle
county wanted it enInterior and his passengers from other ships in quaranWest
Indies
and
the
Caribbean
Sea.
been wrought, and here
wife, who very generously offered their t tine and if one case of yellow fever broke | forced; it is quite another to have one
We
sailed
from
enforced
Jamaica
on
without
fear
S.
S.
or favor in
Presi- seats in order that we
ferers have carried their
every
might see the out we were all elected to stay ten days.
said to have been healed. dent for Porto Rico, taking in on our beautiful and wonderful view
These are some of the trials and tribu- j part of the State.—Boston Herald.
The
all
coast
cities
in
Haiti
and
way
Santo
Minister of the Interior kindly informed lations of a traveller while in the tropics. ;
T.uide, a most interesting
f; 4
For croup or sore throat, use Dr. Thomas’
Domingo. The voyage lasted 10 days. us that the completion of this railroad We were only too glad to reach the Eclectic
on the north coast, we
Oil. Two sizes, 25c and 50c. At al
Few
women take this voyage.
I
was
meant over $2,000,000 and the cost of new Hotel Washington, just completed I
:i
has
I
grown wonderfully
stores
drug
at Colon.
It has all modern improve.ears.
Clean and modern the only lady passenger traveling first many lives.
t...
*
1913 NLW INNOVATION.
Our first
ble climate.
of Caracas as we en- ments, including a fine large swimming 1
Cienfuegos class.
First city was Jeremie, Haiti, a little tered the glimpse
’,ed. It is in its surroundwas not quite
pool for the use of the guests and canal ;
valley
satisfying
town
insi e a gulf.
The easy fitting, patent self-adjusting Ivy
Landing in surf. but as we drew into the station the city employees.
; art of the sugar crop of
Panama never before in its history has sweat band, (doing away with that uncomfortThousands and even mil- Untouched by Americans. Exports ex- could be seen to better advantage. No
able stiff feeling of former years) is a new idea
cellent
cacao.
au
Port
Prince, the capi- city in the New World has a more beau- had such a busy year. Millions of tour- found in this season’s straw mat of Lamson Sl
worth of sugar go through
tal of Haiti, we reached the next day. tiful
situation, it is said, and as regards ists have come from all parts of the Hubbard make.
year. The name Cienfueand
a
distance
of 1,367 climate, it is
60,000
Population
hundred fires, and usually
In calling your attention to the summer
perpetual spring. Beauti- world to view the "Big Ditch" before
miles
from
New
York.
Volume
of
busiful plazas and parks, grand old cathe- the water is let in. Many new buildings styles for 1913, we respectfully advise
as hot as the name imness
as great as that of
that all of our first quality straw hats
of
its
and
you
drals
streets
have
any port
and streets all well
been built since I was
is always good in this
asphalted.
bear our trade mark, or name, on the sweat
size in the world. Not attractive in ap- There are
many famous statues, among there last year. The new hotel has been band or
the hat. These hats are on
pearance.
Ill-paved and unlighted which is one of George Washington in overflowing and thousands of tourists sale at lining of
on the main railroad line,
your local dealers, where you will
National palace entirely de- Plaza
I
the county by the same streets.
Bolivar the great were there trying to get a booking on receive the same careful attention and satisfacWashington.
Hottest place liberator, has a most
t
liful new eapitol building stroyed a short time ago.
magnificent statue some ship for the north. It was with tion that would accrue from a personal call at
in the West Indies, but strange to say in Plaza Bolivar
.completed there. On our not
opposite the hotel in great difficulty that I was able to secure at our Boston retail stores. The finest in straw
unhealthy. Mostly French and Ger- which we stopped. Paraiso, a modern one, although there were ships leaving obtainable.the fit, the bright lustre,finish, shape
ta Clara to Camaguey a
man merchants. The language is French.
workmanship all tend to make the Lamson
jus looking Cuban gentlesuburb,has a new Boulevard by the same daily. Business is rushing and thousands and
& Hubbard straws supreme in every way.
Once
more we visited Jeremie, and
name built recently
train at one of the little
Pres. Gomez. | of Panama hats and Culebra cut stones The heat of summer
by
has less terror for the
then on to Aux Cayes. Destroyed by And it. is here that the
b. en sold to the tourists this year ;
_•>; roosters, some in bags
man who is equipped with a
Sunday afternoon have
well selected
He was taking fire two years since, now rebuilt. New corso is a social event.
iskets.
We visited the as souvenirs. The whole place seems full straw hat. Not only is such a hat most comhotel
and
built
fire
We
of
and
buildings,
Americans
life on the fortable to the wearer, but it gives an appearproof.
Automobile Club, which is located several
energetic
a cock-fight.
Imagine 26
Work is ance of coolness and neatness. It is that
irst-class coach, the best saw the first glimpses of the Carnival miles from the city on a delightful road. isthmus has become very gay.
j|fr;
here
on a Sunday afternoon.
We
effect as well as the fine wearing qualities
loaded
the
Caracas
is
at
canal.
the
progressing
train? Of course each
rapidly along
present time in a most
The construction work is divided into ! tha. makes the Lamson & Hubbard hats so
and the noise was deaf- coffee all day in this port,
prosperous condition and American autodesirable for fine head wear.” D. P. Palmer,
l
We then passed on to Aquin, a small mobiles are in great
him an awful look, but
demand,also Ameri- three divisions. First, the Atlantic di- Belfast, sells the Lamson & Hubbard hats.
town with a good hvrbor. Some passen- can
•us family and arranged
goods in general which have here-to- vivision extending to Gatun Lake, in
uif to good advantage. gers came aboard here. Jac nel was the fore been supplied from Europe. But it eluding the locks and dam. Second, the
next coast city.
Its surrounding country is
surprising to note that duties are so central division, extending from Gatun
t:mating that morning abounds with
wild coffee.
Its a clean arranged that a bottle of ink is more to Pedro Miguel. Third, the Pacific dias soon seen and the poor
FOR FLETCHER’S
from
the
and
atlooking port
ship
dutiaole in proportion than an automo- vision extending from Pedro Miguel to
very
a move the family at the
Fine harbor.
the Pacific Ocean.
The Canal Zone is a
send them by express. tractive to look upon.
At night we ran into a very rough sea
another full fare that
Many small towns lie within a short strip of territory 10 miles wide, extend- I
and
S. S. President appeared distance of the
:
capital, among them Los ingo miles on each side of the center line :
enjoy first-class with to be although
a seaworthy craft her construction
nductor didn’t dare to
leques. Many of the wealthier set of of the Canal. The city of Colon and
built with a fiat bottom especial- Caracas own
Panama do not belong to the U. S. A.
understanding the con- (being
country homes here. We
ly for the trade around the coast) caused visited many of the small towns by auto but in matters of sanitation are subject
isll.
E:
her to toss like a feather on the high seas and
at Camaguey, former
recently many truck autos have been to the jurisdiction of the U. S. A. To the
and
with a few other travellers ordered to
newcomer it is hard to realize where
ply between these towns.
niu-ipe. It is 343 miles we together
huddled
in
her
stairways for the
The trip to Valencia is over a tine rail- Cristobal begins and Colon leaves off and
:il and is the capita! of
also
at Ancon and Panama.
6UV.
The Atlanroad built by the Germans.
led in 1515.
ItwasreIt is an exFrom Azua we sailed on to Santo Do- hibition road and the stations are models. tic side of the isthmus is very low. The
r fear of pirates.
The
interior
is
and
one
hill
near
Culebra
hilly,
Nuevitas, the north- mingo City. The invasion of the Span- Krupp, the famous gunmaker, secured
ilest in Cuba. The town ish has made this part of the island such a favorable concession from the is over BOO feet. The Pacific side is more
It has progressed more Venezuela government that the Germans broken along the shore. The whole way
ranee. Has a fine hotel quite different.
Cuban R. R. Co. For- rapidly than its rival sister. The boun- spared no expense in' building this road. across the isthmus is dotted with little
as an old cavalry bardary line between Haiti and Santo Do- It passes through some of the finest towns. Tne tropical vegetation is beauSanto country of Venezuela. There are eighty tiful. Most interesting to the average
ter many innovations mingo marks many a revolution.
so that now it is one of
Domingo city is a thriving business cen- six tunnels, with a total length of three tourists are the locks, and especially
1 land of Cuba.
ter, although the country generally is and one-half miles. La Victoria is Cas- those at Gatun, which are nearing comThere are twin locks here which
population of aO,000. unsettled as regards government. The tro's former country homestead. It was pletion.
have a width of 110 feet, and a usable
near this place that Castro defeated the
j-ity, and is said tocon- inner walled city covers about 200 acres,
a thousand feet.
of
A lock conmost beautiful women but the newer town is rapidly growing revolutionary forces led by Matos, and length
Fine anchorage up the river, one of the worst battles in the history sists of two high walls and a bottom of
Cuba. The city is sur- beyond.
tains and slopes towards although a bar obstructs the entrance. oi the country ensued. There are many concrete and water tight gates at the
When you find i'.ut you are get- I
Every precaution and new device
Until the French took possession in 1785 interesting towns intervening, but lack end.
ntrance to the harbor,
ting in the habit of worrying unhas
been
to
make
these
locks
of
adopted
the
bones
of
does
Columbus
rested
there
in
not
ot
their detie is located, is only 180
space
permit
necessarily about your work; til. t
safe and at Gatun it is planned to have
f
outside this city is the the cathedral, but were then removed to scription.
you got cross and irritable' over
Porto Cabel o has one of the finest ships towed through by electric locomouiit by Gen. Wood and Havana. The natives still boast of the
triiles; tiiat you .annot get your
tives running on the walls at the sides
fact
that
the
harbors
in
remains
of
the
the
founder
are
world
and
is
second
to
San
Juan
La
iijson.
Hill,
j
mind oil' your worh ; that the daily
Guira as a commercial port. Fine quali- of the locks. Two million three hundred
us
from the Spanisli- located here.
grind is wearing out your nerves,
San Padro Marcoris is a small city, ty of tobacco is raised here, but very lit- thousand yards of concrete will have
nd the Surrender Tree
it is tine to tiring your* If to a sudbut commercially important.
The new tle is exported.
Finest custom-house in been placed in Gatun Locks and spillway
»rt distance from the
den stop.
You iuve reached the
when
it
is
It
is
at
finished.
these
locks
town, half a day from San Padro Mar- Venezuela, also old fortifications. The
ists visit San Juan Hill
limit of your endurance and are
at present that work is most
harbor
is
called
La Romania. A large
dangerous.
is naturally safe and secure so
coris,
•on arrival.
facing a complete nervous breakTen miles from Panama city is Culebra,
bout five hours by rail sugar mill between the two places has [ that ships are proverbially anchored by
down.
Don’t pride yourself that
where the big cut has been made. Frethousands
of
acres
of
hairs
cane
now
a
(cabello).
sugar
large sugar center
you can keep up the pace you have
land
slides have interfered a great
quent
If
there.
the
were
heard
much
of
We
Cuidad
s
government
Holivar,
y Spanish town. It is growing
set yourself through will power
settled there would be great oppor- but lack of time prevented us from visit- deal with tne work at this place. The
S. as a naval port,
alone. Nervousness cannot he willFrench began the work here and at the
tunities for Americans.
a opportunities, has natuing this city. It seems quite near the time
ed away. You must get rid of the
the U. S. A bought the canal many
Porto Rico, better known to all Ameri- capital, to look at the map, but it is
ami a glorious climate.
cause.
millions
of
cubic
of
rock
and
earth
yards
than most other islands,
was
reached via Trinidad, and ship connecCuba Dec. 20th fo>- Ja- cans
The nerves are nourished and
We tion is uncertain. Also Maracaibo, which had been excavated. The formation of
in Kingston the 21st. reached after Santo
Domingo.
in health by good, pure blood.
kept
the
land
is
such
that
fear
that
people
known to the tourists. were on the Island about one month and has a population of over 5U,000, heated
That they are breaking down in
there
will
be
trouble
from
these
always
visited
all
the
cities
of
San
on the lake hv the same name.
It s one
hot.
It was entirely
importance.
yourca :e may mean that your blood
land slides. There are about 35,000 canal
has become impure. You have rot
inpuake in 1907, but to- Juan, the capital, is 1428 miles from of the most progressive cities in the recolors and kinds.
all
employes,
including
New
York.
Lid
is
on
an
dean and modern. New
'town,
island,
noticed it until now because your
public.
After returning tc Caracas we r.ade The canal when finished will be fifty
Hotel is a joy to the tour- connected with the main land by bridges.
nerves have been working on their
It miles .ong, elevation about eighty-five
This lias been
tments. The majority It haB the usual Morro Castle on a rocky ready for our start back to La Guira
reserve strength.
a
of
minimum
about fortydepth
Inner harbor is one of the g andest trips in the world. feet,
tsof the island are black, point towards the sea.
used up and the nerves, having no
one
feet
and
is
to
have
five
is
locks.
It
They are very polite a broad and a beautiful bay. There It reminds me .of the trip from Mexico ! the
help from the blood and no reserve
■•od ail English customs are interesting
fortifications, parade City to Vera Cruz, only much shorter cost opinion of many that the canal will
strength left, are exhausted. There
millions
more
than
was
estimany
is only one thing to'do and that is
visited Hope Gardens, grounds and the house of Ponce de Leon and steeper. We fairly ran down the
mated and when finished will operate at
to build up your blood.
_
beautiful orchids are where his ashes were preserved. The mountains until we reached La Guira.
a loss.
But
all
who
visited
the
Isthmus
streets
are
half
of
the
somewhat
in
wider than
The first
way the mountains
(.iiuiauiun uoirv uumi
Havana and there is a well shaded plaza, are barren, but the rest of the way it is ; this year are convinced that the “Big
trees.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
Ditch”
surely be completed.
modern
a
cathedral,
schools,
hrtstmas in the beautiuniversity,
tropical jungle. Extensive work is ; I sailedwill
on United Fruit Line for New
trnllmra otn
It ia a tormi.
for Pale
now going on to enlarge and build a more
of Mandeville located
Orleans and upon arrival there took
secure road from the capital to the port
tauiB, about half a day ! nus of the railroad.
Limited
for
New
York.
are a valuable tonic for the blood
Ponce and Mayaguez are the two The invasion of so many autos hascausec | Forty-hour
Kingston. The station is
and nerves. They are a most direct
The island is this. As we descended towards the pert
from there we drive other important cities.
__I
_1
l_i
ii/jii_
the large white leper hospital loomed up
lie.p in all nervous troubles.
o-to date coaches, to the very charming,interior mountanious, well
!
Send for the free booklet, “Disndeville.
Here, to my wooded and watered. Few harbors on among the palms near La Guira. It is KILL POULTRY LICE AND MITES WITH
eases of the Nervous System.”
red traveller is the most its coast line. Magnificent roads, cli- said that this institution is always ful’.
Pratts Powdered and Liquid Lice Killers:
Whiletakingthe pills avail yourself
BeBt time to
At last we reached I a Guira. and as both guaranteed: poultry comfort means
earth. The scenery is mate warm and healthful.
of every means to build up your
larger profits. L. T. Shales & Son.
no one thinks of stopping over night in
there are excellent visit January to May.
general health.
Curazao, the famous Dutch Island, is this port we hurried to .the little shc-shc
-ctions. The climate is
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sol i
We train which takes us to Macuto, three
Our Amazing Foreign Policy.
■eepy town and the name one night’s run from Venezuela.
by all druggists at 50 cents per box
Priate.
The natives here touched here on our way from Porto miles out and the society sea resort. It
or
six boxes for Sd.5() or they will
happiest people in the Rico to La Guira. This place is most was here at Hotel Alamenia that 1 took
[From the New York Mail.]
be sent, postpaid, upon receipt of
smiling and laughing, interestir g, clean, healthful, wind-swept my first meal in South America w\th out
The Wilson administration, against the
price by the
urists besides ourselves and quaint.
Really two towns joined by famous friend, Hon. Chas. F. Jenkins,
protest of several of the great powers,
a small toll bridge with a ship channel
as at
one of the small
publisher of the well known paper. Farm has
Dr. Williams Medicine Company,
formally recognized the new govern1
Christmas dinner was between. It is a free port. The inhab- Journal.
Schenectady, N. Y.
|
ment of China on the other side of the
La
Guira
in
itants
are
While
several
some
farmers
of
but
most
tourour good friend Sir Allarge
them are engaged in commerce, not to ist ships came into port, among them earth.
t Justice of the Island.
The provisional Government of Mexico,
“Victoria Louise,” Hamburg-Americar
was next visited.
Last say smuggling.
All languages are spoken by nearly all line, with 862 passengers aboard; also the provided by the regularly elected Mexia
destroyed
greater
can
been
Congress, which has
ounding country and the the inhabitants. The famous Curazao “Molke” of the same line and one or twe fully recognized by Great already
Britain, has
"as very small this year,
Liqueur, made of orange peel, is the others. The place is now attracting not been
These remedies are scientifically
recognized by the United States,
thousands of tourists, although, yellow j
thing at the Doctor’s ! favorite beverage.
carefully prepared prescriptions; used
Next day we arrived at La Guira, fever is common in this port and bubonic although, as our next-door neighbor, it
many years by Dr. Humphreys in his privab
has asked for recognition as a help in the
“La Guira”? said the plague is not unknown, which goes tc !
is a small city on the Venezuela.
practice, and for nearly sixty years by thi
of insurrection and brigansuppression
the
that
show
American
American
is
Canal
Zone
askwhen
average
willHarbor with narrow enDr.,
people with satisfaction.
h-autiful vegetation on the ed about Venezuela’s front door. "Its ing to take a chance. The American dage.
Medical Book mailed free.
Our annual trade with China amounts
A fine modern hotel, one a fever hole. We quarantine against it!” doctors have done everything to wipe
to
only
$53,934,931.
roa
M) 1
No.
Latin America. Beauti- “La Guira!” says the native, “Bonita! out these dreadful diseases, but the saniOur annual trade with Mexico aggreiin :
1 Fevers. Congestions. Inflammado—..91
but complimentary adjec- tary conditions do not justify the beliel
many villas. Connected Preciosa!
gates
Worm
Fever.31
$118,762,442.
are
Worms.
9
gone forever.
‘*ston hy rail and with New tives fail him. He kisses his hands to that they
Besides, about 40,000 American citi3 Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants 91
We sailed by the Red “D” Line foi
it. I have found no S. A. port more
!jy steamer.
zens live and carry on business in Mexi4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults.91
once
where
we
Curazao
more,
Here the mist-crowned
spent e
produces fine fruits, coffee, picturesque.
7 Coughs. Colds, Bronchitis.31
co, and more than $1,000,000,000 of
tobacco and rum. Iti Andes bathe their feet in the sea. Like few days awaiting the Italian Liner. American
8 Toothache, Fscenche, Neuralgia.21
is invested there.
to
this
money
had
time
We
nimble
up
travelled
and
or
Alpine goats the little pink
!l“w,rin, is one of the center!
8 Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.2!
If the Chinese Government is overblue .houses of the old town climb the nearly every ship of every line plying
IO Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.....31
bills and overhang the cliffs. Viewed the southern waters, but it was to be thrown, the United States will not be
18 Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.21
from the Caribbean the few level streets our first experience on an Italian ship, seriously or directly involved in the ca14 Salt Kheum. Eruptions.91
15 Rheumatism. Lumbago.91
In a few days we were sailing away or tastrophe.
by the shore are scarcely visible.”
If
the
falls
Mexican
as
a
Government
and
18 Fever and Ague. Malaria.?'
I shall not forget
Caracas is reached by a zigzag railroad “Cita di Milano,”
result of the indifference or hostility of
IT Files. Blind or Bleeding. External, Internal. 2;
Wines
and
to great heights.
Most of the that voyage.
champagne!
ascending
the United States, the consequences will
18 Catarrh. Influenza, Cold In Head.2.’
It ; ; mild, simple wash, the well
way the Caribbean sea can be seen, and flowed like water, free to all, but soap be
90 Whooping Cough.2;
general chaos and such a destruction
Prescription for Eczema, the
>•' (Tone.
vegetation is grand. This railroad was at a premium on board. We, how- of life and
:
Asthma. Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.21
91
property as may compel
r.,vc it.
is owned by an English corporation and ever, obtained one very small cake al
American armed intervention and a cost- 2T Kidney Disease.-.21
other remedies for skin
*»!. '.
the manager lives at the half way sta- the very low price of 40 centa. There
90 Nervous Debility. VKal Weakness.1AM 1
>> i.
r.e that we could
ly war.
guarantion called Zig-Zag. It was with pleas- were only about thirty first-class passen
80 Urinary lueoullnenoo. Wottln* Bad.21
'IT|
the D.D.D. remedy.
It
.,
On our way we stopped at severa
84 Bore Throat, Quinsy.31
ar size $1.00 bottle does
ure, that we found ourselves the only gers.
The
of harsh physics is gone. People
as we say, it will not
other occupants of the compartment car Columbian ports where the ladies had ar want day
l»'j j
77 La Crippc-Crip.2(
Doan's Regulets
mild,
laxatives.
easy
to
Sold by druggists** tent on receipt of prioa.
buy souvenirs of all kinds, have satisfied thousands. 26c at all
which contained the sister of the Presi- opportunity
drug
HUMPHREYS’ HOMBO. MXDICIK3 CO., Coras
and
0. Poor A Son, Druggists.
dent of Venezuela and her family, also including parrots
monkeyB, whicl stores.
Wmiain and Asm ■trists.Msvr Yarik
■

Castoria Is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregorle, Drops and Soothing Syrups.
It is pleasant.
It contains neither
Opii|in, Morphine nor other Nar-
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The Residence of Edward Sibley,
Street, Belfast, Maine.

h

High

k

This is one of Ihe finest specimens of Colonial architecture
in New England. The house stands back from the street with a
broad sloping lawn in front and is surrounded by stately etm trees.
It is in perfect condition, inside and out, and has all the nu dern
improvements. The location is one of the most desirable in the
city. For further particulars arply to
HAROLD T. SIBLEY,
Care Chicago Savings Bank and Trust Co.,
Corner State and Madison Streets, Chicago, III., or to
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OFFERS AN ELEGANT LINE OF

NECKWEAR,
HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
SHIRTS,
HATS, CAPS,

..

In fact anything you may wish.
All new goods and up-to-the-minute in sty

■

I
i-ry

MASONIC IEMPLE, BELfASI, MAINE.

ClosingOut Sweet
SALE
To

Peas

Get^Some Monev Which
I Need.

I shall for the month of

April

reduced rates.

now a

Have

on

sell goods at

Nasturtiums

1

People

HUMPHREYS

P^-r,

On Fire?

Ifo

^

c

19c. SALE

[ALL

profit to the purchaser. Do not
in all at once, for you will get into a
crowd! ! but will do the best I can to re-

that means

VARIETIES

come

ceive you.
Have given legal notice to all who owe
and I expect immediate settlement.

me

MARCELLUS J. DOW,
EROOKS, MAINE.

Blended
Rheumatic
5OIL®
The original of the compound Rheumatic
Oil. The original formula has been purchased and the oii is being prepared by the

Blended Rheumatic Oil

Company.

WM. 0. POOR & SON, AGENTS,
BELFAST.

Try it.

Prices:

15,

In bulk and package.
Ihe largest and best assortment we

MAINE.

25 and 50 Cents.

t23

AUTO SALE

have
l

ever

had.

Flower and Garden Seeds
ALL KINDS.

A. A. Howes & Co.
Groceries,

Drugs

and Medicines.

The Waquoit,
South Shore,

Northport,
Will open for business next Sunday and continue for the summer season, with the best
the market affords in regular and novelty

One 30 H. P. Maxwell T. Car, fully equipt
shore dinners. Parties will please order their
A trade.
dinners ahead in order to save disappointSome other truck it may pay
ment. Lunches for auto parties a specialty.
you to look at
tfl9
MRS. LILLIAN C. ROSS.
READ GARAGE & MACHINE CO.

One 30 H. P. E. M. F. T. Car.
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For one square, one
Advertising Terms.
rich length in column. 25 cents for one week
tnd 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
In advance, $2.00
Subscription Terms.
50 cents for three
fear; $1.00 for six mouths;
months.

builds up the whole system.
form or

Get it today in usual liquid
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

The Churches.

cities and towns that have

Thu Main
had

j

“cleaning-tip days”

are

nervousness,

paleness,

cures
1

enthusiastic

The services at the

the results and intend to continue

First

a

light attack of

ton-

Mrs. C. E. Lane is confined to the bed with
painful attack of rheumatism.

and
Cures all humors,
tired
that
relieves
rheumatism,
feeling, restores the appetite,

Manager

a

Mrs. Goddard is having
lilites.

Sarsaparilla
catarrh

Republican Jour. Pub. Co.

The

Parish Church

Mr. and Mrs. Percy Grant have moved into
Mr. Robert’s former home at the corners.
The High school teacher, Paul Jones, has his

grandmother visiting

at

their apartments.

Mrs. Eliza Hutchinson went to Monroe last
week to call on old friends in that, her former
home.

venience. Y’et we all want these law's
enforced against somebody else when his
offenses annoy us.”
1 ne

S»v lent:

cuiuruvers)1

The services for the week at the North
church are as follows: Prayer meeting, Thurs-

day

at 7.30 p. m.;

10.45

cununuco.

er

The New York Sun, which illuminates

a. m

.;

morning worship Sunday

Sunday school

meeting

at

6.30 p.

m.

at

C. E. prayVisitors in the city,

at 12 m.;

all who do not worship elsewhere, will find
cordial greeting at these services.

and

every subject it treats of,has entered the
iistB and drawn from Dr. Wormwood
of the Biddeford Journal a column of

a

have generally fourd that he was here whenYour correever there was a business hustle.
spondeniTTias received a personal note from
him, in which he says: ‘‘I hear there are two
smart men in Belfast, one 81 years old, the
other 86, but I think Brooks can beat that, as
I lack but a few days of 91. I have been doing something about every day for the past

Varies and William, their
ill the right, title, inter,>elonged to said Comm
ind to all the islands t he
n Penobscot Bay, viz: I.
sland, Job’s Island, Em

wood and cut 15 cords with

a

few

hours' work

__

heard it.

pastor said in part that
England n which he exhausts the vothat was not freedom was slavery
anything
of
cabulary
vituperative epithets in por- and that
any form of slavery was un-Ameritraying those who refuse to work and can. He spoke of the highest kind of freevote for Socialism. The closing parad om that came only with the religion of Jesus
graph, which follows, is a fair sample of Christ. He said that friendship was akin to
who

the two-column article:
Go to it, you unspeakable economic and
political runts! You slaves of the payenvelope; you job-worshippers; you
cringing defenders of your bosses, you

The

beautiful poem by James
freedom
Whitcomb Riley on that subject. Charity is
the greatest of all virtues and organizations
and religions that do not have charity in their
belief and works would amount to nothing.
Charity is a principle, not something we
possess, but something that possesses us. In
the evening Miss Maud E. Mathews gave an
interesting account of the recent meetings of
the Missionary Conference in New York city
and

recited

a

white-collared sissy-boy clerks, pinkcheeked and ladylike, who hang out
around the Y. M. C. A. and play checkers, while you ought to be down in the
union or Socialist hall with the class that
The Maine Congregational conference at
you haven’t got brains enough to know
its recent session in Norway, adopted the folis yours! You’ll get enough, someday
In lowing resolutions:
-and begin to investigate Socialism.
the meantime, I gloat over you and enResolved: That the conference reaffirm the
joy you—so you’re some use in the world, resolution passed one year ago recommending
But beware, you human June- that every local church provide for the exafter all.
penses of its pastor and delegate or delegates
bugs, impotently buzzing and butting in
attendance upon the annual meeting, and
your heads against the wall of Capital- that where such
provision by the local church
ism, while the Socialist window stands cannot reasonably
be expected, the conference
open wide for you, could you but see it. vote of financial assistance be carried in due
Ask
me
not
for
Beware!
sympathy. effect. In view of the conditions that may
I’ve none to give you.
No, not one arise in the coming meeting of the national
tiniest quiver of it, for such crustaeeous council at Kansas City, we recommend that a
of this conference be forwarded to
paranoiac anthropoids as you, who wi,l memorial
most decidely against
not study, investigate, listen,
accept, I the council protesting
■

any increase in demand for financial support
from that body either by per capita assessment or appointment of any kind until such
demand shall have been submitted to and has
our
individual
received endorsement of
chinches is what we still believe to be our

work and vote for Socialism!
kne

'•optoinltr Aiitrlnno PH (TO p

A Good,
The Downie

ar

Clean Show.

d Wheeler Shows have grown

:

authoritative method of Congregational usage,
Resolved: That, recognizing the claims of
various agencies for social service in promoting actualization of the ideal of Christianity in
the world and in the moralization of the vari-

..a

M i;L-„

Kim

SIG. SAUTELLE’S NINE

BIG SHOWS.

The coming of a real big, 3-ring-with-hipaodrome circus into town at summer’s beginling sets the seal and sign-manual on the
leason’s commencement. It marks the new
>poch, with its bursting forth of flowers and
Such
;he happy chording of song-birds.
mtree also marks the awakening of human in.erest—especially in rare shows and attractive
lights and scenes. Such is the coming Sig.
Sautelle Nine Big Shows, circus, menagerie,
lippodrome and wild west—at Belfast, June

6th, that is already **on everybody’s tongue.”
fhere is a wireless efficacy in such future that
:onveys the news of the coming Big Noise.
Svery small boy, and most adults, is a psychic,
rhe Big Sautelle Shows, bigger, ttronger,
nore magnificent than in days of yore will give
wo performances in Belfast, afternoon and
ivening, Friday June 6th.
tEARSMONT.
Mrs. Felix Bennett of Pawtucket, R. I., is
Waiting her sister Mrs. John Crie-Mr. Elon
i. Gilchrist of Belfast was the guest of Mr.
ind Mrs. A. L. McCoirison, May 17th and 18th.
A kitchen shower was given Mrs. Freedom
j
of Mrs. Isaac Hall, Tuesday
j ■ iall at the home
svening May 13th. The young couple will
1
C. Q Brown’s tenement.
1 jo to housekeeping in
j ...Mr. Charles Ripley left for Boston Monj
j < lay May 12th. He will return in a few weeks
! vhen he will finish
repairs on his house....
I
J4eWi has been received of the sudden death !
...

arge through sheer merit and the everlasting
diligence of the management. Every act must
|
stand the most critical test and each perform- ous realms of life accordr.g to the Christian I >f Mr. Edmund Bicknell of Lawrence, Mass.
human
and
social
of
welfare,
standard
justice
| Mr. Bicknell was well-known and highly eser, musician, official or attache, must be a lady
we reaffirm the declaration of a year ago of the | teemed here.
His wife, Susan Dyer Bicknell,
or gentlemen under all circumstances or seek
of
a
social
service
sustentation
and
creation
| las the loving sympathy of many friends in
employment elsewhere. This is an iron clad commission and we recommend to the program
& Paine are
le with the Downie and Wheeler Shows and committee of our State and local conference this, her native town....Cobb
on their program to
extensive repairs on the outside of
naking
attribute the greater bodies, the giving place
;so this feature they
representatives of social organizations and of their store_Mr. A. G. Caswell is confined to
part of their wonderful success. We will organized labor.
all
we
and
care
to
Resolved: That the conference appoves recent nis home by sickness.
say
publish further details,
action of our governor in removing from office
now is for the “kiddies” to save their pennies
UNITYseveral negligent sheriffs. That in view of his
and for the “grownups” to arrange to go to the
Mrs. George Furbush of Waterville is the
prerogative, now so effectively used, we reshow and make the management prove that affirm our confidence in the prohibitory law, guest of friends in town....Mr. and Mrs.
and their deputies
the statement “there is nothing new under the that we pledge all sheriffs
Walter Knight of Troy were guests at Leroy
our active support in this effort to reintrench
.-son,” is untrue. The date for the exhibition in respect for law in the will and practice of our Knight’s Thursday of last week....Mrs. James
a
child
Be
18th.
and
Belfast is June
again
State:
Morgan, who has been in the Waldo County
Resolved: That the conference pledge its
'wnjoy the day from the arrival of the first
hospital for treatment, returned recently very
commision
interdenominational
the
to
was a
gaudy train to the loading of the last bag- support
in the initiative and furtherance of any work much improved... F. H. Whitehouse
gage horse at night, for circuses do not come which it may undertake toward the unifying business visitor in Waterville Wednesday....
and cities of
«very day and a good one like this ia not to be of the religious life of the towns
Dr. P. W. Whitaker made a flying visit to Bosthe State, and the federating of churches
aniseed.
H.
ton the past week....Rev. and Mrs. J.
wherever possible.
Winslow were business visitors in Waterville
The Shoe Situation.
NORTH SEARSMONT.
one day the past week... .Antoinette Griffin of
The Larkin Club met with Mr. and Mra. Geo.
Warmer weather is needed to stimulate jobNew York is a guest in the home of Dr. Whitwere present
number
A
17th.
Gove
large
bing trade in footwear, which at present rules and a May
fine time enjoyed..... Mrs.Oland of Blue- aker.... Vivian Taber was called to Massa^uiet. Duplicate order, for seasonable goods hill is keeping house for Mr. E. B. Soule.... chusetts
Tuesday by the illness of her sister
are in somewhat enlarged volume, yet certain
Mrs. W. S. Hunt and Mr. M. F. Hunt were in Nellie.
buyers still defer purchases in the hope of Rockland
/
13th....Mrs. Abbie Howard of
Obtaining some concession. A alight expansion Belfast is May
with her niece, Mra. Flora Rokes.
Mrs. Mary Harriman, a nurse of Stockton
jaiapems in leather trading, although conservaone of an
was
of
Camden
Hills
Raymond
tfitm is still avident, and business, on the whole
called at tha Paul Ranch Sun- Springs is the guest of Mrs. Geo. W. Frisbee,
-continues restricted.—Dun’s Review, May auto party that
day.
Congress street.
517th.
...

Island, l

sland and Mark

20, 1839 acknowledge
ind recorded in Waldo
’age 332.
Second: Said Charles b>;r by deed dated August 1
Waldo Registry, Vol
55, \
ind forever quit-claimed
:husetts all their right, tit
o an undivided half of an
specified situate in Per. h
>f Maine, viz: Little Burn
lob’s Island, En-ign Islam,
ind Mark Island, all of the
he same conveyed to then,
he .States of Massachu’
leed dated December 20.
December 21, 1839, reeor :•
ry. Book 35, Page 332
Third: That said Chari
’’ruoker by deed releasMaimed to the State of \:
tr.d their heirs and all tL.
ter

1

Every Woman Should Own A

I

It

means

cooking.

smoke—no

I

Oil Cook-stove

I

cool,

a

No wood

cut—no

less
ashes

work,
to

better

carry—no

terest in

jI

to all the isituate in Pen-,
Job’s
Hurrnuda,
Island, i
nead Island, all. th«- ;.h.
same conveyed to then.
Maine by deed dated j

I
I

and

-t

^
A
?'t
«

tnowledged December :
ind quit-claim was dated
recorded in Waldo Regm..
Fourth: That the aui
veyance of said Charles ,-»•
r to the State of Maim

9

if

money for such

**
4

r<

Chapter 395 of the liesApril 5, 1845. as follow
CHAPTI I:
Resolve in favor of
j
William D. Crooktr
j
Resolved, That th«
treasury of this t;
William D. Crooker, tnj
■

1

9

I

and

the

ninety-seven

d>

■

j1

being f.»r

same

paid, togeth.
islands purchased f
money

I

of New York

KH
«tj|

specified

9
9
R

STANDARD OIL COMPANY

<

Massachusetts;
to

reconvey

riu

this

!'

j

>t it.

interest which they
spec died in the deeu

twenty-first, eight.«•:.

nine.

j

That in tin
it
pp ars t*
Island and Alai U I
named, whereas the R.
the Legislature of !-»
veyance should he
(Charles and W illian
all the islands sp.
dated December 21.
that the date of a
as the date of the
'1 hat sub
Sixth:
tvealth of Aia>-,.i
dt eded all her inter* s
islands situate in V
as appears in the put
and as a matter
hi.FIFTH:

There is more Catarrh in this section of the
country than all other diseases put together,
and until the last few years was supposed to
he incurable.
For a great many years doctors
pronounced it a local disease and prescribed
local remedies, and by constantly failing to
cure with local treatment, pronounced it incurable. Science has proven Catarrh to be a
constitutional disease, and therefore requirts
constitutional treatment. Hall's Catarrh Cure,
manufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo.
Ohio, is the only Constitutional cure on the
market. It is taken internally in doses from
10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It acts directly on
the blood and mucous surfaces of the system.
They offer one hundred dollars for any case it
fails to cure.
Send for circulars and testi-

the

A DEMOCRAT ON THE

committee, who ada talk wholly along
grange lines, giving them the benefit of his
long connection with the work in the helpful
ideas suggested and words of advice given.
His address was followed by a vocal duet by
Alma and Evelyn Clarke. A paper by May
committee

on

for the preservation of perfected saints.
Fuss and furore looking to the abolishment
of the drink habit by law is simply misdirected energy; it would seem that such an amount
of effort might accomplish something if applied directly to the reformation of individual
Elmer F. Gould, M. D.
drunkards.

|

England.
Boston Globe started a
great $12,600 Savings Coupon offer for the
boys and girls of New England. This big sum
ot money is to be swarded by the Globe in
cash prizes to the boys and girls, 18 years old
or under, collecting the most coupons between
May 18 last and Sept 30 next.
The Daily Globe Coupons will count as one
credit and the Sunday Globe coupons count
as
three credits each. During the contest
$6800 will be given by the Globe in special cash
awards for weekly periods after June 4. At
the end of the contest $6700 will be distributed
in cash awards to the boys and girls collecting
The
the most coupons for the entire period.
main award will be $1000 in cash, and there
other
of
cash
generous
be
hundreds
will
ftwudi.
For this splendid offer of the Globe's New
two divisions.
England will be divided into
One set of awards is offered in the Metropolithe
and
other set of
tan Boston district,
awards is for the entire New England district
outside of the Metropolitan Boeton district.
Full particulars of this splendid offer are given
in the Boston Globe.
Last Sunday the

j

|
j
j
,

Clay has been entertaining at her
nome on Crosby street Mrs. Ethel Blackmer
Boston, Miss Lou se Knowltori of Belfast,
»nd Mrs. Robert P. Coombs and Miss Gertrude

COMPLIMENTS
LEGISLATURE.

HAINES

IHE

“In over 30 years of my being in and
June 11th Comet Grange, Swanville, will
about the Maine Capitol, after being
give an entertainment and supper followed by there for the past 13 weeks, 1 find that
a dance.
A grand time is expected. If not
[ have never known a more sincere,
fair the 11th, it will he on the first fair night. ! more serious or harder working body of
men than in the last Legislature," said
The annual convention of the National
Governor William T. Haines, who spoke
Grange, Patrons of Husbandry, will be held in before the members of the Deering club
Manchester, N. H., from Nov. 12th to Nov. I at their annual
banquet at Riverton last
22nd. It will be the first meeting in New Thursday
evening.
in
of
a
number
of
Thousands
“This
|
England
years.
applies to Republicans, Democrats and Progressives,” he continued,
members from many sections of the country
“for all worked alike anil they have done
:>lan to attend the convention. Arrangements
some things.
These are the young men
ire being made by the Manchester Chamber of
of our State who have come up since the
Commerce for the entertainment of the visdays when I first entered into politics,
tors.
and they have done things.
“Some of these things have taken efDirigo Grange, Freedom, has adopted the
fect. Thar is, in some sections of the
following resolutions of respect:
State.
(Laughter and applause.) But
Whereas our charter is once more draped
with the emblems of mourning, that we have I the laws which they have passed will not
been called to part with another loved mem- go into etfect until after the tirst of
ber of our order, and while bowing in submisJuly ami the people of the State do not
sion to the will of One who never errs, but alyet realize what they mean to them."
I
knows
when
to
call
His
children
Home;
ways
therefore, be it
Resolved, That in the death of our dear sis- j
ter Harriet Clark, Dirigo Grange has sustained
j
an irreparable Isss.
She was a member ever
ready to respond to the call of the Worthy j
Lecturer and bring her talents in words of j

wisdom and of truth to cheer and entertain
her Brothers and Sisters.
Resolved, That while we each feel that her

departure from

among us is a personal loss,
hearts go out in deepest sympathy to
those who have been deprived of the cherished counsels of a true and devoted mother,
commending them to the loving kindness of
Him who says to all hearts in deep sorrow.
Be still and know that I am God. Submitted
in Faith, Hope and Charity with Fidelity.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning 30 days and a copy of these resolutions be placed upon our records, one sent to
the family and to the local papers and the
Bangor Commercial for publication.
Mrs. E. C. McGray, j Committee
on
Mrs. I. E. Vose,
Mrs. A. A. Clement. ) Resolutions.

'j|
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j
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Seventh:

That
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a

Land Agent duly ;,ut h"
by deed tiated Jonu..;
and interest to m\

j

specified situated

Frances 1.. Lazeil

t

j
j

I

v\

v

tember 6, 19<»2, recordJanuary 25, 1909. PoolLittle Burmuda, Sadd
Island to your compla.:
Eighth. Wherefore
prays that said deed of
Crooker to the State
21, 1846, be rectified
vey ^or pass the eni.
Mark Islands to said 1
grantee, Grace t bii .the order be endorsed
other decree be not
set forth above.
Ninth: Your petit

;j

j

-j
zi

j
a
■*

3
-a

■

in the premises as me
rights and estate.
Tenth: Your
m;
and William D. Cr<
each left children, but
heirs reside is unkWherefore she i
as the Court may ]•
«

v

By

her

j

'■

\
?
j

Attorney.
Power

Stati'

of

County
Then

■

Maine,
Knox,

s'
J

i;

j!

j

|

Alt.
GEO

copy.

•STATE
Waldo

|

r

EDWAi

[US]
true

!

t

power of attorney
that the allegation.true of his own kn
belief, and so far as
lief, that he believe-

A

j

of

appeared

::l

«»

Mrs. Eldors N. Hunter returned to Maine
last week after passing some time with friends
in Chicago and other parts of Illinois. She is
now at the home of her daughter, Mrs. C. W.
Yea ton, in Dexter.—Farmington Chronicle.
Mr. B. A. Spencer, who is
Pittsfield, ishere on business.

now

located in

|
j

ss.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
Oldest, Safest, Strongest, Best

Standard family medicine.
No alcohol. Sold for 60 years.
Ask Your Doctor.

Upon the annexed bn
tice of the pendency :
parties interested ther<
tested copy of said bill,
once a week for three s-

^

Republican Journal, a
the County where sam
the Bath Daily Times,
in the County where sa

William I). Crooker res
and in the Daily Ken*
per published in the
of the State of Maim*
lication in each of s *
least thirty days bef>
September, A. D. 191
Dated this 9th day
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A true copy.
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NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

tions to the host

A.

Alfred L. Bowden, Burnham, to Emma T.
McAllister, do ; land in Burnham.
Charles F. Bessey, Knox, to Acelia M. Lamphier, Brooks; land in Brooks.

Joplin, Mo., May 19, 1913.

and G. H. York followed. The members
unanimously thanked Mr. Plummer for his address and the visitors expressed their obliga-

To the Industrious Boys and Girls of New

The kingdom of God cometh not with legislation; it is said to be within a man; if so, then
it is the job of clergymen and church members
to arouse and operate the conscience of individual drinkers; and other procedure is “having a form of godliness but denying the power
thereof.” The Church is not a cold storage

plant

mer

BOSTON GLOBE OFFERS $12,500

Campbell, Stockton Springs, to
Mary Jane McCoy, do.; land and buildings in
Stockton Springs.
Daniel E. Dickey, Portland, to Albert M.
Ames, et al., Stockton Springs; land and buildings in Stockton Springs.
Julia

sense.

j

Maine

Myra A. Ferguson, Bridgeport, Ct., to State, viz: Little Bo* n
Eugene R. Connor, Belfast; land in Norrhport. Island, Ensign Isltu
Mark Island, record.■ :
Cyrus F. Dustin, Hopkinton, N. H. to George
189, Page 9. to It
in

ETHICS OF

question is not settled until it is settled
right. And prohibition is wrong; worse than
futile in application, and opposed to progress
to man’s moral
because it leaves nothing

pointed out were imtemperance, control of
property by trusts and corporations, and unrestricted immigration. D. M. Kimball presented his closing remarks and the discussion
was closed.
Remarks for the good of the
order by Worthy Master Clements. Geo. Plum-

grange in the usual manner.
The choir of South Branch Grange furnish ed
music throughout the day and the grange closed
with the usual ceremonies.
The next meeting will be with Burnham
Grange, June 11th, with an address of welcome
by G. C. Mudgett and response by C. C. Clements.
Tnpic: “Should we keep our brightest
boys on the farm or educate them for a profession?" to be opened by 0. B. McKechnie.
Remainder of program by host Grange.

do; land in Belfast.
Eugene R. Conner, Belfast, to Myra A. Ferguson, Bridgeport, Ct ; land in Northport.
_.ogan,

A

press.

The topic: “What are the greatest dangers
that threaten our country's welfare?" was ably
opened by D. M. Kimball, who took the stand
that non-observance and nullification of the
law threaten our country as nothing else does.
He was followed by A. A. Ginn. F. M. Nickerson, R. L. Clements, A. Stinson, G. H. York,
Fred Lane and T. J. Dill. Among the dangers

<

E. Pendleton, Belfast; land
Belfast.
The Journal has received a pleasant note
Leroy W. Hurd, Lincolnville, to Flora May
from Dr. Eimer F. Gould of Joplin, Mo a naDxton, Camden; land and buildings in Lincolnrille.
tive of Rockland, a son of the late Nathan Milto John A.
John M. Thompson, Unity,
ler Gould, of whom the Rockland Opinion said
recently: “Dr. Gould has resided in Missouri rhompson, do.; land in Unity.
Frances E. Stevens, Unity, to Isadore F.
for several years and stands high in his profession. He devotes his leisure to literary Whitehouse, do.; land in Unity.
George W. Holmes, Brookline, Mass., et als
pursuits and is the author of a clever pamphlet on Prohibition that had a wide c ircula- :o Laura I. Holmes, Belfast; land and buildings
tion and proved very effective in the campaign in Belfast.
John E. Wagner, Belfast, to Sarah A. Nichin Missouri when State-wide prohibition was
defeated by 120,010 majority. The pamphlet >ls, Belmont; land and buildings in Belmont.
was more especially addressed to clergymen
John F. Zebley, Trustee, Worcester, Mass
1
and church members, the subject being treat- to Gilbert F. Henblein, Hartford, Conn.; land
ed on moral and ethical grounds.” In his note
ind buildings in Camden and Lincoinville.
to The Journal Dr. Gould says: “I am a DemoFayette Barden, Brooks, to Stella B. Young,
crat and opposed to prohibition, but I couldn’t
io.; land in Brooks.
Herbert W. Brown, Camden, to Jay H.
imagine myself as a follower of Edgar F.
What?” Dr. Gould asks for the publication— Moody, Hope; land and buildings in Lincoinif we “feel free to give the other side a hearville.
Merton G. Norton, Palermo, to Frank W.
ing”—of the following brief article:
ETHICS OF PROHIBITION.
Winters, Auburn; land in Palermo.

grange executive
dressed the members in

chairman of the

following transfers in real estate were
•ecorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
J or the w^eek
ending May 21. 1913.
Etta Bennett, Augusta, to Sumner L. Ben1 lett, Troy; land in Troy.
Alonzo Heath, Stockton Springs, to Etta
Sowdoin, Prospect; land and buildings in
>tockton Springs.
Ernest B. Weeks, Jefferson, to Lucy A. Glidlen, Somerville; land and buildings in Palermo.
Charles A. Logan, Belfast, to Robert C.
The

PROHIBITION.

State

birds in the General Federation of Women’s
Clubs, was read by Annie Clements. This was
a protest against the wearing of bird plumage
for decoration of ladies’ hats and was received
with great attention. Then followed a recitation by Geneva Haley.
At this point the
grange resumed work under new business and
a short discussion followed in regard to holding a field meeting under the auspices of the
State grange. It was voted to hold such a
meeting Aug. 25th on the grounds of the Waldo and Penobscot agricultural society in Monroe.
Full arrangements will be made at the
June meeting and notices given through the

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

monials.
Address: F. J CHENEY & CO\ Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills sor constipation.

visitors were invited
to the dining hall, where every attention was
bestowed upon them during dinner hour.
After dinner the Grange was re-assembled in the
fifth degree and Lena Toney voiced the senti
merits of the host grange in most excellent
words of greeting. She took as her subject—
after bidding the guests welcome—sociability
noon recess

Riley Smith,

to

kitchen,

Ask your dealer to show you a New Perfection Oil
Cook-Stove. Made with 1, 2, 3 and 4 burners,
cabinet top, drop shelves, towel racks, etc.
Indicator marks amount of oil in font.

North Waldo Pomona Grange met with
South Branch Grange, Prospect, May 14th.
It was the first time this grange has entertained Pomona, since its re-organizaticn and
right royally did the officers and members welcome the visitors and extend to them their
hospitality. The meeting was opened in due
form with Worthy Master C. C. Clements in
the chair, and with but two officers absent,
the assistant stewards. Seven granges were
reported in good condition, and the regular
routine of business received the attention of
the grange. Thirteen candidates applied for
membership and received the full instructions
the

clean

soot.

NORTH WALDO POMONA GRANGE.

At

I

New Tt r/£ct ion

May 26th, Memorial Sunday throughout our I
been
year and expect to keep on; have not
the public is cordially invited to worerudition clothed in apt literary phrase. country,
knocked out for a day for a year, or since the
at the First Methodist church. The Rev.
ship
train pitched me over the bank. I did quite a
The Sun stoutly maintains that rum is
David N. Tribou, 1). D., Chaplain United
lot of farming last year; raised 100 barrels of and
an ingredii nt of switchel, and claims to
friendship, and succeeded in presenting the
States Navy, will preach at 10.30 a. n.; subpotatoes, some oats, had a splendid garden, oft-used words in a new
have found a definition in Webster’s dicof
the
light as applied to the
debts one owes.”
Mrs.
ject, “Some
I
work.
all
hand
beans and peas. It was
grange fraternity. A. Stinson fittingly retionary in support of that statement. Bowdoin Pendleton will assist the choir.
for
had no help after the ground was fitted
in behalf of Pomona.
Lina Colson
Dr. Wormwood fails to find any such
Speaking of a pastor who is leaving a town the crops. After I got my harvesting done sponded
favored the grange with a piano solo, after
definition in early or late editions of in Missouri, the local paper says: “His is one
I began cutting lumber for shingles and cut
which Worthy Master C’ements introduced
The surprising thing is that of those lucid intellects competent to soar
Webster.
enough for 15 M. Then I went for the fire- Geo. Plummer of Newport, a member of the
during this controversy Prof. Eaton, the above the chill formalities of shop religion and

Sage of the Penobscot, has preserved an able to grasp the meaning of Christianity in by another man. I got it hauled up on the
ominous silence. Doutless more weighty contradistinction to arbitrary, dull and formal first snow and had it sawed the 10th of Februchurchianity.” The Boston Globe aptly^adds: ary. The next
day I began splitting and never
matters, such as pussy willows, dande“He ought to come to Boston.”
missed a day until it was all piled in the shed,
lion greens, etc., have engrossed his atThe service last Sunday morning at the Bapr finished the first day in March. I have peas
tention, but until he delivers his dictum
tist church was devoted to the Red Men, who ! and
potatoes up; planted potatoes the 14th of
the question cannot be considered as setmarched in a body to the church wearing the April,
peas a week later. My eyesight is good
tied.
regalia of the order and were seated in front yet; 1 have no bald head and no false teeth. I
Rev. W. F. Sturtevant, the Jid a lot of hand mowing last season and can
We have seen an occasional copy of of the pulpit.
The Issue, a Socialist organ published pastor, took for his text the motto of the swing the scythe yet." If there is any place
monthly .11 Portland, and noticed in a order “Freedom, Friendship and Charity,” and in Maine that can boast of a smarter old man
recent issue an article by George Allan his sermon was helpful and inspiring to all Lhan Wm N. Crosby of Brooks, 91 years old,

..

;hem for the use of paid
said State, did tell and cm,-,

Preparations are being made for an intereBting program in observance of Memorial Day
in this village.
Rexford Ryder is now convalescing rapidly
from a serious attack of typhoid pneumonia,

—

Judicial

"'RACE C. TIBBITTS 0<
of Alameda, State (,f
dains against the heirs
ind William D. Crooker,
Jagadahoc County, Mail
esidences are unknown
First: That Charles W
>f Massachusetts duly a
»f the Legislature of
rassed 18th February, Is-'
:ire, Land Agent of th«
LUthorized by Resolve
laid State, passed 3rd M
ideration of three hundred

a

(Unitarian) will be held next Sunday at 10 45 and is dressed and about the house.
the good work.
a. m.
Sunday school at noon.
Mrs. Frank Tyler of Camden and Mrs. Edgar
The Seaside Spiritualist Society hold regular
that
of Cincinnati are stopping for a time
Wyatt
It is announced from Washington
on
of
meeting
Sunday services at their place
with their sister at the York Hotel.
the Government revenues from customs High street at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.
Wm. J. Rolfe has had a wide veranda built
receipts are beginning to show a maThere will be a business meeting in conneche recently bought
terial decline for May. This is a natural tion with the prayer meeting at the Baptist on the cosy little home
here, and is now having the stand painted.
result of the pending tariff legislation, as Church this, Thursday, evening.
Mrs. Alfred Huxford is very low, and reimportations are held to the lowest limit
The services at the Universalist church for
was made on Sunday that the church
in order to secure the advantages of the week will be as follows: K. O. K. A., Satur- quest
bells should not be rung. Mfich sympathy is
morninir
prospective lower rates.
day night; preaching service Sunday
felt.
at 10.45; Sunday school at noon.
M. J. Dow is selling out the stock in his dry
Miss Sybil Idel weiss Longhead of Radin
services
hold
The Christian Scientists
store on the corner and will give more
clrflfe college won the Baldwin prize of- their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at goods
of his attention to his large farm on Sprout
National
fered by the
Municipal league 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30
Hill, this summer.
for the best essay dealing with a munici- o’clock to which all are welcome.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Roberts and young daugha student in an
submitted
bv
Mills
pal topic,
The services next Sunday at Mason’s
ter of Melrose, Mass., have been visiting the
EviAmerican college or university.
will be held at 10.30 a. m., followed by the |
brother, Melvin Roberts, and sister, Mrs.Hattie
Sunday school, and at Trinity Reformed church Jenkins, returning home recently.
at 2.30 p. m. followed by Sunday Bchool.
Forrest Roberts has moved his family into
At the district session of the York
The June session of the Prospect and Unity
County Good Templars held at Biddeford Association of Free Baptists will be held with their new house, which was recently completed. It is a very cosy and modern little
Pool May 14th U. A. Caine of West the church in Jackson
village June 7th and 8th.
on one of the new streets and all are deKennebunk, past grand chief templar, A full attendance is desired.—W. N. Robert- place
ngnieu wim
reviewed the work in the State for pro- son, Clerk,
Everett Brown took the Chase Co.’s car and
hibition, and in closing declared that
The 94th annual convention of the Episcopal |
carried several young men to Orono Saturday
Gov. Haines had builded better than he diocese of Maine was held in St. Luke’s catheHugh Morrill,
to the University track meet.
knew for the future of Good Templary dral, Portland, this week. The first session’s
Everett Felker and Robert Stiles
Staples,
Roy
sessions
were held Monday and the closing
in Maine.
were among the number and a grand good time
will be held today.
was enjoyed by all.
man”
from
Mich1
An “original Wilson
Thomas H. Marshall Post and Circle, the
Members of the local W. C. T. U. have been
igan says that free sugar is a boomerang Sons of Veterans and Ladies’ Auxiliary will
interested this month in sending some most
and predicts that it will knock out the attend services at the Baptist Church next
useful as well as ornamental “may baskets,”
Democratic party. Free sugar will not Sunday morning, A special Memorial Day
consisting of new bushel baskets filled with
lessen the price to the consumer, but will service will be conducted by the pastor.
groceries and vegetables, and gaily decorated
the
of
the
add to the profits
refiners,
Rev. W. F. Sturtevant of the Baptist Church with
crepe paper and spring blossoms.
sugar trust, and destroy the cane and preached at the church at Saturday Cove,
Professor Wight of Bethel, an accomplished
beet sugar industries of this country, and Northport last Sunday, with a good attend- teacher of vocal
music, has a large class here,
ance.
Pians are being made for services there
naturally higher prices will follow.
and also classes in Thorndike, and Unity. A
during the summer season.
first class course in vocal culture is something
Miss Spence of New' York, who conThe services for the week at the First needed and highly appreciated in all these
ducts a school in that city, in discussing
Methodist church will be as follows: this, places, and a better teacher cannot be prothe qualifications of the present-day
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sun- duced in the State of Maine than Mr. Wight.
teacher, said that the young are not day at 10.30, morning worship; Sunday school
Little Miss Isabelle Brown, daughter of Mr.
taught reverence for law either in the at 12 m,; Epworth League prayer meeting and Mrs. Harry Brown, celebrated her sixth
schools or in the homes, the truth of Sunday evening at 6,00 p. m.; evening service birthday May 17th.
Twelve little people
which is daiiy demonstrated. On this at 7.00 p. m.
gathered at her home and were entertained
most cordially by the little miss, her mother
point Miss Spence said;
The services at the Baptist church will be as
“I remember that an editorial appeared follows: Prayer meeting this, Thursday, even- and two grandmothers assisting with music,
and refreshments of ice cream and
in one of our New York papers in which
ing; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. ra.; games,
it was affirmed that ‘Lawlessness seemcake.
who
do not |
Sunday school at 12 o’clock. All
ed to be a characteristic American trait
attend Sunday school at any other church are
Wm. N. Crosby is the oldest men in Brooks
not intentional warfare on society, but
E. society at 6.30 p. m.; and one of the
smartest, all things considered.
just good-natured contempt for laws cordially invited. C.
which do not suit individual taste or con- evening service at 7 30 p. m.
He has lived in Brooks many years, and we
over

ro the Supreme
In Equity:

The News ot Brooks.

Republican Journal

I have one of the in.
cleaners. We clean c
If vou
and mattresses

:a

Kit
How often do we hear that exclamation
about a certain woman’s or man’s hair.
jf
in your house, I will
A prominent scientist|and hair specialist emcleaner. Drop me a
.j
phatically states, and has proven, that any
man or woman can have luxuriant, lustrous
W H
call.
hair, by using a famous prescription called
'',r“
27 Midi
3w20pd
PARISIAN Sage.
PARISIAN Sage is now made and sold in
America. A. A. Howes & Co., the druggists,
are the agents in Belfast and the readers of
The Journal can buy from them for only 60
cents a large bottle.
Two parlor suits. t»"
i
A. A. Howes & Co. know that PARISIAN j
a hall stan.i
Sage will beautify the hair, cure dandruff and I chamber sets,
wagon..
j
atop falling hair, and for tnat reason they sell buggy, grocery
to
1j
it under a guarantee to cure or money back. wood ashes. Apply
t
aeiW
■'
Price 60 cents. Giroux Mfg. Co., Buffalo, N.
A'r"
116 Waldo
21
Y., American Makers.

For

Sal1',

j
j

News of Belfast.

The grocery stores and markets will te
closed all day Memorial Day.

built a new garage for fois
garden
'■ t ar at his residence on Upper High

The sewing circle of the Woman's Hospital
Aid will meet with Mrs. E. A. Wilson next
Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock.

has

^

the Levenseller brook in

,ut in

„.

*,!

Legion will

Temperance

meet

in

3 o’clock

.fternoon at

‘'

Ladies Aid Society will have
the vestry Wednes-

st

supper in
at 6 o’clock.

Mason’s Mills church will
rtainment at Trinity Reformed
Ice cream
w, Friday, evening.
be furnished.
f

^

\

<

^orC

v

given

1

at 7

30 p.

m

ttoleproof

hose.

—Sec’y.

had a baked bean supper and
at the Mason’s Mills Chapel
The reading by Miss Prudence
^ ..rspcrt was’ greatly appreciated.
27, will be added to the chapel
rcle

U;

^

1
fa
frill.

be the
were

ens
,r.,

.Ip'

the Maine

as

the

Transportation Co.,

between
n and Rockland, and will also
ecial trips and Sunday «xcur12 passenger auto

a

g

■

Jliffl?

made that the annual
State Women's Chrise Union for 1913 will be held in
week of September 14th. The
inal president, Mrs. L. M. N.
is

nt

Maine

!ia''

-tland, will preside.

j

Belfast that sells the celebrated

Ralph 1. Morse is
hooked a “twenty-pounder,”
d in landing him.

j

••

telephones have been installed
Waldo Telephone Co.: R. M.
Mrs. M. E. Haugh, 107-12; F. S.

j

sirenue

j

|
fjt

..f these games was Bowdoin
nd and Bates and Colby tied

;

I

excursions.

will prove

a

indications

great

success as

that this line

it fills

a

long-felt

want.

Capt. Frederick Barker of
formerly of Belfast, were
yesterday for interment in Grove
were accompanied by Miss Isaf

|
tr
wr.r

Barker of Elmira, N.
wife of Chicago. Dr.
Barker's brother.

Miss Jane

K

I

.1 ,rker and
ii'-.-r

York, one of the
(of
the Congregational Home Mis.ety, spoke in the North church last
g, following a banquet given her
an’s Auxiliary at 6 o’clock. Miss
been speaking in the principal
New

ury

•iwreiii
»

Frr.i..
by :nt
R

connected with
society. She is a very pleasand for more than an hour held
.^tate

c.t!^

&

matters

North Belfast.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Fish
are visiting his old home in Franklin county
and intend to remain there several weeksMrs. Cunningham, widow of the late Edward
Cunningham, has closed her house and moved
to the city to live ifrith her daughter, Mrs
Lewis Hart.Mrs. Ella Cobbett and son
George of Exeter, N. H., spent several days
She
last week with Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Hurd.
has erected stones to the memory of Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard B. Cobbett, and graded the lot....
Miss Linnie Holmes of Portland, who has been
critically ill with pneumonia, is visiting hei
brother, Fred A. Holmes... .The Ladies Aid
Society held their last social for the season in
the vestry Wednesday evening, May 14th.
After the usual supper,

interesting pro*
ntion of her audience,
gram was given, consisting of farces, readings
|
who
on
lives
man,
Mayo street, and musical selections and exercises by the
Municipal Court last Friday on school children. The affair netted about $14.
Muel A. Hollis, for taking down
Children’s Aid Society of Maine. The
res, etc., of the City Park fence,
annual meeting of the Children’s Aid Society
a way over the
complainant's
of Maine was held at the Girls Home Tuesday,
uld go down the Park roads
20th, with a good attendance of officers
nto this private way.
Judge May
and members. Rev. Wm. Vaughan, President,
1 probable cause and bound
presided. Interesting reports were given by
•o the Supreme Judicial Court
the officers showing a great amount of work
with John W. Batchelder and
done with good results. The secretary’s resureties.
port showed that thirty girls had been cared
the order of Sons of Veterfor during the year, with seventeen in the
;
to meet at Memorial Hall
Home at the present time. Several girls from
it A30 a. m. and to be in their
our own city have been taken during the year,
■lark suits and white gloves.
three of whom have been legally adopted in
-h f-om the hall to the Baptist
fine homes. Seven from Waldo
have

it.

j
j
j

on

ne

*

|
i

an

;

^

^Y

a'

they will attend the Memorial
An invitation is extended to
iers o.r sailors of the Civil War
ne camp on this occasion, and
ave no uniforms, dark suits and
with white gloveB may be worn.
worth and Wallace Turner, two
oys recently sentenced to the
,r Boys at South Portland, but

w
>•!.

returned home and

put on probation
before the Municipal
«ga:n Monday morning for stealing
•Cles
Saturday evening. Wentworth took
urnai,
lu-efield’s and Turner, Ralph ClifJ/' 1 1 plead guilty and were again
lhe State school and left for
'r1
i<i Monday noon in charge of
p
Wly Marshal M. R. Knowlton.
Ki wlton,

were

>

S&iif
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1

I.
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The Marine Journal,

Norton, gives to the following
I’vere tt Staple; of Stockton

receiving of late copies of the
which interesting publication
ve<i to come upon before, al-

;

familiar with it, for my
Belfast Journal is
i«ing reference to your paper
ij,
which
has been very
tfi:lumns,
ugh having cherished raemoi'
ailing of big business in the
t«r.
l

l
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was

ury of the

one of the world’s unfor>tter of health my work was
a-faring, but having been
.the son of the man whose
ve something in the bone and
And the
always remain.
uth street and the vani-hed
s are conditions which it is

■ntemplate.

in

My sentimental

way with the retirement
1 r"m the command of the
ship
in 1889, and my material
*"ded w ith the loss of the R. L. Belk-

1;

a

Wr I'1’■]''
W

In

it,

t^t

n

jll^Pl*8

l’aRe will be found a letter from
to the Boston Herald on Nauti-

5
but is promptly refiered
kT tbe medical Murishmeat in
Scott’s Emulsion which
** *
nerve-quieter, bat aatire’s
nerve-builder, without
or opiate.
BlqomatlJ.lt.;.

IMS

When hauled out then a large piece of timber
used in the launching was found clinging to
the side of the ship, and what held it was
It had adhered to the hull durnever learned.
ing the trip from Phippsburg to Baltimore. It
is a matter of remark that the Aryan was the
last wooden full-rigged ship built in an AmerShe is owned by E. P. Carver
ican shipyard.
of Boston_Captain Parse of the AmericanHawaiian Line steamship Minnesotan will retire from command and go to his home at
Searsport, Maine. Captain Curtis of the
steamship Oregonian will succeed Captain
Parse

on

Tnn

nr.^n

TTkt/->t
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Qiu?
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j
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nayonnaise dressing.
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Civil Service Commission will hold examinations for the following mechanical trades and
noneducational positions in the engineer Department at Large, Quartermaster Corps, U.
S. A., Lighthouse Service, and various other
brunches of the Gove nment service in Portland, Me., and vicinity on July 1, 1913: Carpenter, inspector and deputy inspector cf
dredging and subaqueous ledge excavation,
marine fireman, mate and asst, marine steam

engineer (including positions

<

|

look

the M nnesotan.

nr

The dance in Odd Fellows Hall Monday evenng under the auspices of Canton Pallas, was
uccessful in numbers and enjoyment. Keyes
irchestra furnished muBic. There will be an•ther of these dances next Monday evening.

j

lightships),

The Montville Schoolhouse Case. Clerk
if Courts George I. Keating has received the
olio wing decision in the Montville schoolhouse 1
:ase from Justice A. M. Spear of Gardiner,
j
rho heard the case in Belfast: F. A. Clement,
t als., vs Inhabitants of Montville and T. S.
Zrskine, et als. The plaintiff’s bill is sustained |
vith costs and it is ordered and decreed as I
ollows: The Inhabitants of Montville, T. S. I
Irskine, Newell White, J. C. Carey, select- 1
I
sen; Allen Goodwin, treasurer; E. R, Choate, L.
u Perry and Everett
Bennett, Superintending
School Committee, and their successors, be per|
tetually enjoined and restrained from pro- ]
eeding further with the schoolhouse in the |
j lalldale district and from paying or causing to I
\ e paid for work on said schoolhouse or under
{ ny contract therefor.
Williamson, Burleigh
^ c McLean of Augusta for plaintiff; Dunton &
j lorse for defendants.

Anna Belle, Capt. Ben Arey, is at
Camden for overhauling and painting and the
! steamer Marjorie, Capt. Barbour, is running in
her place on the Belfast and Brooksville route.
steamer

| Military Whist. The first in the series of
I military whist parties for the benefit of the
Home for Aged Women was held at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Pierce last Thursday
evening and was a social and financial success,
netting $23.80. Supper was served at 6 30
o’clock, Mr. George A. Quimby making the
coffee and Mrs. James S. Harriman in charge
j of the serving, assisted by Mrs. Pierce, Mrs.
George I. Keating, Misses Hazel Barnard,
Sabra Dyer and Alma Avery. The following
ladies were in charge of the tables; Mrs, E. P.
Carle, Mrs. A. C. Burgess, Mrs. J. L. Sleeper,
Mrs. E. A. Sherman, Mrs. E. L. Stevens. Mrs.
W. J. Dorman, Mrs. George I. Keating, Mrs. J.
W. Jones, Mrs. J. C. Durham, Mrs. D. P.
Palmer, Mrs. Ralph D. Southworth, Misses
Hattie P. White, Edith M. Southworth, Carrie
E. Gilmore, Maude E. Barker and Florence M.
Hill. Mrs. Keating’s fort, with Mrs. Martha
Keating, Miss Partridge and Mr. Keating, won
the most flags—19 out of a possible 22
The
gentlemen’s party will be held in Memorial
hall this, Thursday, evening at 7.30 o’clock.

county
been received and three others are accepted
and are expected to arrive this week.
The treasurer’s reports hows a small deficit
in current expenses, due to the greatly increased cost of all supplies, heating, etc.
Total receipts $3,827.96, disbursements, including interest on debt, $3,992.14. Two generous
gifts have been previously reported, one oj
$5,000 from Hon. D. D. Stewart and $2,500
from Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe, the interest
from which is now available. The following
officers and committees were re-elected:
President, Rev. Wm. Vaughan, B lfast, Me.
Vice Presidents, Hon. Wm. B. Swan, Belfast, Hon. Edgar B. Week*. Oid Town, Judge
Wm. P. Whitehouse, Augusta. Mrs Moses W.
Base Ball. A meeting of citizens interestRich, Belfast, Mrs. Lucy U. Burieigh, South
ed in base ball was held in the city building
Berwick, Miss M. W. Fairfield, Saco.
Secretary and Field Superintendent, Mrs. E. Wednesday evening May 14th. Ralph D.
L. B. Brackett, Belfast.
Southworth was chairman and Orrin J. Dickey
Treasurer, C. W. Wescott, Belfast.
secretary. A letter was read from Manager
Auditor, Mrs. E. L. B. Brackett, Belfast.
Advisory and Publishing Committee, Rev. Hackett of the Brewer team in regard to formWm. Vaughan, Belfast, Miss Maude E, Mathing a league of the Brewer, Belfast, Dover,
ews, Belfast, Mrs. E L. B. Brackett, Belfast.
j Foxcroft, Newport and Pittsfield teams Ralph
Attorney, R. F. Dunton, Belfast.
Board of Managers, Mrs. Sarah R. Crawford, ! D. Southworth, H. C. Buzzell, Elon B. GilBelfast, Mrs. G. H. Denio, Bangor, Mrs. A. M. chrest, Amos F. Cclcord, Fred G.
Spinney,
Ferguson, Belfast, Mrs. Moses W. Rich. BelS. L Shute, George H. Darbv and Dr
fast, Mrs. A. I. Brown, Belfast, Mrs. Wm. B. ! Stephen
were
elected
a
S.
O.
board
Vickery
uf
Miss
Maude E. Mathews, Bel- |
directSwan, Belfast,
fast.
| ors, and G. H. Darby, H. C. Buzzell and Orrin
Real Estate Committee,
Moses W. Rich,
were
a
appointed committee of three
J.Dickey
Giles G. Abbott, J. A. Chadwick.
to meet the committees from the other places
Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe, Rev. and Mrs. W. |
in regard to forming this league, with power
F. Sturtevant and Mrs. Annie M. Frost were j
to draw up a schedule of games and settle all
elected members of the society.
matters pertaining to tne league. The comLetters were read from Mrs. Lucy D. Burmittees will make arrangements to raise funds
leigh, Vice Pres, of So. Berwick and from Mrs.
for paying the players and it is proposed to
J. W. Manson, director, of Pittsfield express- 1
have a first class team. It is hoped to raise
ing regret at not being anle to be present and
as a guarantee that the team can be
$1,000
giving valuable Suggestions and words of enmaintained, and many have already expressed
couragement.
their willingness to subscribe. If the league
Many points of interest were discussed and
is formed it is proposed to have a big ball to
ways and means of increasing the income and
help raise the necessary funds, and Fred G.
the work.
is to have full charge of the
It was voted to hold the annual summer fete Spinney
arrangements and to choose his own assistants. Much
the middle of July, with the following local
enthusiasm was manifeated>t the meeting..
committee of arrangements. The president
a number of young people,
and secretary, Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Rich, Mrs. Quito
including
of the Belfast High school, went to
R. F.'Dunton, Mrs. F. H. Mayo, Mrs. A. M. students
on the stesmer Marjorie last
Castine
Saturday
Ferguson, Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, Mrs. Joseph
to witness the game between the Belfast and
Tyler, Misses Caroline E. White, Abby Macschools.
A
Castine correspondDoweil, Maude E. Mathews and Maude E. Castine High
“It wss an ideal day for baseball
Barker. Committee for the State: Mrs. Lucy ent says:
and our boya upheld their reputation by playD. Burleigh, So. Berwick, Mrs. M. C. Luques,
fast and clean ball throughout the
Biddeford; Mrs. C. B. Porter, Old Town; Mrs. ing good,
and defeating Belfast 9 to 1. The game
J. C. Nickels, Searsport; Miss Marian S. Oliver, game
was full of sensations from the first
inning
Scarboro, Mrs. J. W. Man son, Pittsfield, Mrs
to the last; and the fans were satisfied that
Geo. Fred Godfrey, Bangor, Mrs. R. W. Eaton,
had
turned
out
a
Castine
good snappy ball
Brunswick, Miaj Gertrude S. Weston, SkowThe Belfast team had some
snappy
hegan and Mias Mabel E. Whitney, Newburg. team.
After the business meeting the house was in- men, but were up against a team of genuine
and
foond
usual
immaculate
as
spected being
ball players. So Castine feels proud of its
attractive in every part, Mr. and Mrs. Macteam and wishes them success
throughout
Neil receiving much commendation upon the ball
the season."
excellent care of the children and all affairs.

j

An
( >n

Interesting

the

Instructive Lecture
Passion Play. The lecture on the

|
!

and

'assion Play

j

given at the Opera House,
Vednesday evening, May 14th. was pronounced
1 »y all who had the good fortune to be present
j
The lecturer, the
vonderfully interesting.
lev. M. J. McCabe, is an excellent speaker and !
he manner in which he
presented his subject I
fave every evidence of profound
literary j
training and a brilliant mind. He spoke of j
the enthusiasm* ana devotedness of the people

\

day
Holeproofs.

wear for everybody.
Try the silk
Sold only at the Dinsmore Store ...The Ford
car is better this year than ever before—and it
is cheaper, too. If you are thinking of buying
a car see the Waldo county agents. Carle & ;
Jones, Belfast.... See notice of loss of bank !
book of the savings department of the Stockton Springs Trust Co-Mrs. Ellen E. McKinley, Mr. and Mrs. Clarence H. Smith, Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Cilley, Waldo, publish a card of !
thanks... .See notice of Belfast Savings bank
j
book lost-Men are wanted at Cape Jellison
j
docks each Monday and Tuesday for discharging and loading steamship Millinoeket, Pay 25 i
cents an hour; time and a half in case of
night
work-Five room house with stable and hen
pens connected and five acres of land, including orchard, for rent in East Beflast. Apply
to C. M. Knowlton.... Two boarders wanted
for the summer. Apply to Mrs. Water J. Clif-

j

the

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

5

-OXFORDS
j

|

I

)

QUALITY SHOE STORE,

j

^Special

Open Wednesday

attention given to mail orders.

AUTO

«

evenings^ j

*?<s A ►?<*

2>

|

Ji

beginning

«

MAY

**

make

EACH WEEK

|?L

19, 1913.

A Twelve Passenger Car will
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| ROCKLAND AND BELFAST I
J

VIA CAMDEN, LINCOLNVILLE BEACH
g
Tk—-

|S

Leave Rockland 7.30 a. m.
Arrive Belfast 9.00 a. m.
Leave Belfast 11:00 a. m.
Arrive Rockland 12.30 p. m,

»

%

^

AND EAST NORTHPORT
-f
Leave Rockland 2.00 p. m. %
Arrived Belfast 3.30 p.
Leave Belfast
4.30 p.

*

m.
m.

r«

...FARES....

ej

< FocKlaifl-Bilfast $1,50

&

llaidsn-Bglfasl $125 &
&

Cars may be engaged for Evening Parties and Excursions
AT MODERATE

K>

lj

%

RATES

Ji

MAINE TRANSPORTATION CO.

speaker said “We cannot a9
but add that the spirit of the Passion Play is
Wim
the every day actuating Bpirit of the lives of
the villagers of Oberammergau. Deeply religious, they find the greatest happiness in
imitating the life of the God, whom they serve

B. Williamson, Augusta, Gen’l. Mgr. J. L. Donohue, Rockland Agent.
N. B.—Our Rock land-Augusta Line via Washington will start about MAY 20.
uur Augusta-Farmington Line will start about JUNE 2.

W.

with all their hearts and all their minds. We
well conclude with the poet’s words applied to them that h^d a loftj^r life,

may

Plying their daily tasks with busier feet
Because their secret souls a holy strain repeat,

it on; and it isn’t worth it.
Devoe goes twice as far and wears twice or
three times or four times as long.
The cheap paint is Devoe at the top of the
market.
DEVOE
Mason & Hall sell it.

Penobscot River

j

Hearty applause greeted the speaker at the j
conclusion of the lecture, who had been listened to with marked attention for one hour and
a half.
A well satisfied audience left the hall |
expressing their appreciation of the lecture

SALMON,
Lobsters and Mackerel

Bramhall’s Market

(NOT

STORES)

will bring out the beauty of your
figure, correct any fault, and make
proper basis for tasteful, becoming dress. The flexible Spirella
boning, which is guaranteed not to
rust or break, is used only in Spia

THE FORD CAR, I he popular car, the
low priced car, the light running car, the car
that is sold easier, paid for easier and cared fcr
easier than any other car, the car of which

Cape

The services of

a

MONDAY
pACH
charging and

NOCKET.

j

You incur no obligation to
chase.

Telephone

or

send

puy.

cheaper, too. In fact, at
the price you can buy a Ford it is no more a
question of “Can I afford to have a car?” The
question is. Can you afford to not have one?
Prompt delivery possible now. See the Waldo

AND

TUESDAY D1S-

loading steamship MILLI-

25 cents per
of night work.

hour. Time and
A good oppor-

County

earn

TWO BOARDERS FOR THE SUMMER.
Apply to
MRS. WALTER J. CLIFFORD,
lw21
Northport Avenue.

post-

Tel. 169.12

to

WANTED

Sale

Horse for

Mrs. C. 8. Webber.
4 Bell Street,

Docks,

A. H. BULL STEAMSHIP CO.,
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
Telephone 13 1
6w2l

card to

before—and it is

Pay

half in case
for farmers of Waldo
extra money. Apply to
a

trained corsetiere

She will call
are at your disposal.
by appointment and explain what
Spirella Service can do for you.

Jellison

STOCKTON SPRINGS,

rella corsets.

thousands are sold each month, the car that is
within Your reach—that is the car for You
to buy. The Ford is better this year than

Carle & Jones, Belfast.

SOLD IN

....AT....

tunity

—

County agents.

Men Wanted

I SPIRELLA I
CORSETS

The Ford Car

ever

Saturday

SERVICE

!

|

and

*2 ROCKLAND and BELFAST

Alelulia chorus.

__

I

^

PATTERSON, Props.
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In conclusion the

Cheap

j

—

You will find all the leading styles in the EMERSON for Men, LA FRANCE
for Women, and a splendid line for Boys, Girls and the Little Folks, at the

HAMMONS &

|

was particularly effective at the organ and
caught the real spirit of the sacred music. The
Play, though a story of untold suffering for a
sinful world, closes in joy with the singing of

ford, Northport avenue-Five dollars reward
for return of a lost cat, on notifying Mrs. E. O. with unstinting words of praise.
Shaw, 38 Belmont avenue.... Furniture, buggy,
grocery wagon and wood ashes for sale. ApPaint
ply to E. S. Shuman, 116 Waldo avenue.
The cheapest paint is the one that goes
Seven years old horse for sale. Sound, kind, farthest and wears best; there is most in a
good roader and not afraid of autos. Apply to gallon of it.
What is a quart of milk worth? Depends
A. S. Heald or C. A. Bruce, in marble
shop.... on the milk.
Dr. Thos. L/jMcBeath, Osteopathic
of paint; depends on the paint.
So
Physician,
will be at The Colonial Tuesdays and
Devoe is worth the top price, whatever it is.
Fridays Poor
paint is worth nothing at all; you’ve got
of each week from 8 a. m. to 4
p. m_The to
pay your painter $3 or $4 a gallon for putting
Dinsmore Store welcomes

back an old shoe
friend—a shape that you always used to wear
and have tried to find since.
Straight as a
string, without any “bumps” or “bulges” is
the new Regal, straight last shoe for men.

!

j

every

•'

|

reclassed and also remetaled at the shipyard
of William E. Woodall & Co: It is a coincidence that when the Aryan was built at the
yard of C. V. Minott, Phippsburg, Maine, in
1893, she was towed to Baltimore and received
her first suit of metal at Skinner’s shipyard.

j

Chicken Salad. Armour's Monthly Cook
fer May contains, with other interesting
natter, the prize receipts in the contest endng April 15th~ Mrs. W. S. Hatch was one of
he four prize winners in Maine, with the folowing receipt for chicken salad:
Prepare a pint of any gelatine mixture
lavored with lemon. While it is cooling chop
me cup of celery and one cup of Veribest
loned Chicken and season with salt. Cool in
ndividual molds. Serve on crisp leaves with

Shipping Items. The ship Aryan, which
was towed from Philadelphia to Baltimore by
the tug Britannia to load coal for San Francisco, will before loading be opened up and

__1!

Northport, each week day, rain or shine,
arriving and departing from the Windsor

are

Several cottagers are at Verona Park, making ready for the opening of the summer Beeson. A number of new cottages have been
built since lsst summer- The wharf is being
enlarged and put in order.

At a special meeting Friday evening of the
lirectors of the Home, for Aged Women Miss
larriet A. Hook was made a life member and
he moved to the Home Monday.

assembled for examination, being rated
on their physical ability, training, experience,
and general fitness, as shown by their applicaOberammergau, who continue to enact the
Capt A. C. Batchelder has bean making re- ! tions Full particulars in regard to the exgreat drama of the Passi jn Play created by
pairs and improvements on his residence cor- aminations, including age limits, and the re1
blank, can be secured from the love and faith of their ancestors. The
ner of Park and Court
streets, reshingling the 1 quired application
3ame faith and love which created this sacred
house and barn and building an ornamental C. E. Jellison. Local Sec’y., Rm. 26, Postoffice,
j
E Stebbins, Dist. Sec’y., drama inspired the grand continental cathe
porch on the south side of the L. Cyrus T. Portland, or Edward
the masterpieces of architecture for all
Hubbard has built a veranda across the front Postoffice Bldg., Boston, Mass. Applications drals,
time. As love of church and pride of town
of his home on High street, the former must be filed with the latter not later than
awoke the sleeping genius of some master.Inne 16th.
j
Wooster Parker house.
mind, and the industry of his fellow townsmen,
The following automobiles
Buzz Wagons
j in those far off
Ford Cars. Carle & Jones, Waldo county
ages to such wondrous achievefrom Waido County were registered at the *
agents for the Ford Cars, have received a
ments, so we find to our amazement in these
office of the Secretary of State during the
letter from the Ford Motor Co., in which they
days of business strife and unceasing commerpast week:
cial competition that these simple peasants,itnsay: “We have accepted all the orders we can
No. 3,765. E. M. Hall, Belfast; touring car;
fill between now and August 1, 1913, for all
gasoline power; horsepower. 22 1-2; predomi- pelled by their faith and love,have given to the
models except Town Cars. Under no circum- nating color, brown.
world a monumental work—unique in art—that
No. 3,792. William L. West; Belfast; touring
stances will we accept any more orders for
surpasses and defies all tawdry imitations of the
car; gasoline power; horsepower, 30; predomireal. The speaker described the customs and
Touring Cars or Runabouts as present acknowl- nating color, d irk green.
No. 3,829. James H. Cilley, Waldo; touring every day life of the
edged orders will in the aggregate take our
villagers, and said that
entire output up to August 1st, 1913.” Fortu- ear; gasoline power; horsepower, 12; predomithe effect of the sacred drtma on their lives
nating eolor, red.
Ca
le
&
have
a
few
cars
in
stock
Jones
nately
was evident in the culture and refinement deNo. 3,830. Edwin G. Landry, Thorndike;
and for sale and expect to receive more from an touring car; gasoline power; horsepower, 22 picted on their
He went
very count .nances.
1
black.
2; predominating color,
order sent prior to receipt of this letter. This
on to explain the origin of
religious plays and
No. 3,869. Charles B. Sampson, Freedom,
|
condition is convincing proof of the growing
touring car; gasoline power; horsepower, 30; of the Passion play in particular. It was the
popularity of the Ford car.as the output of the | predominating color, blue.
result of a vuw made to obtain relief from the
No. 3,893. James F. Sheldon, Belfast; road- Black
company this year far exceeds that of any
Plague. Mention of it is made as early
former season. Those who gave their orders ster; gasoline power; horsepower, 22; predomi- ( as 1633. It is
staged ev ;ry ten years. The
nating color, dark blue.
! early and received their cars are fortunate.
actors receive little or no salary, simply a comNo. 3,938. John A. Fogg, Belfast; runabout;
gasoline power; horsepower, 10; predominating pensation for time lost from their
ordinary laSteamer Notes. Some change has been
color, red.
bors. Rev. Fr. McCabe here gave a very inNo. 3,959. C. A. McKenney, Winterport;
made in the schedules of some of the Eastern
and very learned explanation of the
steamship lines in anticipation of the summer touring car; gasoline power; horsepower, 35; teresting
predominating color, black.
staging of a drama. He has made a long and
rush of travel. The Gov. Dingley has been
No. 4,055
C. H. Clements, Winterport;
withdrawn from the Portland route and will touring car; gasoline power; horsepower, 22 careful study of Greek drama, hence was able
to give his audience much first hand informa1-2; predominating color, black.
be placed on the St. John run after general
No. 4,070. H. W. Clark. Belfast; touring car; tion on the drama in
general. Then followed
overhauling at East Boston. The steamer H. gasoline
power; horsepower, 22 1-2; predomi150 magnificent slides illustrating the life
B. Fuller will take the Gov. Dingley’s place. nating color, black.
No. 4,130
Alexander H. Nichols, Searsport; of the Saviour of the world. Each slide
The steamship North Star,which has been runtouring car; gasoline power; horsepower, 32; was explained sufficiently so that all might
ning from New York to Portland ever since
predominating color, black.
understand.
While the slides showing the
she was launched, will come to Boston for serNew Advertisements. Carle & Jones an- scenes of the Nativity of Christ were on Mrs.
vice on the Boston-Yarmouth line, alternating
with the steamer Prince Arthur. The steamer nounce a big sacrifice sale on suits, as owing to Walter Booker rendered ihe sacred song, O
Mr. Lorenzo Moreau was apBoston will be hauled off the Yarmouth route the cold season and business conditions they Holy Night.
plauded for his rendition of the Palmsr~The
The are overstocked on nice suits and must unload.
and held in reserve as a spare boat.
Alelulia chorus was sung during the scene of
Prince George will not, as heretofore, return They offer 19 suits, (Style Craft) values $25
north this su Timer, but will continue to ply and $30, for$17.75 each.... Holeproof hose are the Resurrection by Mr. L. Moreau, Mrs. W.
Booker, Mrs. C. Chapman. Miss Julia Leary
between
Key West and Havana.The the thing for wedding gifts, and for

East

The

j

not be

Edwin Jenkins, 73-3; C. M.
The car leave Rockland for Belfast
i Hotel.
Light phones will be installed at 7.30 a. m., arriving here at 9 o’clock, leave
|
•\,sby cottage on Northport Belfast at 11 a. m arrive in Rockland at 12.30
! p. m. Leave Rockland at 2 p. m., arrive at
Belfast at 3.30. Leave Belfast at 4.30 p. m.
in the College championship
,,\ed May 14th. Bowdoin de- The fare for the Rockland-Belfast trip is $1 50,
and for the Camden-Belfast trip $1.25. Cars
t-.- 2, at Brunswick, and Maine
.,t Lewiston, 8 to 5. The sfcandmay be engaged for evening parties and for

•„

Holeproof and that is

Shepardson.

oiler, stationary fireman, surveyman (who may
perform the duties of transitman, Ievelman,
rodman, etc.), and surveyor. Applicants will

Auto Line to Camden and Rockland. The
Maine Transportation Co., W. B. Williamson
of Augusta, Manager, began last Monday
daily automobile service between Belfast,
Camden and Rockland. A 12-passenger car
makes two round trips between Rockland and
Belfast, via Camden, Lincolnville Beach and

parties.

ihl

follows:

No need of “ looking
around” just one store in

week.

played the Dinsmore store
a 10
pound salmon caught
•‘s Lake, Liberty. Six were
in

as

3 prs. Women’s Silk Hose, $3.00
3 prs. Men’s Silk Hose,
2.00

The writer enjoyed a ride last Tuesday
morning with Mr J. F. Wilson and saw many
things of interest, including Mr. Wilson’s garden at Little River, of which we are unable to
write in detail at this time. Mr. Wilson has
about an acre under cultivation, including
strawberries and raspberries. His peas and
beets are up and cucumbers started in cold
frames, some of them with the glass removed
and exposed to the recent cold weather, are
doing finely and putting out their third leaves.
We shall have something further to say of
this garden and of Mr. Wilson’s methods next

*

Key has been engaged

Guaranteed

insurance under the 80 per cent, clause.

i-me, and many are putting them
rutting them down.

Yes—for both of
And you’d better

them.
make them silk for you
know Silk Holeproofs are

An inquest on the recent fire in the Louis
Goldberg clothing store on Phoenix Row was
held by the city government last Thursday
evening, and it was decided that the cause was
unknown. Mr. Goldberg estimated the value
of his stock at $4,000 and was unable to estiHe
mate the damage to it at that time.
thought the damage to the building would be
general opinion that
around $150. He said he was fully covered by
never better than at

ja««Buquan.

y

“Ladies and gentlemen!”
he cried genially,“I propose
the health of the bridegroom. May he see many
days like this.”
Speaking of weddings
what better gift could you
make than a box of

Seaside Spiritual society will hold memorial
services at their place of meeting, Sunday,
May 25th. Frank R. Strout will give spirit
messages and address; poem and readings from
sealed questions and articles by AnnieB.Carter,
music by Mrs. Goldie Curtis and Della Frisbee.
This will be the last meeting given by locals
this season.
Evening service only will be

U. will meet Friday afternoon
with Mrs. John Waterman, Coninstead of the place announced
P- t he churches.
suna**.’
jjjj
meeting of Seaside Chautauqua
be with Mrs. C. A. Hubbard, No. 4
vI
Monday afternoon. May 26th.
ubways and Byways,” from May
ll

1

Vv

proposed the following
toast:

Rose Circle of Mason's Mills gave a sale,
supper and entertainment at the chapel last
Saturday night. The entertainment consisted
of a farce “The Modern Sewing Society.”
They wish to thank the people from the city
who contributed to their sale and candy table.
They netted $28.50.

7.45.

at

rtf'4'1’’

fast a gentleman noted for
his lack ot tact arose and

great bargain.

band concert this, Thursday,
Colonial Theater in connection
ular picture program. The band
<• a

,r

dose of the wedding break-

Chief Engineer S. S. L. Shute and a number
of firemen tried out Tuesday evening the new
hose carriage recently bought of the City of
Worcester, Mass., and are perfectly satisfied
with it, as they have reason to be. It was a

the

urch.
®r

AT THE

Mr. A. D. Hayes and Miss Grace A. Lord of
grades VIII and IX of the city schools, temporarily closed, are doing special work with
pupils who have deficiencies to make up.

several thouBryant recently placed

U
L'

The following letters
the Belfast poetoffice
for the week ending May 20th. Gentlemen—
C. A. Carpenter, Eugeu® B. Boee, John L.

Advektiskd Letters-

rdbaintd unclaimed in

YEARS OLD, sound, kind and not
SEVEN
afraid of autos, good roader and will work

anywhere, weight 1050.
21

CARD OF THANKS.
j

We wish to extend oar heartfelt thanks to
the friends and neighbors for (he many acts of
kindneea shown us daring the illness and death
of our mother and grandmother; also to the
pastor for his comforting words, and to those
who sent flowers.
MRS. ELLEN E. McKINLEY,
MR. and MRS. CLARENCE H. SMITH,
MR. and MRS. JAMES H. CILLEY.

Waldo, Maine, May IS, 1913.—p

A. S. HEALD.
Or C. A. Bruce, in Marble Shop.

TO

LET

IN EAST BELFAST,
Five*room house with stable and hen pens
connected. Five acres of land, including orchard. Enquire of
lw21
C. M. KNOWLTON.

ukusmiiob.
Kndnl *'or
B elieves
stomacfc.

•

sour

lalpitatioc of the heart Di vests what yon Mfc

for smuggled goods. P. flew at once
into a towering passion, apparently, denounced in most violent language all
spies, informers and revenue officers,
concluding with the assertion that any
man who attempted to search his cellar
would do so at the peril of his life; all
which only served to satisfy the officer
that he was on the right track. At the
same moment that he began to raise the
trap-door leading to the cellar, P> rushed
to the front door of the store, threw it
wide open, then to the fire-place from
which he seized a large brand, and
screaming at the top of his voice, “Powder 1 every man look out for himself !”

back their field-pieces to the village, but
concealed them on the eastern aide of
the river, where they remained until the
close of the war.
As a truthful annalist it becomes the
BY AN OLD SETTLER
duty of the compiler to record the fact
(Hon. Wm. G- Crosby.)
that after the British took possession of
the eastern section of the State, and
Chapter xi.
(1814)
Castine especially, the patriotism of the
Early in the morning of September people here and in the surrounding
first the British fleet made its appear- region was not in all cases proof against
of
the temptation to furnish fat beef to the
ance at Castine and took possession
unthe place. Its appearance was not
enemy at good fat prices, or to import
here
goods of foreign manufacture without
expected there, and the people
Very soon rendering “to Caesar the things that are
were on the look-out for it.
the
three of the vessels belonging to
Caesar’s,” in other words without payand ment of duties. The hazard attending
a
be
to
frigate
fleet—which proved
two transports—were seen to be head- the importation by vessels from abroad,
ing in this direction, and several others added to the high duties, had so far enin the direction of the mouth of the Pe- hanced the market value of foreign mernobscot; the latter, as afterwards learn- chandise as to place it beyond the pecunicorary ability of most of the people to pured, in pursuit of the United States
the chase even those articles which had
then
was
which
up
Adams,
vette,
river for repairs, having been on shore come to be regarded aB necessaries. The
section
at Isle au Haut a few days before; long stretch of territory in this

Annals of Belfast tor Half
Century.

a

_

was

enemy.
lilt;

WII1U

UCHlg llftm

»tonne

"uui.u

place did not arrive until afternoon, when they came to anchor not far
southerly from where the monument
Somewhat later in the day
now stands.
the
a barge was seen to put off from
frigate and lay its course for this shore;
it landed just northerly from the upper
steamboat wharf, rather from where
for this

that wharf

now

is.

The officer in com-

barge, bearing a flag of
truce, requested an interview with the
Chief Magistrate of the place. There
assembled at the
a erdwd
was quite
point where the barge landed, and the
compiler well remembers the anxious inmand of

the

terest with which he and others saw an

individual, long since deceased, bVimful
of rum and patriotism, hustled back out
ol: sight and hearing through fear that
the terrible British might hear his muttered

mrses

against

“the

d—d

red-

|

;

left

unguarded by

I

trade your oldrangefor a 1

j* tdenwood

the opened trap into the
cellar and rushed into the street, the
officer at his heels. Several individuals
who were standing in front of the store

flung it through

alarmed by the outcry joined the stampede, which did not terminate until all
engaged in it, P. on the lead, had nearly
reached the old tan-yard opposite the

Court House. There all came to a halt
and stood momentarily expecting the exofficers afforded great facilities for plosion which was to send the “Variety
smuggling, and the high prices paid by Store” and contents on an aerial excurAfter a while the officer began to
the enemy for our products, beef es- sion.
pecially, constituted an inducement to suspect, from the tittering about him,
supply their, although at the hazard of that he had been victimized and deliberseizure and condemnation, which many ately retracing his steps he re-entered
the store and proceeded to make a
were not strong enough to resist.
During this fall and the winter suc- thorough search through the cellar, but
ceeding, especially after the Penobscot found nothing liable to seizure. It was
wds closed by ice, a brisk contraband not long afterwards that he learned, intrade was carried on between Castine directly, that while he was running for
and the western side of the river.
All dear life and waiting for the explosion,
removed
sorts of devices were resorted to to elude P. 's
friends had adroitly
the vigilance of the revenue officers. through the back cellar door quite a
Wagons with double bottoms constituted number of suspicious looking packages
one of those devices and a very successand deposited them elsewhere; but it
ful one, until it was detected, and in this was a long time before he ceased to be
wise: Moses Adams, Esq., Sheriff of the reminded of the “Powder Plot” and his
county, residing in Ellsworth, on his way “race for life.”
to Boston chanced to stop for the night
at Wiscasset.
There was something
CHAPTER xil.
(1815-18.)
about the construction of his wagon that
In the winter of this year, for the first
attracted the attention of a loafer in the time since
1780, the Bay was frozen so
stable-yard and upon examination it was that travellers on foot passed from the
found to have two bottoms between
main to the head of Long Island. On
which was concealed a quantity of valuthe 11th of February the British sloop
able English merchandise; it was seized of war Favorite arrived at New York
and condemned.
Occupying the high bringing the Treaty of Peace concluded
official position he did, and being a promi- at Ghent on the 24th of December

necessarily

burned by order of her commander, Capt. Morris, on the third of the
month, to prevent her capture by the

she

I

If You Didn't Start Right

revenue

coats.”
The officer was conducted to Huse’s
tavern, the building now occupied by
the Messrs. Howes, and introduced to
nent member of the Federal, or anti-war
Asa Edmunds, Esq., as the chief magis- :
party, he was regarded as a shining
trate of the place, he being Chairman j
mark and the following shot was fired at
of the Board of Selectmen. The chief
him in the Boston Patriot of Nov. 9,
that
magistrate was thereupon informed

previous
by Great Britain on the 27th.
It was forwarded without delay toWashington and ratified by Congress. Intelligence of the joyful event was trans1814:
mitted to New York by express messena body of His Majesty's forces proposed
j “The Double Bottomed Wagon.
gers, thence to Boston, and reached this
to take and hold possession of the place The next
trip Mr. Sheriff Adams takes
in
for a few days, peaceably if possible, if to Castine, we would advise him to make place by due course of mail t arly
March. The news was hailed with all
not, forcibly; that if they were permit- use of an Air Balloon as there appears
to be no safety in travelling on the land.
the demonstrations of joy which the
ted so to do without molestation, the
The doubled bottomed wagons are not
place and people had the capacity to expersons and property of the inhabitants safe from the gripe of James Madison’s
The field-pieces were brought
would be respected, ana that for all sentinels; but in an Air Balloon there press.
will be perfect safety as the officers of from their hiding-place, a salute fired at
supplies required an adequate compensa- Government
are not permitted to travel
the junction of Main and High streets,
tion should be made. The reply of the ; in the
air, nor to make seizures there.” i a respectable
quantity of window-glass
chief magistrate was in effect that if
After sleighing commenced, sleighs
and a still larger quantity of
! broken,
H s Majesty’s troops saw fit to take with false
backs and fronts, pungs with still
thicker glass subjected to manipulapossession of the place they would not false bottoms, became favorite vehicles
] tions which would be entirely unintellibe molested by any of its inhabitants— I with the
smuggling community. It was gible to many of the people of these
j
that our means for furnishing supplies not unusual to see a
large, portly gentle- days. The dark clouds had
passed away
were limited, but that they should be
man drive up to the tavern door
at
just
and once more the sun shone out.
Busifurnished to the extent of those meansdusk, order his horse to be “put up,” ness began again to flow in its wonted
adding that “if we had received earlier and after taking supper retire for the
channels; lumbering and ship-building
nctice of your coming, we should have
night leaving orders to be called early in revived and the fisheries were resumed.
been prepared to give you a different re- the
morning; he invariably came from Belfast brought out her working-clothes,
ception.” This somewhat equivocal re- the east. A rigid examination of him
which had been laid aside for two and a
mark occasioned no slight merriment on and his
surroundings would have led to half
with
years, dusted them, and
the quarter deck of the frigate when re- the
discovery, probably, that the plump sleeves rolled
up went to work. The
ported by the officer to whom it was ad- saddle on his horse’s back was stuffed
heart heavily laden threw off the old
dressed.
with sewing silk, fhat silks and satins
burden and cheerfully took up the new;
Sometime in the night preceding the were hidden between the two
backs and
; the dark, gloomy winter was at last
brass field-pieces belonging to the artil- fronts of his
sleigh; that the false crown 1 “made
glorious summer.”
lery company had been removed beyond in his hat concealed a pound or more of
It proved, however, not to be a cloudreach of the enemy, and during the day
needles, and that his trunk contained
less summer; “grim visaged war had
many of the 'owns people removed their nothing but his comb and tooth-brush
smoothed his wrinkled front," but the
families and most valuable household and lot of old
The lean,
newspapers.
goods; most, of them but a few miles lank, shad-like guest who appeared in face of Nature scowled on the labors of
the husbandman. The season of plantout of the village; some of them as far the
early morning would hardly be recogwas cold, wet, discouraging; autumn
as Searsmont.
nized as the portly gentleman of the ing
made but a lean return for the outlay of
after
dusk
the
and
tne
increase
in
the
Shortly
troops began night preceding,
summer.
The “Ohio Fever,” which had
tc disembark, and when the sun rose the
weight of his trunk during the night was
attacked individuals here and there prenext morning the good people of the truly miraculous. It was a singular fact
disposed to it in the early spring, began
piace, whose slumbers had been but that all travellers of this character when
to be more prevalent; it was not, howslightly disturbed by the military move- they left here took the back route for
ever, until the next year that it became
the
all
so
the
were
revenue
west;
officers were
ments,
quietly
they conducted,
epidemic.
stationed on the shore route.
awoke to find themselves in
and ratified

■

possession

This year, 1816, was long remembered
Large quantities of foreign merchanredcoats, and guards stationed on
the roads leading to Northport and Bel- dise were smuggled across the river by the farmers of New England as the
mont, and at the westerly end of the at and near Bucksport.
About three “Year eighteen hundred and starved-tobridge. The number of troops landed miles this side of the Ferry was Shute’s death”; throughout Europe and America
was
about seven hundred.
General tavern, where a nice supper could be had as the “year without a summer.” In
Gosselin, commanding the forces, made at any time on call. An invitation to a this latitude the spring was wet, cold,
his headquarters at
the
McFarland revenue officer at this place to take a and unusually backward. The month of
house; the old meeting-house, the acad- ride to Shute’s behind a span of spank- April, although at its commencement
emy and the gun-house were used as ing bays was irresistible.
While he and mild as ordinarily, terminated with snow
barracks, and the town-pound; standing the owner of the bays were enjoying and ice. In May ice made an inch thick.
on the easterly side of High street, a
their supper the bays were harnessed to June was the “coldest ever known;” on
the tenth there was severe frost and
little southerly from the academy, was another sleigh and the
unsuspecting
snow fell.
converted into a battery. The troops officer rode back witn a
July the fifth ice made of the
of
mercargo
remained here unmolested and molesting chandise under his feet which had never thickness of window-glass.
August was
no one for four days, when they re-empaid tribute to “Uncle Sam;” his pres- still more cheerless; corn was so frozen
that it was cut for fodder, and almost
barked and returned to Castine. No re- ence was a guaranty to all other
officers,
quisitions were made for supplies, but that no search was necessary. Gill—the all field and garden vegetation was cut
while they remained here quite a lively “generous, whole-souled Gill”—and his off. For about two weeks in September
retail trade was going on in the articles span of bays enjoyed a refreshing sea- we had the nicest vtitlii <1 111 se
of milk, bread, butter, eggs, potatoes son here until peace was declared and son; but before the month closed we had
ice a quarter of an inch thick. October
and all kinds of garden vegetables. then disappeared as mysteriously as
they
was abundant in its products of frost
Our people, w ho had a surplus of those came.
and ice, and early in November we had
commodities,faithfully obeyed the Scriptme more incident oi
tne smuggling
tural injunction, “if thine enemy hun- era, which will be remembered
by a few good sleighing.
It was not then matter of wonder—it
ger feed him,” and were not unmindful who were not indifferent spectators on
would not be now under the same comof the other clause, which does not ap- the occasion, must be recorded. A
promthat the
pear in the common version, “and make inent trader, whom we will call Mr. P., bination of circumstances
him pay double what the feed is worth.” occupied the old telegraph building, captivating stories told of the rich lands
Ten cents a quart for milk, fifty cents keeping, as the {sign indicated, a “‘Va- in Ohio and Kentucky, where the climate
for a brown leaf, twenty cents a pound riety Store.
Two of his friends came was represented to be mild, the soil ferfor butter, seventeen cents per dozen in great haste one afternoon and inform- tile, the summers long, articles of food
for eggs, and fifty cents for the smallest ed him that the revenue officer was com- abundant and cheap, should add fuel to
sized basket full of potatoes or vege- ing to search his premises. There was the fever-fire which carried off many
tables were the ruling prices.
time only for a few words between them from this place and from the territory
The next day after the British left, before the officer came in and informed adjacent who really constituted part of
It is true
the military, ,who had been gathering P. that he had come to search his cellar the wealth of our population.
that many of them returned after the
from the interior and were encamped
near Simon Watson’s tavern on Hayfever left them, but they returned finanford’s Hill, marched into town; they redaily weak and exhausted. It was estiSoreness, Burning, Swelling
mated that this feverish excitement
mained but a day and left, very much to
the relief of the proprietors of gardens,
carried off some ten or fifteen thousand
Disappear Over Night
Reliable druggists are selling a lot
The
of the population of Maine.
potato-patches and hen-roosts.
of EZO on monay back plan to people
As indicative of the financial condition
military companies in this place, the ar- who must have strong feet to do the
day's work.
at this time of the people in the towns
tillery under command of Capt. Alfred
Rub on EZO for weary, tender, perburning, acbing, foul smelling
back of us the following anecdote from
Johnson, and the militia under command spiring,
feet. Get It to take out the agony from
of Capt. Nathan Swan, were called out corns and bunions. It's always ready. the lips of a gentleman then engaged in
Use this delightful ointment for sunto reinforce the troops collected up the
business in this place will not be inapburn. eczema, rough or Itching skin
aqd for chafing. A Jar for only H cents propriate. A very respectable and apriver to resist the British force which
everywhere.
had gone to capture the Adams, and
parently well-to-do resident in Beaver
were ordered to rendezvous at Searsport,
Hill Plantation, now (the town of Freethen Prospect. On arriving there infordom, happened into the store of the genmation was received that the Adams had
tleman referred to one day when the
been burned and our forces dispersed;
"hard times” was the topic of conversatheir further services were not required
tion.
"How is it out at Beaver Hill?”
SOLD AND 6UARANTEED BY
"Bad enough,”
of course, and they immediately returnwaa the inquiry made.
A. A. HOWES 4 CO.
was the reply; "just as much aa we can
ed. The artillery company did not bring
of the
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Trussell, Belfast

^w
keep from starving.” “All poor?
not one rich man among you?” —“Wall
—yes; there is one rich man—very rich;
—Squire S.” “What do you mean by
“Wall,”
very rich?” was the inquiry.
was the reply, “Squire S. can afford to
have pork with his beans every day in
the year.”
This year Mr. Johnson (R. C.) erected
the large wooden building, since that
time surrounded by a brick wall and now
do to

When built the
finished for stores; Mr.

the Phoenix House.

for hoisting out the contraband hogshighest price paid was $201, for (he pew
head.
To all appearance everylhing located about where Hon. P. R. Hazelfavored the proposed movement when a tine’s now is; Mr. Chas K. Tilden, then
sliding door between the hold and the a leading trader here, was the purcuddy was suddenly opened and enter chaser. Pews about one-third ot the
the aids to the revenue armed with fishway to the door from the desk, on the
picks. There was no parley, no terms broad aisle, brought from $150 to $190.
of peace proposed, no quarter asked or The corner
pew now occupied by Hon.
given; it was’nt “war to the knife.” but James P. White sold for $160, and the
war

to

the

and

fish-picks

any other
could be grasped; hand-

weapon that
spikes and marline-spikes took

It

a

band.

now occupied by Hon. William C.
Marshall sold for $150. Hon. Ralph C.

one

only

Johnson is the

one

of the

original
living.

short, sharp, bloody fight, in proprietors of pews who is now
being better armed and
southwardly
occupied
better informed as to the lay of the
Benjamin Whittier the northwardly
land, were of course successful. The
store; in the latter the Post Office was
were valueless to the victors, howspoils
For Infants and Children.
kept for awhile. Judge Johnson’s office
ever, for the hogshead lost one of its
was in the second story; he continued to
heads
in the fray and “wasted its sweetThe Kind You Have
occupy the same room until 1829, when
/>
ness on
the desert air.” Some of our
he removed to “Williamson’s Fire-proof
✓
Bears the
fellow townsmen were reported on the
the
same
although
building,
Block;”
Signature of
sick-list the day following, having fallen
materially changed since that time, in on the
ice
or in some other way injured
which Hon. Joseph Williamson now has
themselves, and were confined to their
hia nfflpp
lower story was

and

the

Johnson

was

a

which the aids

CASTOR IA

This year, for the first time, a movement was made looking to the separation
of the District of Maine from Massa-

organization of Maine
The question of
[submitted to the people tempt

chusetts and the
as

a

sovereign State.

separation was
of the District, and the result was adThe vote in
verse to the proposition.
this place was, in favor of separation
ninety-five, against it sixty-five; total

hundred and sixty ! Alfred
Johnson Jr., and John Merriam were
elected delegates to attend a Convention
at Brunswick for the purpose of forming
vote,

one

Constitution should the decision prove
to be in favor of separation.

a

The winter of 1816-17

the severest

was

which had

been experienced for many
years in this locality; the spring succeeding was cold and backward. Fears of a

coming
lent

famine in the land were prevastrong indications that the

and

“Ohio Fever”
more

of

houses for some two or three weeks. An
indictment was subsequently found by
the Grand Jury at a term of the U. S.
Court at Wiscasset against certain parties resident here, charged with an at-

would

break

than former virulence.

out

with

The month

July, however, brought the long-looksunshine; the face of

ed for showers and

Nature

was

once

more

wreathed

in

The rich yield of Autumn furnished fresh assurance that the Good
God in the manifold distribution of his
blessings had not forgotten this portion
of his foot-stool. New courage was infused into the hearts of the people and a
smiles.

impulse given
description.
new

to business of every

This year, 1817, for the first time in

to rescue property seized by a
revenue officer.
It was said that when
the case came on for trial the medical

gentlemen from this place

exceed-

were

ingly oblivious of the nature of their
professional engagements about the time
of the fray; some of them were afflicted
with conscientious scruples in the matter
of a", oath and were willing to “affirm”
only. One of the parties indicted, who
was

unfortunate

so

quired
imprisoned
another
of

for

as

aid,

medical
a

one was

not

was

to

have

re-

convicted and

year in the county jail;
on the ground

acquitted

misnomer in his Christian name; the
others escaped through some mesh in
a

tlje legal net, or in some otner mode.
Such is the brief history of the locally
lamuus

smuggler

s

rignt.

prominent local events of the year
1818 were the opening of Church street,
The

the erection of the Unitarian

house,

and the creation of a

tensive Collection

District,

meeting-

new

and

ex-

of which Bel-

Entry.
The first movement toward opening
Church street was in the year preceding,
fast was made the Port of

when an informal location was made; in
November of this year it was accepted
from Main to Spring street; it was not

accepted through

to

AcademySquare unthis place, religious services were held til 1824. The first building erected on
by members of the denomination known the street was the dwelling-house next
as
Friends, or Quakers. Most promi- south from Peirce’s Block, now occupied
It was built in
nent among these whom the Spirit by Mr. Edwin Salmond.
moved to speak on the occasion was 1817 by Hon. John S. Kimball, then a
Anna Almy, from Providence, R. I.; a prominent trader here, subsequently our
a
young lady who won all hearts by her Representative in the Legislature,
personal charms, by the pure, almost member of the Executive Council and of
divine spiiituality of her utterances, and the Senate; he removed from this place
who left behind her many warm friends
“almost persuaded to be Christians” ac-

many years ago; none of his descendants
After
are now residing in this vicinity.
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Ordered, That the said petn
all persons interested h\
order to be published ihie.
In Tht Republican Journal, .:
ed at Belfast, that they max
Court, tobe held at B*eita>t. u
County, on the 10th day <»f
at ten of the clock bet.-i.
cause, if any they have, \>.:
petitioner shcmd not he
J A X I .' |l;
A true copy. Attest:
A KTHl'K "
l
■■

May,

A
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inmisuator of flu- w;
erts. la«o of

rook',

m

deceased, having pn
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'a
nt

«

for a license to sell at pi
tain real estate described

Editor.

editorial convention a
offered the following toast.:
“To save an editor from starvation,
take his paper and pay for it promptly.
To save him from bankruptcy, advertise
in his paper lib-rally. To save him
from despair, send him every item of
news of which yon can get hold.
To
save him from profanity, wiite your correspondence plainly on one side of the
sheet and send it in as soon as possible.
To save him front mistakes, bury him
dead people are the only ones who never
make mistakes.”
recent

a
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At a Probate routt, belt
for tin* Countv ol xv aid.
May. X. I). 15)13.
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exeemrix ol the \x ili
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paxinent of ..dlateral mi
persons interested in the *■;
the aitiotinY of the lax tie
ntined by the J unite ot 1‘r- !•

preacher
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<hdered, That the s hi
all pei soin interested t»>
order to l»e pubhsheo Mm
in the Kepoblican .1-•• a
lislied at Beltast. that !:•■•.
b ite Olllt, to be I eiil .0 i
said County, on tlie I
11>13, at t. il ot the e oei
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petitioner should not
J \ >il
A true copy
Attest
A in HIK A lie,
1
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t.ist. nil the 13th
K. Drinkw atei. adimi.
Matthew Drinkwatei,
ounty, deceased. luv in.
final account ot
ion u:
foi allowance.
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Ordered, 1 hat m-ti
weeks sneees*ov« > ,t.
spapci puhii.sh. .i
that all per•*« us int.-ie>i
to I"
ilat
bate C< oi
of June next, and show
.eint '1;
why the -iiu

:

a new

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
IDA 0. AUSPLUND
Spars
WHEREAS,
purl, iu the County of Waldo and State
of

Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the 16th
day of April, A. D. 1910, at.d recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Deeds in Ruok number 294 at page 176. conveyed to Cdfton Whittum of Searsport, in the County of V* aldo and
State of Maine, a certain lot or parcel of land
situated in Searsport aforesaid, bounded arid
described as follows, to wit: Beginn ng ut a
stake and stone in the northeast corner of Eli
0. Colson’s lot; thence west 15 degrees south
seven rods and seven links; thence east 15 degrees north to land of Jonathan Colcord heirs;
thence southerly by Mount Ephraim road to
place of beginning, being about one-third of
of

an

acre,

more or

less.

Meaning

to

convey the

land described in warranty deed from Clifton
W hittum to Ida G Ausplund, dated April 16,
1910, and including all buildings thereon or
that may be hereafter thereon and whereas,
the condition of said mortgage is broken:
Now therefore by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof I claim a fort closure of
said mortgage.
Dated at Searsport aforesaid, this 29th day
of April, A. D 1913.
3wl9
CLIFTON W HITTUM.
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administration of said
Ordered, 1 liar untie.weeks successively in I !
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tv. that all persons ini•
iTObate Court, to be held a
day of June next, and
they have, why the said
be allowed.
JAM I>
A true copy. Attest:
AKTHl tl " I
s
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PROBATE NOTICES.
At a Probate Court lieid at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second l uesday of May, A. I). 1913.
4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and test amen ol Geneva A. Varney,
late of Montville, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

A

Oidered, That notice be given to all persons inby causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Kepublicau Journal, published at Belfast, that they

terested

may appear at a « rebate Court, to be held at
Beliast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of June
next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should uot be proved, approved and allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

our!
ITT A 1.1)0 SS— Hi
V? fust, on the 13tli day
C. Allen, administrator
N. Allen, late of Montvi

ceased, having presented 1*

count of administration of
a nee.

Ordered, th«jt notice th.
weeks successively, in Tli< •
a newspaper published in
tliat all persons interested n
bate Court, to be held at
day of dune next, and shoe,
have, why the said account
J A M !\
ed.
A true copy. Attest:
AHTHITR V. Lk

peaceful, simple occupying the dwelling referred to for
awhile, he built and occupied the house
now occupied by Mrs. H. G. O. Washburn; still later the brick house now ocFicrht
cupied by Hon. Wm. H. McLellan. DurAt a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
N
IN ISTKA'l m
The leaven which had leavened the ing the latter portion of his residence
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
ADMscriber hereby gives
May. a. l). 1913.
adnniuwhole lump during the late war had not here he was in business with his son-inbeen duly appointed
SMITH, widower of Helen M. tate of
lost its virtue. Importations from the law, Mr. Charles Miller, now residing in \|71LLIAM
Vf Smith, late of Stockton Springs, in said
CHARLESH .COOMB*
deceased, having presented a
British Provinces in violation of the reve- Salem, Mass., on Lewis’ wharf, then County of Waldo,
in the County of Waldo,
to be mad** to
petition praying for an allowance
\
as the law directs
bonds
of
said
deceased.
nue laws still
continued, although in known as Kimball and Miller’s wharf. him out of the personal estate
demands against tlie estate
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to desired to
the san.*
smaller quantities and at greater hazard Mr. Kimball was born at Plaistow. N.
present
all persons interested by causing a copy of this all indebted thereto are req
of seizure. Information was communi- H., Dec. 27, 1783, and died at Salem, older to be published three weeks successively meut immediately.
.Journal, a newspaper pubin The
m ai;
cated to the revenue officer at Castine— Mass., Aug. 28, 1867; his remains were lished atRepublican
Belfast, that they may appear at a ProBelfast. Me.. May 13. 1013
be held at Belfast, within and for
this was before we had a Custom House brought here and interred in Grove Cem- bate Court, to on
tlie 10th day ot .lime. A. I).
said County,
4 1)M 1 NISTRATRIX’S V* :
here—that a quantity of rum in hogs- etery.
1913. at ten of the clock befoie noon, and sliow
A scriber hereby gives
if any they have, why the prayer of said
cause,
been duly appointed adiuui
The next building erected on the street petitioner should not t>e granted.
heads, imported without payment of
fate of
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
duties, was concealed in certain premises was the one standing at the corner of
PERCY LEVAN, lalA true copy. Attest:
far
W.
not
from
the
Arthur
near Puddle Dock,
Leonard, Register.
spot Church and Spring streets, now occuin the County of ttaldc. dbonds as the law directs. A
where the railroad turn-table is now lopied by Dr. Fianders, built by Mathe estate
held at Belfast, within and mauds against
to present the sainAn officer of the Customs, in nasseh Sleeper, Esq., in 1818. All the At a Probate Court
desired
cated.
for the County of Waldo, on the 13th day of
all indebted thereto are reqMay. A. D. 1913.
company with some two or three stout, territory lying between the southerly
uiem immediately.
me pa
S. PENDLETON of Islesboro guardian
resolute men as aids—men to whom a side of Spring street and the northerof Lloyd Pendleton of Isiesboro, in said
CORA
Liberty, Me., May 13, 1H3.
a
of
Waldo,
deceased,
having
presented
a
feast—made
their
fight was as good as
ly line of Academy Square was then County
petition piaying for a license to sell and convey EXECUTRIX’S NOTICK I
The great event of the certain real estate described in said petition.
appearance at one of our wharves one pasture-land.
ij by gives notice that !
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
afternoon in a chebacco-boat. Their inyear, however, in the way of building, ail persons interested by causing a copy of this (luiaiiou
°f
formation was so definite as to the place was the raising of the meeting-house; order to be published three weeks successively iu
T1LE8T0N WADLIN,
Republican Journal, a newspaper published
where the rum was deposited, that there Samuel French was the maBter-builder; The
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate ill the County of Waldo, den
demands against the
for
said
within
and
at
Belfast.
haviug
be
held
to
in
or
was no difficulty
delay
finding it; two days were consumed in the opera- Court, on the 10th
day of June, A. D. 1913, ceased are desired to preMiii
County,
tleuient, anil all indebted t It*"
they found (but one hogshead, however, tion. A large number of stout, able- at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, to
make payment immediately
if
why the prayer of said petition-

cording

to

her pure,

faith. All were not brought, however,
within the influence of her teachings, for
this was the year of the “Smuggler’s

>

a .s

■

<

u

c&ccuu ia ui

j
!
j

mr

|

•'

1

and

that

was

forthwith seized and de-

bodied

men

from the interior—most of

posited in the hold of the vessel. The them practically familiar with handling
wind having died away there was no heavy timber—came in and lent a helpmovement made for a return to Castine.
ing hand on the occasion; they were re-

after dark a half-dozen men
might have been seen wending their way
in different directions towards the wharf
where the vessel laid. All was quiet on
board when they arrived at the spot, and
the natural inference was that the crew
had gone up-street. The hatches were
quietly removed and some of the stragglers got into the hold while the others
were occupied in making preparations
Soon

any they have,
should not be granted,
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

er

ss.—In Court of Probate, held at Bel1913.
fast, on the 13th day of
Emma Luetta Harding, executrix of the will of
Lewis B. Harding, late of Trov, in said County,
deceased, having presented her first and final
account as executrix of said estate for allow-

WALDO

May,
ceived with welcome and entertained according to the “best skill and judgment”
of all interested in the work; open doors,
ance.
well spread tables—not forgetting “the
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
Republican Journal, a
ingredients”—were the order of the day. weeks successively in The
published in Belfast, in said Com ty,
The house was completed and formally newspaper
that all persons interested may attend at a Prohelu at Belfast, on the lOthday
dedicated on the 15th of November. The bate Court, to be and
show eause, if any they
of June next,
that
to
sold
said
account should not be allowed.
been
had
time,
the
bare,why
prior
pews
James LIBBY, Judge.
February 16th, at public auction; there
A true copy. Attest:
W. Leonard, Register.
Arthur
The
p
were sixty-six on the ground floor.

M All A

Belfast. May 13. 1913.
M"
scriber hereby gives not
been duly appointed adimuist:
late of
HANSON O. SHKKMAN.
In the County of Waldo, d«
bonds as the law directs, a
demands against the estate
are desired to present tlu- sa «
and all indebted thereto are
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payment

immediately.^
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Liberty, Me., May 13,1913

Mlpitation o£ the heart.
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CUT DOWN WORTHLESS APPLE
TREES.

facts for farmers.
Professor ol

Russell,

I

each group in actual pursuance
of the duties involved, but of a very practical type calling for usable knowledge,
versatility and a grasp of the subject impossible to attain in any other way
Each group of two students has the
opportunity to take full charge of a
working household for three days. All
meals are planned and served by them,

Veterinary

v'nllege of Agriculture, Universi-

■'
*

ty

Maine.

evident that

we

ought

to be

draft horses in the State

am

overworked requires

in breeding at the
that the colts will be foaled
of the year when the mare
i for a few days,
r of things have to be taken
ration. It is desirable to
two weeks’ rest after she
iast month or two before she
,-avy and awkward and not
ndition for the hardest kind
\s a general thing the mare
most successfully when she
.mod flesh and is not worn out
If we were only to conrk.
ire and her relations to the
farm it might be best to breed
■
January or February, but
teams are kept busy when
sledding in the winter and
difficult in tnis climate in
: winter to give a young colt
that he needs without danexposing him.
! is eating so that he will
than three pounds a day on
ring the time heissuckling
>x
stall or even a small
does not furnish room
ar
him to take the exercise
arden his rapidly growing
to develop his heart and
makes a good growth he is
■ak and soft; if he does not
>vth while he is with the
Iways be undersized,
tions are such that only
quired of the brood mare
!■■ the middle of
May. then
to have the foal appear.
leather, young grass, and
of flies furnish the most
iitions; but because of the
■ gh price of horses
and the
: or seeding, cultivating, and
■ps every .‘available
be at work at this season
-ation of a week is expenften the most inconvenibo year for draft mares to ;
<ure to be crowding and
:,jst work to the limit or ;
-on’s operations of the I
:-d.
When all conditionsconsideration, sometime ,
i Idle of March and the
i.
seems to be the most I
be draft mare to foal.
A
the last of March can
r-ks rest, and two weeks
work before the busiest
s on.
By the first of May
i
nough so that he does not j
:-iy if kept away from his j
at a time while she is at!

..

that amount and yet serve attractive
and well balanced meals for five people.
The instructor in charge is always one of
the guests, the others being selected by
her from among the faculty of the various colleges.
Careful accounts must be
kept of every cent expended and a full
report submitted to the instructor.
The students also have full charge of
fires and the house must have its thorough weekly cleaning. In fact, the whole
responsibility of keeping house rests
upon the students for the allotted time
under the careful supervision and inspection of the instructor in charge.
The course also includes the serving of
luncheons to larger numbers of people
with a limited amount to spend. Four
luncheons are served at approximately
5, 10, 15 and 20 cents per person, respectively. These must also be well balanced
and furnish the best possible food for
the money expended.
Exact accounts
Careare kept and reports submitted.
ful preparation and correct service in
every case are all important features.
The development of the student in a
social and economic way is necessarily
the result of such a course. She learns
to depend upon herself in working out
actual household problems and acquires a
permanent working knowledge in a tew
weeks, which years of theoretical training would never give.

affect

■

■

A. tie use to attempt to raise
we are prepared to follow' a
will enable us to raise a good
quality of the colt should be
aisideration when the draft
sent time the profit from
draft horses is large enough
pay to devote the mare to
w ithout much regard to the
But if she can raise
_-:it do.
do her regular work the cost
colt will be correspondingBy breeding the mare to
-I, or April this can be acontii we have more than
any big draft colts on our
as we have at present we

s

■

li.

danger of oversupplying

and every branch of the
-try will be strengthened in
the number of the right
:at are available for farm
may say breed young draft
us possible and when the
take the best of care of

j

mtion should go in here,
breeding States have
h•
unsound, poorly bred,
..ons from their States by
laws.
Unfortunately we
aw and many of their re: s have already found their
As our State has taken no
guarantee the quality of the
-'allions, each breeder must
is own interests.
Be sure
you use is sound, a sure
C at east standard size for
uu select.
You can much
to drive your mare 20 miles
pay good service fee for the
class stallion than to take
the service of an inferior
tse.
Scarce as horses are
nurse
■

f"

1

-i

high premium

a
w

pav- to raise the best.

favorable

|
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tat;,, business.
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quality

Make all
and

possible
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AT THE U. OF M.

Ecoi omics Department at
of Maine will next year
wi and larger equipment
><e the increasing number
ho are majoring in that de!■' meet this growing need
have been made to use a
iling house ‘ituated at the
"W Hall, for some of the
a
formerly been carried on
ill arid elsewhere.
I for this type of builda
aching of the course in
■work, which is a part of
r each senior
majoring in
cs.
The work is of an
.re, covering a short time
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to

expect?
Let

us scan

carefully

and
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SINCE TAKING

Ii

UMA

.rr'::: from Rheumatism for six years;
rtIlt doctor*, with no relief. I saw
'Hi

:.

•riiifinent and decided to try RHEUtailen three bottles and am eni" the disease. I was so bad I
BiepP night*;; now I sleep well, and
perfectly."—P. W. Miller,

!re'T

.■

the

agricultural schedule
what the Underwood

see

bill will do.

One of Maine’s great products is
sweet corn, which is

large

quantities

farmers receive
the

Dingiey
duty on

packed

and
a

for

corn,

in Maine in
which

the

good price. Under
Payne-Aldrich bill

and the
corn

was

15 cents

a

bushel.

CJW^orlc

months I wan so badly afflicted with
kg. 01 that much of the time I was
UBe a cane. I used one bottle of
EM*
«“d THE CANE is in the corI
No one could be happier to be
the,
swollen knees and badly swol>
Mil.: * certainly believe there is no
N^the disease Uke RHEUMA."—lira.
Kir''0*. Severance, N. Y., Aug. 8,1912.
Co guarantee RHEUMA to

S(J
I*';t/*1,"1

tC!"4

pitj, stabarn. Gout, Lumbago, Sciatica,

Neuralgia and Kidney disney back—and only BO cents a bottle.

destroyed,

the

what it

weighs

BURNHAM

informed of the fact.

On and after Jan
ing at Burnham and
tra na for and from
lar 1 and Boston will

short weight.
Consumer. The

consumer is urged to
weigh butter purchased and insist upon
receiving full weight. The consumer as
well as the dealer is urged to communi-

KI«>:.1 liKLI'.UT.
A.M.

with this office whenever short
weight butter is found.
Chas. D. Woods, Director

ACRE YIELDS ARE GOING UP.

of

Kansas, writes an article
"Quality Prices for Quality

entitled
Eggs’’ in wnich he presents many facts
and ideas about the
poultry business.
Following is an extract:
fiist-class
’.’lo produce
eggs, all conditions must be right. Eggs, like milk,
should be cooled just as soon as
possible
alter produced, kept cool and marketed
as soon as
possible. Like milk a'd butter, eggs become lain ted by odors and
should be kepL away from onions, turnips, kerosene, or anything else having
an odor.
"Use the small, dirty or cracked
eggs
at home.
Small eggs are just as wholesome
for
food
as
ones.
large
j
They
cannot be soid for as touch as
large
ones, however, for they are not world
j so much. Dirty eggs are also good, if
tresh, but do not look well. Because
ol this tact tney are classed as ‘seconds.’
Cracked eggs will mold and
spoil
quickly. Eggs found in stolen nests are
of
doubttul
always
quality.
"For those who may not be familiar
wiih
ifte
of
process
;
candling I will explain lhat a tresh egg* presents a clear
; pale yellow appearance when a brigiit
light shines through it. An inferior or
bad egg shows dark
spots, blotches,
blood veins and frequently an
enlarged
air space.
"Various devices for candling or testing eggs are used, but all have for the
essential principle a strong light in a
case which is
opaque except for an oval
aperture slightly smaller than an egg
and before which the
egg can be quickly
placed. A skilful egg candler can quick-

The following
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interesting

facts are
brought out in tne current issue of Farm
and Fireside by Judson C.
Welliver,
Washington correspondent of that pubiication:
“For twenty years past the tendency
in all the leading crops has been toward
steadily increasing yields per acre. Take
corn.
In 1890 the country’s average
yield of corn per acre was twenty-three
and one-lialf bushels per acre. It has
fluctuated since then, with good and bad
seasons; but the tendency has been
steadily upward, and in 1912 the average
reached twenty-seven bushels, the highest it had known to that time.
“Wheat shows a like experience. In
1890 it was a fraction below twelve bushels average per acre; m 1912 it got up to
a fraction above fourteen bushels.
The
increase was steady and norsistent.
“Oats in laau averaged a trifle under
twenty-five bushels. In 1912 they just
topped a thirty-bus'nel average per a.re.
“Potatoes went just a bit over seventy
Then they
bU3hels per acre in 1892.
climbed upward till they were ninety-six
bushels in 1912.
“Barley increased its average yield |
from about twenty-one and one half to
twenty-five and one half between 1890
and 1912.
“Rye made the greatest proportional
gain, going up from eleven and threefourths to sixteen and one-half bushels
in that same interval.
“Buckwheat rose from thirteen to
over nineteen bushels in the same period.
“Hay went up from 1.2 to 1.4 tons per 1

SPECIAL

NURSERY STARTED.

By

recent act of the State legislature
a State forest nursery is to be established at the University of Maine. Young
plants for the reproduction of the Maine
forests will be sold at cost, inasmuch as
the nursery is noUdesigned to show large
profits, but mainly to give actual nursery
practice to those students who are major-

ing in forestry.
In reply to many questions which are
sent to the department. Professor John
M. Briscoe has published a pamphlet on
“Maine Forestry.”
In this Professor
Briscoe tells which species of trees are

of the

by

a

women and held in strict

Portland, Maine.

EASTERN

STEAMSHIP
CORPORATION.

7.75
7.75
9.00

Bangor Line

Round

spirits and became thin and pale
with dull, heavy eyes. 1 had six
doctors from whom I received
only
temporary relief. 1 decided to give
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a fair trial and also the Sanitive Wash. I have now used
the
remedies for four months and cannot
for
thanks
express my
what they
have done for me.—Mrs. Sadie Winliam's. 455 J ames

Waldo

Leave Belfast at 5.00 p.

days only.
For Bangor at 7.30

sell

post*

card and you

Corner Cross and

drop

me

^P™“p£«gJ*Belfast,

Federal 8tr

t»,

Children Cry
m rtttewrs

castoria

a

for

Boston, week

daily, except

Mon-

day.
FRED W.

BOTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine

a

Announces

that he has limited his practice

to diseases of the

Office

telephone directory

to 12 m., 1 to 3 p.

m

appointment.

23tf

William Lincoln West
Ex-Veterinary Inspector
I ad list ry II. S.

—;—7

Bureau

of Animal

Department of Agriculture.

YETLRINARIAN
TREATS

ALL

DISEASES OF

ANIMALS

Hospital. Pharmacy and Office,
BELFAST MAINE
SIM! INU STREET,
H

ONpital Never Closed.

Phones—Hospital 59-13.

Ftesidence 69-11

TRUCKING.
am prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, cornet of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt atteu-

I

Telephone connection

\n n.

W. W. BLAZO,
126 Waldo Ave
B u.s

I4tf

GEO. E.

7 7

JOHNSON,
Attorney at Law.
BElrAST,
Practice
a

in all

Courts.

MAINE.
Probate practice

spec altv.

2tf

!
"V

-c

a

— _

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN AND PRODUCERS OF

Fresh, Dry, Smoked and Pickled Fish, j
..=-^

liTHOLESALL AND RETAIL
SALESMEN
**
°y the Schoharie Nurseries, to take orders for Nursery Stock of our
own careful
growing.

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable

DR. E. H. BOVINGTON
EYE 6PECIALI8T

Is situated on W ashington street just off Main street. I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers if desired. Your patronhouse 61-13.
Iy28
age issolicited. Telephones—stable 235-2,
W. G. PRESTON, Proprietor.

years experience and skill in

fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will help. Consultation Free.
44 Snath Main 8t., WINTERPORT, MAINE

Tmsdayn.
s%

WNNEDY’S LAXATIVt
COUCH SYRUP

m.

and bv

Telephone connection

PRESTON’S

Linr

a.

m..

corner:church and bridge streets

of

Telephone Company

,.

hours—10
7 to 8 p.

SUCCESSORS TO CLARENCE E. MclNTIRE,

i

CHlLDRtn

m.

m.t

Leave Boston at 5.00 p. m., week days only.
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m. (or on arrival
of steamer from Boston) daily, except Mon-

Freinchboro Land and Fisheries Co, |

Street, Elkhart,

Mien Oayt, Mondays and

a.

day.

~

f

Indiana.

Twenty-five

Trip.

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIPS BELFAST
and CAMDEN

order to receive the many social and business
advantages that such listing insures.

bearing
depressed in

confidence.

cpu (t-ditud
goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture
a specialty. If you
have anything to

Spring Schedule.

Belfast and Boston, $3.25 One Way ; $6.00

The summer issue
0f fjie Waldo Telephone Co. is about to
be made up and your
name should appear.
Indications point to
an immense summer
business; and you
should beadvertised in

and

Se

com-

Woman loves a clear, rosy complexion. Bardock Blood Bitten la splendid for purifying
the blood, clearing tha akin, restoring sound
digestion. All druggists nil it Price 11.00.

in the most important
the year?

—

LYNN, MASS.,foradfte2:
^^"(CONFIDENTIAL)
Tour letter will be opened, read
answered

mon

be secured is also given.

Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
55.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch
1L 1). WALDRON, General Passenger Agent
morris McDonald,
Vice President & General Manager,

I

to LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.

to the different localities, and
the method of planting, management of the wood lot, care and cultisome

AM

Are You Listed

Why has Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound accomplished
such a universal success ? Why has it lived and thrived and kept on
doing its glonou3 work among the sick women of the world for more
than 30 years ?
Simply and surely because of its sterling worth. The reason no
other medicine has ever approached its success is
plainly and simply because there is no other medicine so good for women’s ills
Here are two letters that just came to the writers
desk—only two
of thousands, but both tell a comforting story to every suffering wowho
will
read
man
them—and be guided by them.
FROM MRS. L>. H. BROWN.
MRS. WILLIAMS SAYS:
Iola. Ka n sas.—‘ During t he Chan ge
I suffered for 14
Elkhart, Ind.
of Life I wts sick for two years. Beyears from organic inflamnr.iion, feI
took
medicine
fore
I could
your
male weakness, pain and
irregularinot bear the weight of my dothes
ties. The pains in my sides were
and was bloated very badly.
I docincreased by walking or standing on
tored with three doctors but they
my feet and I had such awful
was

'i

50
3 50
,4 00
4 09
4 17
i4 26
1 32
4 40
.4 £0
4 54
,5,10
5 05

AND KLiKACTiON.

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

adapted

enemies of trees. Several tables
showing what a stand should be worth
from 10 to 60 years are included as are
tables showing the rate of growth in diameter each year. A list of publications
from which additional information may

CHESTNUT,

q qo

Flag station.

1

|

$6.50
8.00

PEA,
CHESTNUT,
STOVE,
EGG,

10 30
,10 40
10 55
11 05
tuts
n 22
11 35
,u 45
H49
,11 55
12 01

Sargent’s.,

are now

newspaper ten times the size of this with such quotations taken from the letters we have received from
grateful women
whose health has been restored and suffering banished
by Lydia E

explains

vation, and describes

7 00
8 35
,8 15
8 54
Unity
Thorndike. 9 02
Knox.it 10
Forbes. 9 17
Brooks. 9 25
Waldo
,9 35
939
City Point. ,9 45
Belfast, arrive. 9(0

furnishing coal at the following prices, delivered within the city
limits, put in on a level:
We

a

feelings,

12 35
3 05
3 22

tye, tar, Nose and throat

“Worth mountains of gold,” says one woman. Another
says, “I would not give Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound for all the other medicines for women in the
world.” Still another writes, I should like to have the
merits of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound thrown
on the sky with a
searchlight so that all suffering women could
read and be convinced that there is a
remedy for their ills.”

down

7 00
1018
h) 17

Bangor

to

by Lydia E. Pinkhatn’s
Vegetable Compound.

did me no good. They said nature
must have its way. My rinter advised me to take Lydia E. 1 mkham’s
Vegeta hie Comp> un d an d I purchased
Before it was gone the
a bottle.
bloating left me and I was not so
I continued taking it until I
sore.
had taken 12 lottles. Now I am
stronger tiian I have been for years
and can do all my work, even the
washing. Your medicine is worth
its weight, in gold. I cannot praise
it enough. If more women would
take your medicine there would be
more healthy women. You may use
this letter for the good of others.”—
Mrs. D. H. Bbown, 809 North Walnut
Street. Iola. Kan.

A.M.

,8 55

1002

3 40

Burnham, leave......
Winnecook.

BELFAST FUEL & MY CO,

|

A..V.

Clinton.

Coal Prices

___*_i_i_tl

This wholesale reduction, it is claimed,
will reduce the cost of living to the dwellers in the cities and to the laborers in the
manufacturing communities. But what
happens to the manufacturing inudstries under the new bill? Every one of
them here in New England is hit and hit
hard. The reduction in wages wili surely follow in nearly all of them when this
bill passes.
What benefit will it be to
the laborers in our factories to have free
agricultural products if they haven’t the
money available to take advantage of
the cheaper prices which will prevail?
Maine farmers will feel the effects of
the Underwood bill more than the farmers of any other section.
Their prosperity is threatened at once by it and thev
will owe whatever comes to the Democratic party.—Portland Press.

Waterville.
Benton.

Appreciating past favors we hope for
continuance of the same in the future.

We could fill

m

3 00

Portland. 12 00

The above prices are subject to a discount ot 25c. per ton for cash in 30 days.

Restored

20
28
33
36
2 47
2 52
'2 59
3 05
3 18
13 23
3 35
6 06
5 20
5 30
5 35
8 26

A.M.

BCre.”

Constantly Being

P.M.

2
,2
2
'2

2 13
4 50

7 55 p

P.M.

Boston. 10 00

FRANKLIN

Health

20

7 32
7 37
Knox
,7 44
Thorndike. 7 50
Unity. 7 58
Winnecook. ,8 08
Burnham, arrive. 8 20
Bangor. 1145
Clinton. 8 39
Benton. 8 48
Waterville. 8 51
Portland. 12 05
Boston. 3 15 pm
TO It HI. FAST

j

Women Are

P. M.

12 20
,12 25
12 30
'12 3
12 47
12 52
ti2 59
1 05
1 13
,1 23
1 35
300
1 59

05
19
15

Brooks.
Foroes.

Agricultural Experiment Station, Orono,

_

13, 1913, trains connect*
Waterville with through
Bangor, Waterville, Portrun at follows :

Belfast, depart. 7
City Point. ,7
Pargent’s
7
Wa do
,7

cate

In the current issue of Farm and Fireside William A. Lippincott, a
poultry

may be their crops or how well favored !
they may be.
Hay is another Maine product which !
has been cut by the Underwood tariff :
from $4 a ton to $2 a ton.
Maine farmers, paying high for labor, which is much
cheaper and easier to obtain in Canada,
will materially feel this cut on hay.
Apples are cut from 25 cents a bushel
to 10 cents a bushel. The apple growers
of Oxford county know what this means.
Northwestern Canada is producing millions of bushels of apples which will now
find a market in this country and will rei
duce the price paid to our farmers by at
least 15 cents a bushel. Can Maine farmers face a loss like this with any degree
of satisfaction?
Wool is cut from 11 cents to 36 cents a
pound to duty free. How many sheep do
you suppose there will be in Maine, competing against the world, under the conditions imposed by the Underwood bill?
Poultry is cut from 3 cents per pound
to 1 cent per pound. Eggs from 5 cents
a dozen to 2 cents a dozen.
Don’t you
think this will stimulate the poultry business in Maine a great deal?
Dairy products are all admitted free under the
Underwood bill, and what is true of these
articles is also true of almost every agri-

BELFAST

j

Maine.

The Underwood bill admits corn free of
duty. Immediately the Canadian farmer, just across the line, can go on raising sweet corn, ship it at little expense
to our corn packing plants within a few
miles of the boundary line and undersell
the American farmer right in his own
door yard. That’s one thing the Underwood bill will do for the farmers of
Maine.
Take wheat, another product which is
raised in large quantities in some parts
of Maine. The Dingiey
and PavntAldrich tariffs on wheat has been 25
cents a bushel. The Underwood bill
cuts this duty to ten cents a bushel. At
the same time flour is admitted free of
duty, so that the American flour manufacturer is discriminated against in
favor of the Canadian manufacturer.
This will not, it is claimed, materially
i affect the American manufacturer but it
; will tend to lower the
prices of wheat
paid to the farmers.
Beans, another product of Maine
are
reduced from 45 cents a
! farms,
bushel to 25 cents a bushel. Potatoes
are cut from 25 cents a bushel to admittance free of duty. This will make every
Canadian farmer, whose land is as well [
adapted to potato growing as is the land
of the farmers on our side of the line, a
producer of potatoes and he can, with
cheaper labor, on a farm which costs
him less, ship his potatoes into our markets and lower the price paid to the
Maine farmer by at least 25 cents a
bushel. This means ruin for Maine po-

j

I

and the customer
It is not allowable to sell short weight butter by the
print and not give information that it is

exactly

HOW TO TAKE CARE OF EGGS.

specialist

j

mendations;
Manufacturer. The manufacturer of
butter, whether creameryman or dairyman, should know absolutely that he is
putting out both a standard butter and
a full
weight butter, even if this necessitates weighing every print which goes
out from his establishment.
Jobber. The jobbers who handle butter in lots should buy and sell by weight
The butter should
as well as by count.
be billed for exactly what it weighs..
If there is a discrepancy between the
number of prints and the total weight
that fact should be stated in the invoice.
Retailer. The retailer w.'l be held
strictly responsible for the weight of the
butter he Bells. He is advised to insist
that all butter purchases be full -weight,
but if he should have short weight butter
for sale every print should be sold for

forcement.

has

How

An

HEUMATISM
lH

State?

own

the Democratic party shown its friendship for them and what have the farmers

STATE

\l 11

particularly

farmers,

After several months investigation of

the weight of butter on sale in Maine,
it is a matter of suprise to find how
much short weight butter is being manufactured and sold. With the price of
butter as high as it has been during the
last year a shortage of from one to two
ounces in a print of butter is an important item in the present high cost of
living. The attention of the entire
public is called to the following recom-

majority of towm
so.
At the presenl
time these trees are covered with tenl
caterpillars, an insect that breeds very
rapidly and is destructive to the foliage
of fruit trees.
The purpose of the law
was to destroy the
breeding places of
this very injurious insect, and it wae
thought that if the municipal officers of
towns W’ould lead in the work
by clearing the highways, individual owners of
real estate would continue the
work
upon their own premises.
As long as
the municipal officers are
negligent of
this matter and tail to meet the
requirements of the statutes it would
hardly be
expected that a private citizen would
take up the work and
carry it along.
The law provides that these trees shall
be cut and destroyed before the first of
June. While it will not be possible to
do that this year, it is
expected that the
work will be taken up and
completed at
the earliest possible date. The
Department of Agriculture
is sending out
notices to the municipal officers of the
varous towns and
cities, calling their attention to this law and
asking for its en-

the

cultural product.

in Practical Housework.

viu’.r

;

as

on

the

and

developed.”

SHORT WEIGHT BUTTER.

have failed to do

does the Underwood tariff bill

farmers of our

draft, the

■

cut

THE TARIFF AND THE FARMER.
How

what extent the germ has

(

pal officers of cities shall, before thi
first day of June of each year, cut, burr
and destroy all dead or worthless
app!«
trees, and all wild cherry trees withir
the limits of the public
ways, streeti
and parks of their respective towns ant
cities. For neglect or failure to
perforn
the aforesaid duties each of such officer!
shall be punished by a fine of not les'
than fifty dollars.”
This statute became operative
July 1
1911. While a few towns have
givei
heed to its provisions and had their wild
cherry trees and worthless apple trees

ress.

judgment

Department of Agriculture i

attention to section 11 of chaptei
15 of the Public Laws of 1907 as
amend
ed by section 3. chapter 84, of the
Lawi
of 1911, which reads as follows:
"Selectmen of towns and the munici

one

horses. Some farmers who
■od draft mares hesitate to
iiecause they cannot underbuy can spare the mares,
i,*d so constantly to do the
form.
However, it is quite
raise colts without seriously
•v.th the use of the mare in
To do this
■rk on the farm.
so that the colt shall not be

f

calling

acting as hostess, the other as waitThey are given a certain amount
of money to spend and must keep within

They are costing us altogethand we are suffering for

mare

The

only for

DRAFT HORSES.

(iMSING

ly tell the approximate age of an egg.
whether it is good or bad, the degree of
deterioration, and if incubated, to just

Dr. W. C. LIBBEY.
DENTIST,
•I MAIN STREET,

BELFAST, MAINE

NOTICE.

f

We have 150 acres and have been 25
years in
business.
A fine business can be
which will
developed
increase from year to year.
Valuable outfit furnished free.
Experience
not necessary.
Our wholesale method for
with
large
orders,
direct shipment to
customers, gives the agent
a chance to do a lot of
business with the bier
*
planters.
Write us for terms at once. Do not
delay.
Give at least two references when
applying.

F. A.

GUERNSEY & CO..

Guaranteed work In Chlrjrody, ManicurSCHOHARIE NURSERIES,
AlaoraFaolal Work,
■g. Shampooing and
SCHOHARIE, N. Y.
all line of all klndt of Hair Work at my Reference:
Schoharie County Bank, Schoharie, N. Y.
parlora over Shlro’a Store, Phcenlx Row.
Any well known nursery firm in New York.
H23
State.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
6w20

There was
past week.

light frost

a

every

I beautifully

decorated and bearing the small
candles, “by the Ladies of the Aid.” A proper
knife being at band the captain cat the
'•loaf of sweets" into sufficient pieces to allow

|

SEARSPORT.
morning the

Postmaster J. W. Black made

a

ROYAL

Bangor Saturday.

to

About fo: ty couples from here attended the
dance in Monroe last Friday evening.

week)

H. Goodell returned last
fapt
from a business trip of several days in Bangor.
W.

laces.
Rowena Colcord arrived Friday from
where she spent the

Miss

congratulation. Capt. Morse!
A much enjoyed exercise on Arbor Day, was
presented by the class of 1913, with the following program given by the Senior class, Stockton Springs High school, Friday, May 16th.
The program was given partly to illustrate
work done in English, by the class, partly in

BAKING
POWDER

in town
Joseph Soffayer of Rockland was
and
Friday with a line of embroideries, linens

Upton, Mass.,

West

each table guest to tickle his or her gustatory
nerve with a
morsel, to the pleasure of the
company, all delighting to honor our wondrously preserved citizen, (mentally and
physically) who never had a sick day! Our

(
business trip

winter.

Barge Rahn finished discharging Saturday
New
and sailed for Sargentville to load ice for

observance of Arbor Day:
PART

Contest between Fitz[Jamesand Roderick Blake
for the Reader's Favor, Lady of the Lake
Earl W. Foster
Contest between Jacques and Orlando in As
Junita L. Ellis
You Like It,
Different Phases of Wit in As You Like It,
Olive M. Foster
An Appreciation of Scott's Portrayal of Natural Scenery, Lady of the Lake,
Beulah E. Nickerson

Absolutely Pun

York.
L. C. Havener, who has been visiting
in town, has returned to her home in Worcester. Mass.
Mrs.

town

Saturday,

of

Eyre

Mrs. Clara B.

the

Orange. N. J.,

guest

of Mrs. L. L.

was

in

Nichols

Economizes Butter, Floor,
!

Eggs;

|

makes the food more

appetizing and wholesome

and

Mr.

Kerr

\Y.

Mrs. C.

ot

Mass., were in town Sunday, guests
Mrs. Clifton Jackson.

fcomervine.

A. E.

Trundy

constructing

are

rented the
J. F. Walker, Esq., of Bangor
Mrs. J. t).
Hopkins house on Howard street of
has

Sweetser of Haddonfield, N, J.
Mrs. H. L. Ferry of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived
at the
Friday and will spend the summer
Curtis homestead on West Main street.

Cecil Paine and daughter Mary, who
visiting Mr. and Mrs. L. M. bargent,
have returned to their home in Bath.
Mrs.

have heen

Schools Wooubury was in town
Thursday and met the parents ir an informal
of interest.
way and discussed school topics
of

Supt.

Mrs. F. A. Curtis returned Thursday from
Dorchester, Mass., where she had spent sevW.
eral weeks with her daughter, Mrs. H.
Kneeland.
Dr. and Mrs. A. A. Jackson of Everett,
Mass., were in town last week. Dr. Jackson is
having a bungalow built at Pleasant Cove to
westward of the steamboat wharf.

the

W. R. Gilkey & Son will start their passenger touring car between Searsport and Belfast
at Searsport with
Stockton.

Monday, connecting

next

John McLaughlin's

tor

car

and Mrs. E. F Sa.age, Mrs. H. M. Chapand George Dunn of Bangor were in
town la$t week. Mr. Savage's stable and garage
connected with his cottage is nearly completMr.

man

ed.
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Nickerson, arrived
from Newport News with 3,760 tons
of coal .0 the Penobscot Coal Co. She finished discharging and sailed Tuesday for Norfolk.

Saturday

Ladies Guild will give a public supper
in the social room of the vestry, Thursday,
May 22nd. Supper tickets twenty-five cents.
Make this function a social and financial sueThe

by attending it.

cess

The Village Improvement Society and the
Superintendents of the Gordon.Village and Elmwood cemeteries are indebted to Mrs. George.
A. Carver and Miss Alice G. Chase of Brooklyn, N. Y., for several up-to-date rubbish cans
The gift is very much appreciated by the peo-

ple

of the town.

Capt. James B. Parse is blocking up the Porter house on Steamboat avenue preparatory to
moving it to Norris street. Capt. Parse is to
build his

house

new

the old site and

on

went

Tuesday morning, where

the frame
material to be usee in the construction of the house is being gotten out by the
Sargent Bros, at their mill. It will be shipped
by rail from there t.o Searsport.
to Alton

ar.d other

Mr. J. W.

Black, Misses Emily Ross, Evelyn
Young, Bernice M^Caslin, Annie Whittier, Lillian Smith, Mabel McElhirj and Gladys But-

special committee by
the Improvement Society to collect funds to
buy granulated calcium chloride to lay the

man nave

dust

on

been chosen

Main

a

s'.reel, and

street it will be Used

on

first

successful

on

the other streets.

meeting will be hel
Tuesday in June.

next

i
l

in ti.e

Library

this
The
the

We decorrte the graves of our
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
reward with medals the doers of
brave deeds; we honor the sacrifice of health
Mr. Manter Decrow has bought the so-called
and riches, that the degraded may be taught
Carter house on School street which he has oct he beautv and joy of clean lives; we are filled
cupied for the past year.
with admiration for the countless doctors and
The Ladies’ Aid Society will be Entertained
awful
disthat
some
risk
life
nurses who daily
this, Thursday, afternoon by Mrs. Albert C.
ease may be conquered.
By such as these we
Colcord, East Main street.
are reminded that Christ came into the world
Mrs. Lura S. Kimball of Brookline, Mass.,
not to be ministered unto but to give life. He,
Who was greatest suffered for the least: He, arrived Tuesday to call upon her sister, Miss
Who was richest impoverished Himself forthe Mabel F. Simmons, School street.
mankind.

soldiers;

recently an
lowing is a copy:
pers

Belfast.

O ;t.

8, 1836.
Received o Mr. Richard Smart $4.00 in full
for bridge h re for the coming year, for himself ar.d wife arid G. W. Smirt and wife.
James McCrillis.
Richard Smart in 1836 was the Deputy Collector of Customs at West Prospect, now

Searsport.
at

He

ness

was

and also in the

nearing

when

prominent business man
engaged in general busiWest India trade. In 1853,

was a

that time and

tne

end of his

he built the Smart block
of the

for

a

imposing

on

business career,
Main street, one

structures at that time
business house in Waldo county.
most

very

FREEDOM
Mr. and Mrs. Sampson and Mr. and Mrs
Murch passed Sunday in
Pittsfield with
fliends-Mrs. Lottie McGray from Burnham
is critically ill at her father’s
home, in this
place-The Ladies’ Circle will meet with
Mrs. Lottie P. Vose, Thursday afternoon May
?2nd.

;

U

An Old Friend—Come Back

The self-seeking cannot be Christ’s

lowest.

2

PORTS.

And

Sunday.

New

friend.

U

Mrs.

Bartlett

was

a

delegate

to

“bumps”
string,
REGAL straight

FOREIGN.

Mr. Frank E. West of Milo left Saturday for
home after being with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel "H. West, Gilmore street, for a
number^of days. Mrs. West (formerly Miss
Orilla Berry) did not come with him.

Fourteen

members of Canton Pallas, I. O.

O. F., went to Searsport last Friday evening
in William A. Decrow’s launch Adah and were
guests of Sears Lodge, I. O O. F It was a
visitation of

a

uniform rank to

a

Puerto Mexico, May 13. 10 a m. Sld, str
Mon.anan, Nichols, Delaware Breakwater; 15
6 a m, ar, str Minnesotan, Curtis, New York.
SklinaCruz, May 12 noon. Sld, str Nevadan,
An. erson, San Diego.
V\alton, N S, May 5.

Ar, schr Mary Ann
McCann, Southwest Habor, Me.
m John, N B, May 15.
Ar, schrs Hattie H.
Barbour, New York for Fredericton; Harold B
Cousens, Calais,

j Ayer’s

J.

1

spent at whist a literary program
Mrs. G. H. York read
paper written bv May Riley Smith, chairman
of the committee on birds in the General
Federation of Women’s clubs. It was a pro-

aj
j

against the wearing of bird plun.age for
or hat decorations.
“The topic, “How*

test

head

j

housekeeping may be made easy,” was generally discussed and a story by Mrs. Linda Littlefield completed a very enjoyable social affair,
R. L. Clements and family motored to
South Monroe Sunday, where they were the

at the

canning factory

at

Lowder Brook.

The Current Events Club met last week with
Mrs. Ralph Moise, West Main street, in regular session. Miss Leora Partridge will he the
hostess Wednesday afternoon, May 28th, at
her Church street home. All members are
cordially invited to be present.

j

j

a

fears

were

nothing
her

more

many

had been h eard at this

friends hope that the

writing,
danger was

Congregational Church Notes. Sunday, overestimated-Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bean of
j Dixmont were
guests of their daughter, Mrs.
May 18th. Mr. McElhiney spoke concerning ;
“Christian self sacrifice.” The text was Matt, M. A. Haley, Sunday_Mrs. G. L. Clarke of
j West
Winterport is the guest of Mrs. C. B.
16:24, “If any man will come after me, let him |
Jewett the present week.... Saturday afterdeny himself, and take up his cross and follow
Me.” By selfsacrifice alone the human race is noon, May 17th, twenty-one children, some of
saved. Over one hundred times the New the younger ones accompanied by their
mothers, gathered at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Testament states that Christ died for guilt.
The only theory of atonement necessary is C. W. Nealey to assist in celebrating the thirthat salvation comes through Jesus. And for teenth birthday of their young son, Guy.
this salvation the spirit of self sacrifice is im- Croquet and other games were enjoyed out of
doors and there was a peanut hunt for the
perative. In this text Christ plainly states
Mrs. Nealey served ice
He suffered, so must we younger children.
His attitude.
In the life all about us this law holds true* cream, fancy cakes and candy, and at 6 o’clock
The plant the little guests departed, leaving some pretty
one suffers that many may profit.
sacrifices growth that it may bloom and gifts for their young host.
bear fruit. The bee toils not because the
WINTERPORT.
honey is sweet, but for the welfare of its colMother's day was observed by the pastor of
ony. The self denial is unconscious, nature
the MethodiBt church. His theme was the
is simply obedient to the fixed laws of the
of the Virgin Mary over women,
Creator. And so must we be if we are to ful- preeminence
as the mother of the Saviour of mankind.
It
fill the Divine purpose. But with man the
was an eloquent sermon.The friends of
sacrifice must be voluntary. The bones of exMr. J. H. Lovett are pleased to learn that he is !
plorers, missionaries and early settlers must
gaining in strength at the E. M. G. Hospital, \
whiten every coast before it reaches a state of
after a surgical operation.... Mr. G. H.
civilization. And the more perfect the civili- Bangor,
Clement has bought some land of Oscar Cole
zation the more unselfish man must become.
Main street and is about to erect a bungaBefore a land can call itself Christian it must an
ow-Henry T. Lamb of Boston is visiting
realize the meaning of such words as “brotherhie sister, Mrs. P. C. George....Mr. W. H. ;
hood” and “mercy” and “selfsacrifice.” StuLord has been engaged to give the address at!
dents of political economy know that a selfish
Union hall Memorial Day_Percy Rich of
man iu a high place means a selfish policy and
Bangor was in town May 14th, calling on !
is aelfUh government.. Against such conditions friends-Mr. Geo. Goodnow met with
quite1
there is always the protest of the masses-war. an accident recently while at work in the
at Mt.Waldo. A stone chip flying lacerluarry
the
arms
in
old
world
or
of
strife
the
be
It may
ated an eye-Mrs.Ralph Larrabeeand daugh- I
of labor in the New. The root of both is sel:erThelma arrived by Bteamer May 14th to visit I
fishness and greed, and the fruit bloodshed her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Campbell. ;
Mr. and Mrs. William McNulty have re- j
and horror. But this is passing, the awful
turned to their home in Dorchester, Mass.... I
lesson has been taught, and the attitude of Mr. Bert Alley has hired the house owned
by
Yearly we pay greater Nettie Powers in Washington street, and willj
man has changed.
has
nove his family there... .Isaac Dunham and
fame
whose
men
of
to
the
tribute
memory
ion have been busy painting their motor boat
a
come, not through mere victory, but through
ind getting her ready for the season.
|
life lived unselfishly, and given up for a love
We now believe that “MarAt the meeting of Belfast Commandery,'
of fellow men.
tyrdom it only grand when it resembles that Jnited Order of the Golden Cross, last Thurs- 1
of Christ.” Those who have been like Him < lay evening a pleasant entertainment was folowed by a One supper. At the meeting
have willingly taken up tkeir croea and follow<
ed Him. Wo are recognizing aa heroes aO
rhursday, evening several candidates will re- |
who, forgetful of self, laber for the welfare of , wive the degree,

dy,

a

>

..

this,1

j.

Last week brought Stockton Springs the
following daily weather: Sunday, clear and
cold, with high N. W. wind; Monday, somewhat

cloudy morning, clear afternoon and milder;
Tuesday, beautiful and mild day, growing
cloudy at night; Wednesday, rainy forenoon,
with clear afternoon; Thursday,
lovely day,
with rousing wind from the west; Friday, overcast sky and cold atmosphere, with a
slight
bail-fall toward night; Saturday, a fine, clear
iay, with brisk wind.
miss

Hichborn, Church street, left
May 15th to join her sister, Miss Harriet D.
Hichborn, who on her return from West Palm
Beach, Florida, where her health had essentially improved, had been suddenly seized with
levere infla mmation of the bowels at
Georgetown, South Carolina, where she is the guest
>f relatives. Dr. and Mrs. W. E. Sparkman.
Miss Mary reached her destination Saturday
norning, finding Miss Harriet in a serious
condition. Numerous friends are hoping to
aear of an improvement
very soon. She is
luffering extremely at this date, Monday.
Mary

The supper served under the auspices of
he Ladies’ Aid Society of the Universalist
>arish at 25 cents per plate in the Masonic
banquet hall last Saturday at 6 o’clock proved
a
grand success, socially and financially.
More than $23 was added to the Aid’s treasiry. A very pleasant feature of the occasion
vas the
surprise given Capt. Ralph Morse,
he day— May 17th,—being the 82nd anniversary
Seated at the head of a long table,
his birth.
inrrounded by his wife, hia daughter, Mrs.
Vennie M. Bragg, and guest, Mrs. (XJLHall,
be was presented with a handsome bouquet, of
mmation pinks and a large birthday cake*

62 Church vli

friends of Mrs.A. A. Barden will be
learn of her illness in New Jersey
Mrs. Roscoe Clements, son and daughter of \Yinterport were guests Sunday of her
Mr. and
brot er, Fred Barden, in Monroe
Mrs. Mark Snow of Frankfort visited relatives
in town Sunday ...Mr. and Mrs. Charles MarMiss
den of Belfast visited in town Sunday
Freda Knowlton is now at home....Rev. A. A.
Blair of Belfast will preach a Memorial ser-

NOT 1C

i'ne

sorry co
Mr. and

mon

I wish to Hive public
hours will be irotn s

wnen

at the

church

next

whose

brother

Sunday

the west

in

were

at

the months of May

m

frigera'or, buy good

was

30 feet lone, ,"i fei

accidentally

Sunday.... Mrs.
was

Alice

B.

Eggleston

of

guest of Mrs. Isaac
.Mrs. Mary Colson of

the
..

Mrs. Watson Robertson Sunparents,
day ...The 14th, 15th and 16th of May ice
The
made the thickness of window glass
friends of Mr. Chase are sorry
illness and hope he may have a
■

iuin your health,

Bu\ a
Baldwin Refrigeiator and
have \our food served
Cold, Crisp and Sweet all
the time.

,

I

“The Box with the Steady Cold W ave.9

of the

Refrigerators

preserve your food better
and use less ice than other
makes, because of their

wonderful

culation of pure, cold, dry air, which is
around the articles stored, purifying and

cirforced

one-way

constantly
cooling every

to

inch

cheap refrigerator costs nearly as much as a good
one at the start.
It endangers your health, wastes ice and
food as long as it lasts.
Is wo-n out when a Baldwin
is
in
its prime. Buy a life-time of
high-grade refrigerator
satisfaction, not a term of annoyance.
A

A Postal Will Bring t rial Treatment And
a History ot Famous People.
MI-0 NA Stomach Tablets surely do end
all indigestion and stomach misery and to

Baldwin Opalite Glass and Vitrified SteelLined Refrigerators are hard, glossy white
inside.
Handsome, Durable and Cleanly.

We not only tell you these facts about the Baldwin,
but we have a glass front refrigerator all set up and filled
with ice which proves to you the circulation which moves
a small wheel placed in the bottom of the chest.

Baldwin’s $9.00 to $50

THE HOME FURNISHING COMPANY
Eaton & Co.

M. D. TOWLE, Manager.
EVERYTHING FOR THE HOME.

LOST
Anyone seeing

<-r

female rat
dollars rewa:
ing her. Also one of
38 Belmont Av

Persian
give five

j
J
1

prove it

Belfast Savin

will send a trial treatment, an inand tell you exactly how to
banish ail stomach trouble and put your stomfine
ach in
shape.
Just say on a postal or in a letter ‘‘Send me
trial treatment of MI-O-NA” and you will
never be sorry—address
Booth’s Ml-0 NA,
Buffalo, N. Y. A. A. Howes & Co. sell a whole
lot of 50 cent boxes on money back if disiatiswe

Notice is hereby gi
Book No. 11.812, issued
lost and application h
cate book according'' n

j

books.

new

|

WILMERJ

May 21.

Bet fast.

Stockton

U»i;>

Sprint)'

i

STOCKTON SPK!>

j

I

is hereby gi\
180 of the Saving'
this bunk has been lust .e
niude for a duplicate
regulating the issuing
S. B. M Kiel:
Stockton Springs, Me >

N0T1CK

1.

I

S

j
\

|
t

TUGS. L I
Osteopathic f’i.

teresting booklet,

Will be at The Colonial, t
and Fridays of each week

1

I

m.

21 tf

fied plan.

C-

BELFAST PRICE
Corrected Weekly /•

HORN

j
f

PRODUCE MARKET.

Cousins.

Stonington, May 3,
Raymond L. Cousins, a son.
In

to

Mr. and

Dow. In Belfast, May 19, to Mr. and Mrs.
John L. Dow, a son.
Gott. In Southwest Harbor, April 21, to
Mr. and Mrs. Everton L. Gott, a daughter.
Rackliff. In Rockland, May 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene R. Rackliff, a son, Frank Raymond.
Thomas. In Rockland, May 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence C. Thomas, a daughter, Margaret
Avilla.

MARRIED

Spencer,

j

recov-

GREAT REMEDY FOR
INDIGESTION
ANO GASTRITIS

Mrs

refrigeraror.

Successors to

■

learn of his

speedy

erv.

reone

cheap one,for stocks won’t

^

j

j

Roberts engine.
1. n.,•.i■
MRS. C, 'I
2w20
28 Cede.

..

Better put your money
into stocks than to buy a

Baldwin

i

N E W urn

Searsport was the guest of Mrs. Briggs Sun- j
Mr. and Mrs. Elwyn Dickey visited her
day
j

a

I
j

an

Belfast, May 8, l'.'l\

1.30 p. m.,

Mrs. Gilbert Morriil of
guests of Mr. ami Mrs. John Mor-

McKeen last week

you ouy your

i

...

standard time....Sympathy is extended to
Frank Stevens and sisti r, Mrs. Isaac Me Keen,

Massachusetts

....

daughter of Portland were in our village
last week for several days, leaving Saturday
for home. Mr. Dickey sold the home (formerly the Joseph Segar place, Morse Ave.) of his
parents, the late Mr. and Mrs. Elman Dickey,
while here to Messrs. A. M. Ames and S. B.
Merrithew.
Mrs. James Crocker, Middle street, arrived
home from visits with relatives in Cambridge,
MasB., by Saturday’s Boston boat. She was
accompanied by her daughter, Mrs. Bernice C.
M agune, and her babe, who will remain
through
hot weather at the home of her parents at
Pleasant Point, foot of Middle street. Many
old friends welcome her to her native town.

thw.-u: P\iV-V.

Ar-k Your Doctor.

Dry Air Refrigerators.

j
i
j

Dickey

from

j

SWANV1LLE CENTER

Mr. and

j

gall stones, and that grave
entertained for her recovery. As

i

SALE

in the near future, the proceeds to go
furnishing material for manual training.

...

|

hospital there, suffering

one

years.

BALDWIN

!
j

j

a

1

$4.00.

..

one move-

Iyer's

for

jill

j,

j

to

!

Millinery

given

killed... Mr. and

j

Berious attack of

weight
Very moderately priced
only

Brooks

Mrs. Horace Staples suffered a very painful
ill-turn last Sunday night—extreme neuralgia
in the lower limbs—which necessitated
calling
Dr. Stevens at midnight. Although relieved
of
the
excruciating pain she is still quite sick.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barden_Miss
j
Viola Conant was in Orono Saturday and at- We hope her improvement may be rapid.
J
tended the State intercollegiate track meet I
Capt. John N. Staples of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
held at the U. of M... T. O. Shields, who was v sited hie mother, Mrs. Horace
Staples, West
thrown from his carriage last week and quite
Main street, last week, leaving Thursday p. m.,
not
does
as
severely injured,
gain
rapidly as j by Boston steamer, en route to his home. Why
his friends would wish-Mrs. R. L. Clements so brief a
tarry, “John?” Many old schoolreceived a message last Friday informing her mates missed the
pleasure of even a handthat her mother, Mrs. A. A. Barden, who has Bhake!
spent th1 winter in Morristown, N. J., was'
Mr. and Mrs. D. Elman
and little
! taken

Pills

Good health demands at least
| msot
of the bowels each day. Just
j
Pill at bedtime. Sold for 60

....

presented.

i

Mrs. R. C. Sli

meet

..

was

I

Millinery
pleased

subordinate
Mrs C. J. Hall, formerly of Belfast, is the j lodge to interest subordinate members in takC. Clements were in Prospect May 14th in atA banquet was served
guest of her cousin, Mis. Ralph Morse, West ing higher degrees.
tendance at the Pomona meeting held with|
Main street, for an indefinite tune before going after the regular work.
While in Searsport
H.
and
C.
ian:South Branch Grange
Libby
to her cottage, Halls’Quarry, Mount Desert the Canton
accepted an invitation to take
ily were guests oi Mrs. Emily Parsons in
for the summer, bhe arrived in town May
part in the Memorial Day exercises.
Swanville Sunday... L. A. W hite is the owner
of a new Ford touring cur and George Cookson
Albert M. Ames of Stockton Springs was in
Mrs. George L. Titcc mb and two daughters,
of Newburg has been engaged for the past
Pittsfield at the home of Mrs. Charlotte M.
j little Doris
and baby Phyllis, arrived from Griffin
two weeks in erecting a garage for Mr. White.
recently, w'hile on his way to Portland
|
Mrs. C. E. Bartlett was the hostess for the ! Oakland last Thursday to join her husband, for a few days’business trip. Mr. Ames is a
of the late Dr. T. M Griffin.— Pittsnephew’
who
has
rented
the Russell Goodhue cottage, ;
ladies club last Thursday afternoon. All of
field Advertiser.
Middle street, for the season. He is employed
the sixteen members were present and after a
short time

Straight
“bulges"

just

tomorrow, Friday, evening at 7 30
o’clock in Hichborn Hall.

J

old

an

always

shape

i

The Current Events Club urgently request
all who are inteiesteu in cleaning the streets
and in the general improvement of the town

the

we

now

1°

Alvah C. Treat and Mrs. Edward N.
Harriman spent last Thursday and Friday in
Bangor, guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Gerrity.

Etna association... Misses Louise
Libby and Laura Bickford, students at the E.
M. C. Seminary, spent the week-end at their
homes. Miss Bickford was accompanied by
Miss Anna Boyd of New York-Mrs. Ltti<
Dinsmore and son Arthur of Hampden were
recent guests at the home of S. J. Fish.... Mr.
and Mrs. R. L. Clements, Mr. and Mrs. G. H.
York, J. W. Jewett and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
from

welcome back

past.

j

All nations are of one blood and the least of
than any other.
these our brothers. We can despise no one.
Mr. J. E. Prescott of Burnham has been for
The highest must reach to the lowest; the
several days the guest of friends in town, Mr.
strongest must lift the weakest; the purest
and Mrs. L. S. Titcomb, Sylvan street. He armust guide the vilest. As they led Christ to
rived last Thursday.
Calvary, they saw Simon, and called him to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Titcomb of Exeter
bear the cross. Simon did not want to bear
the cross, but he was compelled. Thus is it were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Titcomb,
still borne by necessity and not love. Society Sylvan Street, for two days the past week.
frets and bleeds under its burdens of self- They left May 14th for home.
denial, making the load heavier by rebellion.
Wejare glad to announce the continual imJesus took upon Himself the guilt and sorrow
provement of Miss Ethel Colcord since her reof mankind, with conscious intent and sympa- turn from the Portland
hospital, and her vigorthetic sacrifice. Are we His true disciples, ous resistance to the severe attack of typhoid
like
or
like
Simon
in
the
cross
Paul;
glorying
fever.
do we follow with protest, that a burden has
Mrs. Edric Colt man and little daughter of
been thrust upon us?
Cambridge, Mass., arrived Saturday for her
annual visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
WHITE’S CORNER, (Wiiiterport).
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Bartlett attended the Levi G. Griffin, Maple street. V, elcome home,
animal convention of the Maine State Spirit- “Amy Gertrude!”
and

memories of the

Skin, yet

Mrs.

association in Augusta last Saturday

we

pleasant

back such

U

disciples. It is a mockery to call ourselves
by His name and lead a selfish life. Then
what of the church, intended to exemplify
The evening for the meeting of the singing
His life? It mu3t lay aside all pride and re- school has been
changed to Thursday, which
member that it is the servant of humanity.
is convenient for more members, apparently,

ualists

?

welcome back an old friend. \\ e
shake him by the hand and then sit right down
and “trlk it over.” That old swimming hole,
when we stole the Deacon s apples, and those
happy moonlight rides “with the girls;” all briny

gladly

How
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Kangai

we

....

found among some old paold receipt of which the fol-

Mrs. C. E. Adams

a

little work....We hear that Mrs. Twiss has
improved in health enough to come back and
occupy her home soon.

2

a new-

the storage of
building south of their mill for
shingles and other dry lumber.

the old home last week_Mist Rose
Mrs.

Ryan is helping at Edmund Adams'.
Adams has improved so that she can do

shoe
York, May 13. Ar, schs Margaret M
Ford, Cienfuegos; Susan N Pickering, Stonused
that
to
w(
A
you
ington, Me; 14. ar. sch Frederick Uoessner,
Capt J O Hayes, Boothbay via Newport; sld, sch
since.
find
triedto
have
as
and
Susie P Oliver, Stockton Springs; 15,
ar, schs
Kit Carson, Bangor; Annie P Chase, do; stms
or
is tin
without
any
Dakotan, Puerto Mexico; Millinocket, Stockton; sld. sch J R Bcdwell, Jersey City for Bar
last shoe for Men.
new
Harbor; 17, ar. schs Nat Meader, Bangor; CarMORRILL.
rie A Bucknam, Vinalhaven; 19,
sells
ar,
Grace
Mr. and Mrs. Frank'Brown from Lawrence,
Davis, Bangor; John Bracewell, South Ann.oy
Made in Russet and Black Glazed
Mass., [are spending several weeks in town for Vinalhaven; sld. schs Metinic,
Virginiavisiting [relatives... Leslie Nash moved his Annie R Lewis, do; 20, sld, sch Etna, Port au
will not y
As soft as the finest Kid
Prince.
family from Belfast last week to his home in
Boston, May 14 Ar, seh W J) Mangam,
soles in all sizes
chock. Medium
and
Morrill... Mrs. Mary H. Merithew and her Bangor; sld, schs Ella
Clifton, Bong, r; Mary E
son, Herbert Smith and wife, moved last week Lynch, Stonington; 19, sld, schs Northern
at
widths.
Light.
Bangor;
Georgietta, do.
| from East Belfast to her [home in Morrill....
15. Cld, sch White Wings,
Philadelphia.
May
at
To be found
! Mr. Lewis Winchenbach of Augusta, after sev- Port Royal; 16, cld, sch Magnus
Manson, Bar
eral weeks here on ousmess, returned to Au- gor; 17. ar; sch Isabel B Wiley, Turks Island;
sch Fred W Ayer, Fall River.
gusta last week via Waldoboro... Mr. and 19, sld,
Newport News, May 15.
Ar, sch Paul
i Mrs. Harry [Wine frcm Jackson^ visited, relaPalmer, Bangor (and cld for Boston.)
! tives here last week... Mr. Ernest Townsend
Norfolk, May 14. Ar, sch Augustus H Bab
i gave his houseja nice coat of paint last week. cock, Port Tampa; 15, ar, sch Susie 11 Davidson, N Y for Wiggins, S C;
....Mr. R. B. Smith is making an addition to
Savannah, May 10. Sld, sch S G Haskell, :
his barn and having water from the artesian
New York; 14, sld, sch Luther T Garretson,
well conveyed" to his house.... Dr. T. N Pear
Wiggins, S C.
New Orleans, May 14. Cld, sch
son appears out each day on his new Ford
Joseph W
Hathorn, Gulfport.
runabout... .Services at the church here last
Pascagoula, Miss, May 15. Ar, sch Mary E
Sunday morning and evening by Rev. Mr. Palmer, Galveston; 16, ar, sch Jos W Hawthorn,
New Orleans.
Whitlock.
Seventy-six pupils and teachers
Port Tampa, May 15. Ar, sch Horace A
out to Sunday school... .Tl:e Ladies Aid SoStone, Norfolk.
New Haven, May 16. Ar, sch N E
ciety will hold a meeting at the Grange hall
Ayer, ISLESBORO.
Bangor.
Mrs. Nellie B.
Mr. Charles Dana Gibson and family have arj this, Thursday, afternoon...
Georgetown, S C, May 16. Sld, sch John
Hatch does not seem to be any better... Little
rived at their cottage on Seven Hundred Acre
Bossert, New York.
Audrey Sheldon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Perth Amboy, May 16. Sld, sch Flora Con- Island for the season... Mr. Manley Hart and
Austin Sheldon, has been a sick child the past don, Eastport.
little son Herman of Rockland were in town
Brunswick, Ga, May 18. Sld, schs Marion last
ten days... Mr. George Woodbury frcm ProvTuesday_Mr. J. Peabody, who is at his
N Cobb, New York; Humarock, (from Ceylon
idence, R. I., came home this week to be with Ga),cottage on the “west side" for the month of
his sick mother.... Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smith
Charleston, S C. Ar, sch Emma S Lord, May, has gone to Boston for a few daysj Niw
York; sld, sch Mary L Crosby, New York.
have taken rent in the upper story of Chas.
class of the High school gave “The
j Bangor, May 15. Ar, sch Jacob M Haskell. The Senior
Porto Rico" for the second time in i
| Brown's house.
Baltimore; sld, sch C B Clark, Salem; 16, sld, Girl from
sch Mary Augusta. Boston; 17. sld, schs Jacob the Town
Hall, Saturday evening to a full
I have
an vv
M
Haskell, Fernandina; Andrew Nebinger, house. Following is the cast of characters:
CENTER BELMONT.
New York; Lizzie D Small. Barrington, Mass;
Boston with a full
Dorell Bates
Jack Jenkins,
Willard Morsr is at home on an enforced va- 19. sld. sch Mary Weaver,
Boston; 20, ar, stm
Arlene Pendleton
Dina|Mite,
cation, having had the misfortune to scald his F J Lisman, Newport News.
Ellis Hatch
which 1
Robinson Dodd,
Stock ion. Me, May 16. Sld, sch Ella Clifton,
arm badly while at work in a saw mill in LinViola Boardman
Violet Waters,
Boston;
18,ar,seh Charlotte T Sibley, isew York;
C
oombs
to show nr
Zoa
colnville. He has the sympathy of all... The 19,
“Sarsh,”
ar, stm Millinocket, New York; sch James
Oren Pendleton
Miginly,
weather is cold and rough for this season of Young, Boston.
ers.
Howard Boardman
Abraham Mite,
Seursport, May 16. Ar, barge Rokes, Perth Jabiz Vaceint,
the year. Quite an acreage has been planted in
Lloyd Pendleton
Amboj, 17, ar, stm Penobscot. Norfolk; 18, sld,
this section, though little is up except peas,
barge Rokes, Perth Amboy; 21, ar, stm Boyls- _The High scho 1 will have a public debate
which loot* well-The sick seem to be on the ton, Weymouth.
Thursday evening. Question, “Shall EmigraRockland, May 17 Ar, sch Annie B Mitch- tion be Restricted?" Some of the teachers
mending hand, though many bad colds preRoberts Harbor for New York.
ell,
vail.
and pupils are getting up another drama to be

Mrs. C. M. Nichols, who has been spending
several weeks in Boston with relatives, returned home last week.
& Son

man, at

PART II.

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

of Mr. and

Monday night; cause not known_The sew- I
ing circle met at the Grange hall May 14;h
and had a good time-Mrs. Mary Foster of ;
Portland visited her brother, Parkman Wood-

Master Foster
Reading, The Flowers,
Miss Ellis
Reading, Planting the Apple Tree,
Prof. Taylor
Talk on the Trees of California,
Reading, Catching Butterflies and Moths as an
Miss Nickerson
occupation.
Essay. Government Conservation, Miss Foster
Talk, An Alaskan Trip,
Supt. A. C. Treat
Talk, Keeping Arbor Day,
School Com. L. A. Gardiner

Water street.

on

i.

SOUTH MONTVILLE
George Conant and wife of Camden visited !
her mother and sisters in this neighborhood last ;
week... Deputy Sheriff C. S. Adams is in Bos- ;
ton, where he was operated upon for a very !
serious head trouble. Report says he is improving and will return home soon_Very
little planting done yet... O. W.
Ripley has
an automobile....Carl L Adams lost his
horse
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RETAIL PRICE.

Carter-Larrabee. In Belfast, May 13, by
Rev. David L. Wilson, Walter L. Carter and
Miss Lucinda E. Larrabee, both of Belfast.
Wright-Benson. In North Searsport, May
7, by A. Stinson, Esq., Frank J. Wright and
Mrs. Etta May Benson, both of Searsport.
DIED

In Castine, May 12, Mrs. Clara M.
Bowden, aged 69 years and 10 months.
Carter. In Belfast, May 19, at the Waldo
County Hospital, Orilla A., wife of William A.
Carter, aged 69 years.
Darby. In Belfast, May 16, Maude McCarthy, wife of Ralph Darby, aged 29 years, 9
months and 9 days.
Gould. In RockUnd, May 16, Elihu H. Gould,
a native of Orrington, aged 86 years, 8 months
and 18 days.
Greenlaw. In Belfast, May 18, Clara J.,
widow of the late William Greenlaw of Northpart, aged 72 years and 11 months
Hammons. In Belfast, May 15, Clara A.,
wife of Dr. Luther W. Hammons, aged 58
years, 6 months and 15 days.
Henderson. In Belfast, May 20, Charles E.
Henderson, aged 29 years.
Whitmore. In Warren, May 15, Capt J. T.
Whitmore, formerly of Rockland, aged 69 years
and 11 months.
Bowden.

I
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SWANVILLE.
Mr. H. M. Chase had

a

■

v

j
j

■

j

bI»k'

week, but it is hoped to
he will soon rally-Rev. A
fast will hold services here
Sunday. Sunday school at
Hussey and son Errery of VN

last

Sunday, guests of Miss A
quite sick ...Mrs. Albert

>

,,

<

Da-

1
last week, is able t3 be up ami
Mr. and Mrs. J. Bridge leit
v
Moose head Lake. They will
Mrs. E. L. Cunningham at H'
few days before going into camp
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